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Abstract 
The thesis documents a research programme in which a new and improved power 
quality monitoring system capable to work in real time has been developed. The thesis 
presents a comprehensive study on power quality issues and impacts of poor power 
quality on utility, customers and economy. 
Power quality (PQ) is simply the interaction of electrical power with electrical 
equipments. The term is used to describe electric power that drives an electrical load 
and the ability of the load to function properly. In a broad sense power quality may be 
defined as "any power problem manifested in voltage, current, or frequency 
deviations that result in failure or misoperation of customer equipment"[1]. In other 
words, power companies and their customers prefer an alternating voltage and current 
with I00% sinusoidal shape. Slight disturbance in the power line can cause havoc 
either in a factory or a household. Any deviation from the normal value of a supply 
source (either DC or AC) can be classified as a power quality issue. Power quality 
issues may be very high-speed events such as voltage impulses or transients, high 
frequency noise, harmonics, wave shape faults, voltage swells and sags and total 
power losses [ 2 ], [3], [17]. 
Each type of electrical equipment will be affected differently by power quality 
issues. These PQ issues carry much significance to utilities, customers and end users 
and it is essential to be known by the concerned authorities and users for reduction of 
economic losses due to the poor PQ. The cost of poor PQ is high and increasing. 
The thesis gives insights on global economic losses due to poor PQ. The business 
risk posed by PQ problems is a real one with even `low tech' industries exposed to 
serious financial Iosses. The global economic meltdown is not the only factor that is 
pulling down the revenues of Asian countries — poor PQ is also one of the factors. A 
study released said that Indian industries lost more than $ 9.6 Billion USD in 2008-
2009 due to power outages [16]. According to 2008 reports, poor power quality costs 
European business more than 150 billion dollars a year [15]. The work presented in 
this thesis includes a comprehensive survey on different power quality related 
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problems as experienced by customers in different countries and summary of PQ costs 
are given. Poor PQ may have large financial impacts on a country's economy and 
more initiatives are expected from the concerned parties and regulating bodies to take 
corrective measures for maintaining better power quality from utility and at end users. 
Also due to the growing number of sources of disturbances in AC power systems, 
there _ is an ever increasing need of improved power quality monitoring (PQM) 
systems to detect and monitor PQ accurately and promptly. However, for accurate 
analysis. a large amount of data is required in such systems , and there is a need 
for improvements to analyse the captured data automatically. 
On the other hand, instrumentation for the measurement of these conducted 
disturbances in power systems has undergone a great development during the Iast 
decade. From the first instrumentation -designed for general-purpose measurements, 
up to the current highly improved transients recorders, this kind of device has 
continuously evolved, becoming increasingly more specialised. In addition to the 
evolution of the hardware, there has also been significant activity in all topics related 
to the development of software for the analysis of measurements. But still the power 
quality monitoring and analysis is an open issue that needs special attention and more 
research for its improvements. 
In fact, managing records of power-quality (PQ) events is a problem that is 
growing day by day. Power-quality (PQ) monitoring should consider some basic 
questions regarding time of monitoring, place of connection, type of instruments to 
be used, magnitudes of measurand and method of post-processing the registered data. 
After the measurement has been done, raw data and events have to be analysed in 
order to obtain conclusions. Therefore, the signals obtained from such monitoring 
systems require further processing to be able to distinguish the type of disturbances. 
Despite the number of methods presented in literatures, the detection and 
classification problem in PQ is still an open issue and a useful automated, on-line 
robust monitoring system is still missing [15], [16]. Motivated by the huge economic 
losses, different PQ issues and limitations of existing PQM to deal with the modem 
and future power system/supply, the research work has been started to explore the 
feasibility to develop an improved system to resolve the issues more efficiently. The 
aim of this work is to develop a system that will be suitable for automated on-line 
continuous monitoring of power qualities, to be useful for utility, customer and end 
users. The emphasis is therefore on low computational time required to perform the 
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necessary calculations. Stress is also laid on the possibility to detect as many 
categories of PQ disturbances as possible. 
This work: investigates the efficiency of various signal-processing techniques in 
detecting and extracting the features of power quality signals. Comparative 
assessments are given. The author has arrived at the conclusion that an improved and 
affordable power quality monitoring system is the need of the* hour. The- present 
works leads to the development of a simple power quality monitoring system by 
designing virtual instruments using LabVIEW software and NI's DAQ system. To 
accomplish that, Hall-effect sensors, high performance data acquisition system, a 
regular PC and a graphical programming language (LabVIEW), have been used. 
Various distortions have been simulated and measured with the help of the developed 
virtual instruments (VIs) using graphical .programming in LabVIEW [12]. The tests 
were carried out in the research laboratory and the control panel of the,,Electricai 
Engineering Department, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh (India), supplying a 
large number of PCs, equipments and high power UPS and. electrical machines. All 
types of measurements are done on front panel created on PC monitor. 
The system runs on, data flow programming. In this system, the intuitive interface 
makes operation simple with rapid response and high accuracy. The PQM employs 
efficiently modern data - acquisition system compatible with software and works 
excellently with the developed software programme for measurement and monitoring 
of power quality disturbances. The system uses graphical user interfacing (GUI). 
The developed PQM system, can operate in different working modes depending on 
the type of power quality disturbance to be detected and analyzed. In each made 
different VIs with different sampling rate is performed on the input signal either in 
real-time or off-line. The system also permits the partial implementation of a VI or 
sub VI for a specific range in the input signal. A new Power Quality Monitoring VI 
Code has been developed, which is responsible for efficient monitgring of different 
power quality parameters. Compared with the other existing techniques, it has .been 
found to work more efficiently with higher accuracy. 
Comparing with conventional power quality monitoring system, this system 
overcomes the weaknesses of huge analogue test devices [5], [6]. Use of the data 
acquisition system made it possible to achieve accuracy levels quite close to standard 
recommendations according to the power quality measurement. 
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In addition, statements and automatic alarm functions are added to the software 
programming of the monitoring system and will help to detect different PQ 
disturbances efficiently. Consequently it will assist, in employing and implementing 
appropriate mitigation techniques. Experimental works are carried out in the 
simulation and research laboratory, department of Electrical Engineering, Zakir 
Hussain College of Engineering and Technology, Aligarh Muslim University, 
Aligarh. The researcher being a faculty of National Institute of Technology 
Silchar(India), has been able to do a part of practical works/testing in instrumentation 
lab, NIT Silchar which is equipped with the required updated software and hardware. 
Tests have been done in Instrumentation Laboratory, NIT SiIchar and the University-
Electricity Board Supply systems. Comparing with conventional power quality 
monitoring systems, the system overcomes the weaknesses of huge analog test 
devices. 
The results obtained both in simulation and real-time acquisition of signals 
demonstrates the efficient performance of the system in measurement and monitoring 
of different power quality disturbances. The system has got very good capability for 
smart grid and industrial applications due to its coverage of most of the PQ 
parameters and high speed in monitoring. Five numbers of papers (05) are already 
published in reputed journal/conference proceedings in India and abroad which have 
been referred in this thesis. 
ORGANIZATION OF THE THESIS: 
The chapter wise summary of the thesis is as follows: 
Chapter I: 
This chapter introduces power quality and gives its significance for industry, 
utility, customers, end-users, and impact on economy of a country. Power quality is 
the set of parameters defining the properties of power supply delivered to the users in 
normal operating conditions in terms of continuity of supply and characteristics of 
voltage (magnitude, frequency, symmetry, waveform etc.). Current electronic systems 
and devices, such as microprocessors, microcontrollers, telecommunications 
equipment or sensitive computerized equipment or etc. are susceptible to power 
quality problems. Poor PQ has become a more important concern of both power 
suppliers and customers. 
This chapter deals with the introduction of the research problem and brief review 
of works done by others. Power quality monitoring is essential to solve different 
issues and there is a need to develop improved system for power quality monitoring. 
The Motivation behind the work, an ouiline of the thesis and chapter wise 
distribution has been given in this chapter. 	.. 
Chapter II: 
The chapter II gives an essential background on power quality and discusses on 
power quality issues faced by industry, utility, customers and its impact on economy 
of a country. With the proliferation of electronic loads'and the increased competition 
in the deregulated electrical utility industry, power quality has become increasingly 
important. Power quality experts or local electric utility representative can better help 
their customers, solve their PQ problems when their customers have a basic 
understanding of the issues and condition of their power system. 
In this chapter literature survey PQ and related issues are carried out and 
comprehensive discussions on issues of PQ are made. Necessity for standardization 
and different international standards (IEEE & IEC, etc.) on power quality are 
discussed [10], [111. This chapter gives.- a foundation and background. for 
understanding-power quality and its issues. 
-PQ issues include financial impacts of poor PQ. The present research problem 
includes a study on impact of poor PQ on economy. Pour PQ has caused a direct economic 
impact to many industrial customers. In this chapter impacts of poor PQ on organization's 
operational efficiency are discussed. Economic impacts on Indian and global economy is 
analyzed and discussed [; 6]. This is first time such a study of poor PQ on Indian economy is 
made. European PQ Survey had been an eye opener for global community. Information 
depicts the need of proper monitoring and mitigation' of electricity supply to solve the 
staggering economic losses. 
Chapter III 
In this chapter it has been observed that proper PQ monitoring is the need of the 
hour. International standards like IEC and IEEE recommended practice for 
monitoring electric power quality has. been briefly discussed. CBEMA and ITIC 
curves are plotted and different power quality indices are shown [11], [12]. The 
concept of an appropriate measurement system for the evaluation of power quality has 
been Presented in this chapter of the work. A survey of techniques for PQ monitoring 
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is done. Most of the existing methods are incapable to offer required service for 
prompt and accurate monitoring of PQ events and parameters. This chapter presents a 
clear picture of the conventional and existing power quality monitoring methods and 
need of improvements for present and future quality supply system. Works are going 
on for transformation of present grid into smart grid in near future (in India). This 
requires smart monitoring and metering to solve poor PQ problems. Therefore the 
present research problem/challenge has been proposed suggesting a development of 
an improved PQM System suitable for Real Time Monitoring of PQ. 
Chapter IV 
This chapter deals with the background and description of the power quality 
monitoring system proposed and developed in the scope of this work, to acquire and 
analyze PQ waveform distortions and indices. 	The present works lead to the 
development of a new power quality monitoring system by designing virtual 
instruments (VI) using LabVIEW software and NI's DAQ system. The 
instrumentation set-up together with data acquisition device of the monitoring system 
have been presented along with the theoretical background used as the basis for the 
evaluation and design of virtual instruments that were implemented to the monitoring 
system. Different virtual instruments (VI) and sub-VI building blocks are presented. 
Front panel and block diagrams of the developed power quality monitoring systems 
are shown. 
This chapter shows simulation of different signals with the simulation VI of the 
developed PQMS. Finally development of the real time PQMS has been done by 
using the designed VI code and real time data acquisition system. Some photographs 
of experimental set up are shown. 
Chapter V 
This chapter deals with the experimental results and analysis and gives the 
suitability of application of the developed power quality monitoring system for 
industrial and commercial facilities which uses a reduced cost platform. Step- down 
transformer and transducers, a data acquisition board, a regular PC and a graphical 
programming language (LabVIEW) have been used. Experiments were carried out in 
the research laboratory and the control panel of the Electrical Engineering 
Department, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh (India), supplying a large number of 
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PCs, equipments and high power UPS and electrical machines. Also a part of the 
tests were carried out in the instrumentation lab, National Institute of Technology, 
Silchar, where the researcher has been working as a faculty. Some photo clippings of 
the experimentation are shown in this chapter. 
Various distortions are simulated and measured with the help of the developed 
virtual instruments (VIs) using graphical programming in LabVIEW. The tests have 
been carried out in the research laboratory and the control panel of the Electrical 
Engineering Department, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh (India), supplying a 
large number of PCs, equipments and high power UPS and electrical machines. All 
types of measurements are done on front panel created on PC monitor. 
Observations of the system depict the importance of power quality monitoring, and 
the performance of the developed system. The system will be suitable for utility, 
customers and end-users and has got very good prospects and capability for future 
grid and industrial applications due to its coverage of most of the PQ parameters with 
fast recognition rate. 
Chapter VI 
In chapter VI the final overall conclusions are given. The PQ of supply is affected 
due to ever growing proliferation of power switching devices in modern industrial 
applications. The high cost of poor PQ has affected global economy including India 
and other developing countries. Proper real time PQ monitoring is essential to cope 
with staggering economic losses. 
The new, low cost PQM system developed during this work using virtual instrumentation 
technology based on high profile signal processing tools of LabVIEW and high performance 
data acquisition system, will be one of the most useful PQMS and will overcome the 
weaknesses of the conventional methods use of huge analogue test devices, by single PQM 
system with high accuracy and speed. It has got advantages over other existing estimation 
and monitoring methods due to its high performance signal processing tools, having no 
burden of high computations, ability to be executed on Real Time signals acquisition and 
analysis. 
The RT Power quality monitoring along with power metering will allow the industry to 
perform predictive maintenance, energy management, cost management, and quality control. 
Thus the system has got very good feasibility of acceptance for industrial as well as 
end-users applications 
In this chapter, future extension of works and some important recommendations are given. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The thesis provides comprehensive study on different power quality issues and 
presents a real-time power quality monitoring system. 
The thesis presents a critical view on global economical losses due to poor PQ. 
Due to high average increase of energy demand, India (also global community) needs 
to have proper monitoring and mitigation techniques to avoid staggering economic 
losses due to poor power quality and to meet the challenges. 
With the analysis of traditional and existing power quality monitoring methods 
and systems, this thesis introduces the system built by software development using 
virtual instrumentation technology. A new Power Quality Monitoring VI Code has 
been proposed for obtaining efficient monitoring of different power quality 
parameters. In addition, statements and automatic alarm functions are added to the 
software programming, which will be a great practical significance of the realization 
of automated monitoring. 
Comparing with conventional power quality monitoring system, the system overcomes 
the weaknesses of huge analogue test devices by single PQM system with high accuracy and 
speed and data storing capacity. It has got advantages over non-parametric estimation 
methods like Discrete Fourier transform, Wavelet transform, Hilbert-Huang 
transform, Chirp z-transform etc, due to its high performance signal processing tools, 
having no burden of high computations, ability to be executed on Real Time signals 
acquisition and analysis. Similarly the system has got more advantages over other niethods 
based on any of the parametric estimation tools like Kalman's Filter, ANN etc. 
The developed system can be very useful for power quality monitoring in 
industrial and commercial facilities due to its efficiency, capability to monitor most of 
the PQ indices and use of a reduced cost platform. 
Experimental works, simulation and real time realization, pertaining to PQ events 
like sags, swells, interruptions, transients, harmonics and interharmonics, will really 
help the scientific community to understand PQ phenomenon comprehensively to gain 
in-advance information, acquired for remedial measures. Based on the above features, 
the system has got very good feasibility of acceptance for industrial applications and 
monitoring in smart grid, which needs intelligent power quality monitoring system to 
make the smart grid perform efficiently, reliably with proper real-time monitoring and 
corresponding automatic mitigation and other required follow-up actions. 
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ABSTRACT 
This thesis documents a research programme in which a new and improved power 
quality monitoring system capable to work in real time has been developed. The thesis 
presents a comprehensive study on power quality issues and impacts of poor power 
quality on utility, customers and economy. 
Power quality (PQ) is simply the interaction of electrical power with electrical 
equipments. Any deviation from normal of a supply source (either DC or AC) can be 
classified as a power quality issue. Power quality issues can be very high-speed events 
such as voltage impulses or transients, high frequency noise, harmonics, wave shape 
faults, voltage swells and sags and total power loss. 
Each type of electrical equipment will be affected differently by power quality 
issues. These PQ issues carry much significance to utilities, customers and end users 
and it is essential to be known by the concerned authorities or users for reduction of 
economic losses due to the poor PQ. The cost of poor PQ is high and rising. The 
thesis gives insights on global economical losses due to poor PQ. The business risk 
posed by PQ problems is a real one with even `low tech' industries exposed to serious 
financial losses. The global economic meltdown is not the only factor that is pulling 
down the revenues of Asian countries. 
A study released said Indian industries lost more than $ 9.6 Billion USD in 2008-
2009 due to power outages. According to 2008 reports, poor power quality costs 
European business more than 150 billion dollars a year. In this work, a comprehensive 
survey on different power quality related problems as experienced by customers in 
different countries are highlighted. Summary of PQ costs are given. As the 
consequence of poor PQ might have large financial impacts on a country's economy, 
more initiatives are expected from the concerned parties and regulating bodies to take 
corrective measures for maintaining better power quality from utility and at end users. 
Instrumentation for the measurement of these conducted disturbances in power 
systems has undergone a great development during the last decade. From the first 
instrumentation designed for general-purpose measurements, up to the current highly 
improved transients recorders, this kind of device has continuously evolved, 
becoming increasingly more specialised. In addition to the evolution of the hardware, 
VI 
there has also been significant activity in all topics related to the development of 
software for the analysis of measurements. 
In fact, managing records of power-quality events is a problem that is growing day 
by day. Power quality monitoring (PQM) should consider some basic questions 
regarding time of monitoring, place of connection, type of instruments to be used, 
magnitudes of measurand and method of post-processing the registered data. After the 
measurement has been done, raw data and events have to be analysed in order to 
obtain conclusions. Therefore, the signals obtained from such monitoring systems 
require further processing to be able to distinguish the type of disturbances. 
Also due to the growing number of sources of disturbances in AC power systems, 
there is an ever increasing need of systems for power quality monitoring. However, 
for accurate analysis, a large amount of data is required in such systems , and there 
is a need for improvements to analyse the captured data automatically. 
Different methods have been developed for PQM and several approaches for 
detection and classification of PQ disturbances have been discussed in literatures. 
Several approaches for automatic detection and classification of PQ disturbances have 
been proposed in a number of papers. The process is often based on time—frequency 
representations such as wavelet transform or the short-time Fourier transform, which 
are assisted by neural networks or fuzzy expert systems. Methods based on pattern 
recognition using support vector machines are also useful techniques for disturbance 
classification. Other approaches apply a bank of digital filters or the calculation of 
voltage root-mean-square (RMS) value. Despite the number of methods presented in 
the published papers, the detection and classification problem in PQ is still an open 
issue. 
This work investigates the efficiency of various methods and signal-processing 
techniques in detecting and extracting the features of power quality signals. Despite 
the number of methods presented in the published papers the detection and 
classification problem in PQ is still an open issue and a useful automated, on-line 
robust monitoring system is still missing. The aim of this work is to develop a method 
that is suitable for automated on-line continuous monitoring of single phase as well as 
three phase power systems. The emphasis is therefore on low computational power 
required to perform the necessary calculations. Stress is also laid on the possibility to 
detect as many categories of PQ disturbances as possible. 
vii 
The work utilizes real time signals in a power system and offers a new technique 
to monitor signals in a single phase system and all three-phase signals simultaneously 
in a three phase system. 
The thesis presents an efficient system employing modem data acquisition 
system along with software development of measurement and monitoring instrument 
for detection of power quality disturbances using graphical user interfacing (GUI). 
The system developed can operate in different working modes depending on the type 
of power quality disturbance to be detected and analyzed. In each mode different VIs 
with different sampling rate is performed on the input signal either in real-time or off-
line. The system also permits the partial implementation of a VI or sub VI for a 
specific range in the input signal. 
With the analysis of traditional power quality monitoring system, this thesis 
introduces the system built by virtual instrument technology. From the power quality 
indicators and the measuring principles, we designed and developed the monitoring 
system applications using LabVIEW software suitable to use with data acquisition 
hardware based on the USB bus and GPIB bus. Comparing with conventional power 
quality monitoring systems, the system overcomes the weaknesses of huge analog test 
devices. In this system, the intuitive interface makes operation simple with rapid 
response and high accuracy. In addition, statements and automatic alarm function is 
added to the software programming, which will be a great practical significance of the 
realization of automated monitoring. The power quality monitoring system is user 
friendly due to its GUI and will help to detect different PQ disturbances efficiently. 
Consequently it will assist in employing and implementing appropriate mitigation 
techniques. Experimental works are carried out in the simulation and research 
laboratory, Zakir Hussain College of Engineering and Technology, Aligarh Muslim 
University, Aligarh. The researcher being a faculty of NITS, has been able to do a part 
of practical works/testing in instrumentation lab, NIT Silchar which is equipped with 
the required updated software and hardware. 
The results obtained in simulation and using real-time signal acquisition 
demonstrate the efficient performance of the system in measurement and monitoring 
of different power quality disturbances and validate the development of the real time 
PQM system. 
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INTRODUCTION 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Power quality is an important issue for most of the countries, especially India and 
other developing countries which suffer from poor quality of electricity supply. 
Power quality is the set of parameters defining the properties of power supply 
delivered to the users in normal operating conditions in terms of continuity of supply 
and characteristics of voltage (magnitude, frequency, symmetry, waveform etc.). 
Power quality determines the fitness of electrical power to consumer devices. 
Synchronization of the voltage frequency and phase allows electrical systems to 
function in their intended manner without significant loss of performance or life. The 
term is used to describe electric, power that drives an electrical load and the load's 
ability to function properly. Without the proper power, an electrical device (or load) 
may malfunction, fail prematurely or not operate at all. Slight disturbance in the 
power line can cause-havoc either in a factory or a household. There are many ways in 
which electric power can be of poor quality and many more causes of such poor 
quality power [1], [2]. In a broad sense power quality may be defined as "any power 
problem manifested in voltage, current, or frequency deviations that result in failure 
or misoperation of customer equipment" [3]. 
The electric power industry comprises electricity generation (AC power), electric 
power transmission and ultimately electricity distribution to an electricity meter 
located at the premises of the end user of the electric power. The electricity then 
moves through the wiring system of the end user until it reaches the load. The 
complexity of the system to move electric energy from the point of production to the 
point of consumption combined with variations in weather, generation, demand and 
other factors provide many opportunities for the quality of supply to be compromised. 
While "power quality" is a convenient term for many, it is the quality of the voltage—
rather than power or electric current—that is actually described by the term. Power is 
simply the flow of energy and the current demanded by a load is largely 
uncontrollable. [1], [4], [5]. 
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In modern industries, electrical power quality problems are becoming the matter 
of serious concern, as modern equipments are prone to even small variations of PQ 
indices. Current electronic devices, such as microprocessors, micro-controllers, 
sensitive computerized equipment or telecommunications equipments etc. are 
susceptible to power quality problems. Impacts of poor PQ on organization's 
operational efficiency are significant and disruptive. Power disturbances compromise 
product quality, increase downtime, and reduce customer satisfaction. [5] 
V 
Fig.1.l PQ distortions w.r.t. Normal: Sag, Swell and Outage/Interruption. 
This thesis gives a clear idea of distortions of electric supply waveforms (Fig.1). 
An overview of different power quality issues, effect of deregulation in electricity 
supply industries, and impacts of poor PQ in global environments, with a special 
reference to India are presented in the thesis. 
Monitoring of power quality is essential to maintain proper functioning of 
different industrial units, utilities, productions, and customer services etc which are 
affected due to power quality disturbances [6], [7], [8]. Findings on impacts of poor 
PQ will help on global economy demand, proper monitoring and mitigation of 
electricity supply to solve the staggering economic losses. 
In this thesis a review of different methods of power quality monitoring already in 
use and available in literature has been done. [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], 1141 
Instruments used to monitor electromagnetic phenomena can be as simple as an 
analog voltmeter to an instrument as sophisticated as a spectrum analyzer [7], [15]. 
Various monitoring equipment include 
• Oscilloscopes 
• Disturbance monitors 
• Event indicators 
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• GraphicaI display monitors 
• 'I ext monitors 
• Recording voltammeters 
• PQ Analyzer 
In the earlier stages different instruments were used for monitoring different 
power quality problems. The instruments which are used for signal analysis are wave 
analyzer, distortion analyzer, spectrum analyzer, frequency meter etc. 
A wave analyzer is an instrument designed to measure relative amplitudes of 
single frequency components in a complex waveform. The amplitude is indicated 
either by a suitable voltmeter or a CRO. 
Harmonic Distortion Analyzer: Distortion may be a result of the inherent non 
linear characteristics of different components used in an electronic circuit. Nonlinear 
behaviour of circuit elements introduces harmonics in the output waveform and the 
resultant distortion is often referred to a harmonic distortion. 
Spectrum Analyzer: The spectrum analyzers are sophisticated instruments which are 
capable of portraying graphically the amplitude as a function of frequency. These 
instruments find wide applications for measurement of waveform spectrum, 
attenuation etc. 
All signal analysis instruments measure the basic frequency properties of a signal 
but they use different techniques to do so. A signal analyzer sweeps the signal 
.frequency band and displays a plot of amplitude Vs frequency for a particular 
;operating range. 
A wave analyzer is a voltmeter which can be accurately tuned to measure the 
,amplitude of a single frequency within a band of the order of few Hz — few MHz. 
Distortion analyzers operate over a range of few Hz -- few MHz. 
Though these instruments are used for analysis of a signal but they are not 
successful fur complete power quality monitoring due to different factors like cost, 
accuracy, calibration, fastness (speed), connectivity, coverage of different PQ 
paran eters etc. Moreover the existing methods for detection and classification of 
power system disturbances are laborious since they are primarily based on visual 
inspection of waveforms. It is often difficult to determine the characteristic of a 
disturbance or a transient from the summary information available from conventional 
disturbance analyzer. For instance an oscillatory transient cannot be effectively 
-3- 
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described by a peak and duration. Therefore it is almost imperative to have the 
waveform capture capability in a disturbance analyzer for detailed analysis of a power 
quality problem. 
Over the years, conventional power transducers were used to accomplish this task, 
such as voltmeters, ammeters, expensive power meters and complex circuits and 
devices for detecting frequencies and analyzing its harmonics. In addition, most of the 
conventional methods didn't give the ability to store data for future reference and 
further analysis, which wasn't really flexible enough and infeasible for different 
systems. [ 15] 
Several PQ monitoring systems are available but almost all of them have the big 
disadvantage of being embedded and closed. This means that it is very difficult to 
connect different instruments built by different manufacturers to the same system 
infrastructure and/or to merge all the monitoring results for unified statistical 
analyses. Moreover, the PQ monitoring systems are made up for the general and 
standard purpose of analysis, so they do not always meet the specific demands. [7], 
[8]• 
Also existing PQ analyzers based on limited signal processing capabilities are not 
suitable for real time applications. Different PQM systems based on different signal 
processing tools like wavelet transform, MATLAB, FFT, ANN, Al, GA, etc are 
developed which revolutionized the field of PQ monitoring. [11], [12], [22], [23]. 
1 The wavelet transform [14], [23], [24], is one of the most often employed signal 
processing algorithms. It has been applied for detection of transients as well as sags or 
swells. However in the latter case it exhibits several drawbacks arising from weak 
response to sags and swells of a certain shape (especially when the voltage drops and 
increases are not sudden but gradual). The wavelet transform is also a rather complex 
algorithm for DSP implementation and its application for PQ measurements requires 
decomposition of the input signal up to the 6th level which results in a considerable 
computational burden. [25] 
Different methods have been developed for PQM and several approaches for 
detection and classification of PQ disturbances have been discussed in [22], [23], 
1[30], [31], [38] to [44], [60], [70], [75], [77]. 
Several approaches for automatic detection and classification of PQ disturbances 
have been proposed in a number of papers [31] to [34], etc. These processes are often 
;based on time—frequency representations such as wavelet transform [42], [47], [50], 
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[54] or the short-time Fourier transform which are assisted by neural networks [57], or 
fuzzy expert systems [58]. Kalam et al proposed a FFBP (Feed Forward Back 
Propagation) technique for PQ signal processing and estimation for intelligent 
monitoring [62]. Methods based on pattern recognition using support vector machines 
are also useful techniques for disturbance classification [65], [69]. Other approaches 
apply a bank of digital filters or the calculation of voltage root-mean-square (RMS) 
value [22]. 
A real-time classification method of power quality (PQ) disturbances using RMS 
method and discrete Fourier transform (DFT) were simulated [I3]. Using a rule-based 
decision tree (RBDT), the nine types of PQ disturbances were claimed to _ be 
recognized but the proposed method was tested only on simulated waveforms and 
doubtful regarding RT operations. 
Despite the number of methods presented in the published papers, the detection 
and classification problem in PQ is still an open issue and a useful automated, on-line 
robust monitoring system is still missing [36], [38]. Based on the present complex 
power system and proliferation of PQ sensitive equipments, it is the i~eed of the hour 
to have improved and efficient Power quality monitoring and power metering system 
to allow plants to perform predictive maintenance, energy management, cost 
management, and quality control. 
The aim of this work is to develop a method that is suitable for automated on-line 
continuous monitoring of PQ parameters. The emphasis is therefore on low 
computational time required to perform the necessary calculations. Stress is also laid 
on the possibility to detect as many categories of PQ disturbances as possible. 
This work now only deal with the monitoring of the disturbances. The proposed 
system is found to be capable of detecting PQ disturbances and accurately measuring 
their duration and amplitude. In addition, due to its employing GUI, it is particularly 
suitable for implementation as a user-friendly system for real-time continuous 
monitoring of the power qualities in supply system/utility. 
The present work leads to the development of a simple power quality monitoring 
system by designing virtual instruments using LabVIEW software and NI's DAQ 
system [25], [53], [82]. Various distortions have been simulated and measured with 
the help of the developed virtual instruments (VIs) using graphical programming in 
LabVIEW. The tests were carried out in the research laboratory and the control 
panel of the Electrical Engineering Department, Aligarh Muslim University, 
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Aligarh (India), supplying a large number of PCs, equipments and high power UPS 
and electrical machines [35], [88]. All types of measurements are done on front panel 
created on PC monitor. Fig.1.2 shows some captured waveforms at different 
conditions, by the developed PQM system. 
Fig. 1.2 Captured waveforms by developed PQMS 
I Observations of the system depict the importance of power quality monitoring 
(Fig.1.2), and also the accuracy and precision of the developed system. The system 
will be suitable for utility and customers or end-users. The system has got very good 
bapability for future grid and industrial applications due to its coverage of most of the 
PQ parameters and fastness in monitoring. [35], [59], [90] 
i3 
MOTIVATION 
With the proliferation of electronic loads and the increased competition in the 
deregulated electrical utility industry, power quality has become increasingly 
important. Monitoring, analyzing, and simulating the power quality of commercial 
and industrial facilities is the challenge. Power quality experts or local electric utility 
representative can better help their customers solve their PQ problems when their 
customers have a basic understanding of the issues and condition of their power 
system. [8] 
1 It is also a major concern for consumers because power quality (PQ) related issues 
can cause damages to consumer's equipments and costly suspensions of production 
facilities. The cost of a kWh not supplied because of an outage is much higher than 
the cost of a kWh that is supplied when needed [35]. A glass factory in France loses € 
600 000 and 3 days of production due to consecutive failure of two transformers. The 
global bill for poor power quality is more than 500 billion euros per year which is 
50% of the turnover of the global electricity sector. For many business uses, the cost 
of poor PQ is higher than the electricity bill and the cost is rising. 
Indian net electricity consumption is about 751 billion Kilowatt-hours. A joint 
study by the manufacturers association of information technology (MATT) and 
emersion network power (India) has thrown up the finding that network power 
downtime costs Indian economy more than Rs.43000 crores annually. The findings of 
the study have turned out to be a real eye-opener for Indian industries. While the 
study has taken account only direct losses suffered due to power disruption, the real 
figure could be much higher if indirect impacts are considered. Economic Cost of 
Outages of Bangladesh amounted to 1.72% (US $778millions) of the Country GDP in 
2001[35]. Industrial losses due to poor PQ has been estimated as $ 150-$200 billion 
dollars for European Union's (2001). A recent study-by IBM showed that power 
quality problems costs U.S. businesses more than $15 billion a year. That's an 
average of $79,000 for each company. [99] 
One of the most critical issues in ensuring supply reliability is monitoring power
system performance. Monitoring can provide information about power flow and 
;demand and help identify the cause of power system disturbances. It can even help 
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identify problem conditions on a power system before they cause interruptions or 
disturbances. 
Monitoring power quality ensures optimal power system performance and 
effective energy management. Many systems (utility/customer) are affected due to 
absence of an effective PQM programme. 
The proliferation of computers and other sensitive devices throughout our 
environment has fostered the need to design the electrical systems with an eye toward 
power quality issues and their mitigation. The increased requirements on supervision, 
control, and performance in modern power systems make power quality monitoring a 
common practice for utilities. Power quality monitoring is necessary to characterise 
electromagnetic phenomena at a particular location of the network. An important 
aspect of power quality monitoring is the collection of information regarding the 
performance of the system in terms of voltage dips, interruptions and other events 
Monitoring within a certain site (industrial, residential or domestic) can reveal the 
origin of problems and give the necessary information for their solution. 
Efficient power quality monitoring will provide the information needed to 
validate compliance, improve system stability, and minimise unplanned downtime. 
Due to high average increase of energy demand, India (also global community) needs 
to have proper monitoring and mitigation techniques to avoid staggering economic 
losses due to poor power quality and to meet the challenges. 
OBJECTIVES 
The objectives of the thesis include the following: 
• To study PQ issues and the impact of poor PQ on global economy with 
special reference to India. 
• To study the advances in power quality monitoring systems & the-recent 
works done on PQM and explore the feasible improvements to meet the 
challenges of monitoring. 
• To develop an improved and intelligent PQM system using software and 
necessary hardware, that can be suitable for modern system. 
• To test a prototype system for real time PQM. 
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Power Quality monitoring objective and equipment timeline can be shown in fig. 1.3 
below: 
Technology trends 
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Figure. 1.3 Power Quality monitoring objective/equipments timeline 
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ORGANIZATION OF CHAPTERS 
Chapter!!: 
The chapter II gives an essential background on power quality and discusses on 
power quality issues faced by industry, utility, customers and its impact on economy 
of a country. With the proliferation of electronic loads and the increased competition 
in the deregulated electrical utility industry, power quality has become increasingly 
important. Power quality experts or Iocal electric utility representative can better help 
their customers solve their PQ problems when their customers have a basic 
understanding of the issues and condition of their power system. 	
6 
In this chapter literature survey PQ and related issues are carried out and 
comprehensive discussions on issues of PQ are made. Necessity for standardization 
and different international standards (IEEE & lEC, etc.) on power quality are 
discussed. This chapter gives a foundation and background for understanding power 
quality and its issues. 
PQ issues include financial impacts of poor PQ. The present research problem 
includes a study on impact of poor PQ on economy. Poor PQ has caused a direct 
WE 
economic impact to many industrial customers. In this chapter impacts of poor PQ on 
organization's operational efficiency are discussed. Economic impacts on Indian and 
global economy are analyzed and discussed. This is first time such a study of poor PQ 
on Indian economy is made. European PQ Survey had been an eye opener for global 
community. Information depicts the need of proper monitoring and mitigation of 
electricity supply to solve the staggering economic losses. 
Chapter III 
In this chapter it has been observed that proper PQ monitoring is the need of the 
hour. International standards like IEC and IEEE recommended practice for 
monitoring electric power quality has been briefly discussed. CBEMA and ITIC 
curves are plotted and different power quality indices are shown. The concept of an 
appropriate measurement system for the evaluation of power quality has been 
presented in this chapter of the work. A survey of techniques for PQ monitoring is 
done. Most of the existing methods are incapable to offer required service for prompt 
and accurate monitoring of PQ events and parameters. This chapter presents a clear 
picture of the conventional and existing power quality monitoring methods and need 
of improvements for present and future quality supply system. Works are going on for 
transformation of present grid into smart grid in near future (in India). This requires 
smart monitoring and metering to solve poor PQ problems. Therefore the present 
research problem/challenge has been proposed suggesting a development of an 
improved PQM System suitable for Real Time Monitoring of PQ. 
Chapter IV 
This chapter deals with the background and description of the power quality 
monitoring system proposed and developed in the scope of this work, to acquire and 
analyze PQ waveform distortion and indices. 	The present works lead to the 
development of a new power quality monitoring system by designing virtual 
instruments using LabVIEW software and NT's DAQ system, The instrumentation 
set-up together with data acquisition' device of the monitoring system has been 
-presented along with the theoretical background used as the basis for the evaluation 
and design of virtual instruments that were implemented to the monitoring system. 
Different virtual instruments (VI) and sub-VI building blocks are presented. Front 
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panel and block diagrams of the developed power quality monitoring systems are 
shown. 
This chapter focuses on the display of the acquired signals, detection of power 
quality disturbances, their classification/categorization and analysis. Different PQ 
waveforms captured by the system are shown. The chapter also shows different tables 
of PQ events and monitoring charts and sheets. 
Chapter V 
This chapter deals with the experimental results and analysis and gives the 
suitability of application of the developed power quality monitoring system for 
industrial and commercial facilities which uses a reduced cost platform. Step- down 
transformer and transducers, a data acquisition board, a regular PC and a graphical 
programming language (LabVIEW) were used. Experiments were carried out in the 
research laboratory and the control panel of the Electrical Engineering 
Department, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh (India), supplying a Iarge number of 
PCs, equipments and high power UPS and electrical machines. Also a part of the 
tests were carried out in the instrumentation lab, National Institute of Technology, 
Silchar, where the researcher has been working as a faculty. Some photo clippings of 
the experimentation are shown in this chapter. 
Various distortions have been simulated and measured with the help of the 
developed virtual instruments (VIs) using graphical programming in LabVIEW. The 
tests were carried out in the research laboratory and the control panel of the 
Electrical Engineering Department, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh (India), 
supplying a large number of PCs, equipments and high power UPS and electrical 
machines. All types of measurements are done on front panel created on PC monitor. 
Observations of the system depict the importance of power quality monitoring, and 
the performance of the developed system. The system will be suitable for utility and 
customers or end-users and has got very good capability for future grid and industrial 
applications due to its coverage of most of the PQ parameters and fastness in 
monitoring. 
Chapter VI 
In chapter VI the final overall conclusions are given. The PQ of supply is 
affected due to ever growing proliferation of power switching devices in modern 
industrial applications. The cost of poor PQ is very high and steadily increasing. Poor 
PQ has affected global economy including India and other developing countries. 
Proper PQ monitoring is essential to cope with staggering economic losses. Present 
PQM needs replacement with improved RT PQM. 
The new, low cost PQM system developed during this work using virtual 
instrumentation technology based on high profile signal processing tools of 
LabVIEW and high performance data acquisition System, will be one of the most 
useful PQMS and helpful in mitigating the affects due to poor PQ. 
i Comparing with conventional power quality monitoring system, the system 
overcomes the weaknesses of huge analogue test devices by single PQM system with 
high accuracy and speed. It has got advantages over non-parametric estimation 
methods like. Discrete Fourier transform, Wavelet transform, Hilbert-Huang 
transform, Chirp z-transform etc , due to its high performance signal processing tools, 
having no burden of high computations, ability to be executed on Real Time signals 
acquisition and analysis. Due to these features it has got more advantages over other 
parametric estimation tools like Kalman's Filter, ANN etc individually. 
The developed system gives output values on the expected lines and efficiently 
monitors PQ parameters. The real time power quality monitoring along with power 
metering will allow the industry to perform predictive maintenance, energy 
management, cost management, and quality control. 
Since no comprehensive study on economic impact of poor PQ exists for India, it 
is recommended that such a study be carried out for India. 
In this chapter, future extension of works and some important recommendations 
are given. Finally, for India, the author recommends the extension of the work to a 
user-friendly web-based regional power quality monitoring system, using a hybrid 
architecture client / server mode, so that users only need to download the functional 
components of power quality and comprehensive regional power quality should be 
obtained in the browser information, and easily log on to the Web monitoring terminal 
for real-time observation of PQ monitoring. Experimental work and simulation and 
real time realization, pertaining to PQ events like sags and harmonics, will really help 
the scientific community to understand this phenomenon comprehensively to gain in-
,advance information, acquired for remedial measures. 
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CONCLUSION: 
Electrical power quality problems are major issues for power system, utility, 
industries and customers. Modern equipments are prone to even small variations of 
PQ indices. This chapter dealt with the introduction of the research problem on power 
quality and brief review of works done by others. It has been observed that power 
quality monitoring is essential to solve different issues and there is a need to develop 
improved system for power quality monitoring. Due to high average increase of 
energy demand, India (also global community) needs to have proper monitoring and 
mitigation techniques to avoid staggering economic losses due to poor power quality 
and to meet the challenges. 
Existing PQ monitoring methods are not efficient to monitor various PQ events 
accurately and promptly as required and hence needs improved methods to cope with 
the fast PQ events detection and monitoring. Based on this the new PQM System has 
been proposed and developed. Simulation and experimental results justify the 
purpose. 
The Motivation behind the work, an outline of objectives of the works and chapter 
wise distribution of the thesis has been given in this chapter. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
AND 
CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW AND POWER QUALITY ISSUES 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
Power Quality is a,technical term that has practical implications. When power is 
generated, it has very predictable characteristics. It energizes all electrical equipment 
equally and satisfactorily. However, as the power travels through the wires and 
energizes the equipment, the various pieces of equipment it energizes can change the 
quality of the power, making it less suitable for the next application. These changes in 
power quality are especially common in large industrial and commercial complexes 
and include increases and decreases in voltage, momentary power outages, and 
"noise" on the electrical system. Poor power quality can even cause equipment to 
malfunction. Although much efforts and investments are done by utilities to prevent 
power interruptions, it is not possible to completely control disturbances on the supply 
system [5], [841. 
Many disturbances are due to normal operations such as switching loads and 
capacitors or faults and opening of circuit breakers to clear faults. Faults are usually 
caused by events outside the utility's control. These events include acts of nature such 
as lightning, birds flying close to power lines and getting electrocuted, and accidental 
acts such as trees or equipment contacting power lines as shown in Fig. 2.1.1 
A Iarge number of disturbances generated by customer-owned equipments and 
plant operations are beyond the utility's control. In industrial and commercial 
facilities, disturbances may be caused by the operation of arc welders and the 
switching of power factor capacitors and inductive loads such as motors, 
transformers, and lighting ballast solenoids [8]. Moreover, fluorescent lamps, CFLs, 
and other devices that use power electronics such as switch-mode power supplies, 
television sets, light dimmers, and adjustable-speed drives can also inject harmonics 
into the power system. Hence reliable power is essential for both utilities and 
customers. 
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Although power production continues to keep up with demand, investments in 
,transmission assets have been in a steady decline for many years, steadily 
;undermining the grid reliability. Consequently, any drop in supply reliability is surely 
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Fig.2.1.1 Disturbances caused by natural calamities and accidents 
going to. impact power quality. The aging power grid infrastructure and the 
incompatibility between present load characteristics and the electric power supply 
environment frequently give rise to poor power quality. This results in significant 
'economic losses in a wide range of industries, including financial, services, health 
care, high tech, and process manufacturing. 
I As in [12], [16], [191, the term "power quality" refers to the voltage stability, 
ifrequency stability, and the absence of various forms of electrical noise on the 
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electrical grid as in fig.2.1.2. More broadly speaking, power companies (and their 
customers) prefer an alternating voltage and current with a 100% sinusoidal shape, 
such as the one in the image below. 
Figure 2.1.2 Current and Voltage waveform 
From a pure measurement viewpoint there is no difference between power quality 
measurement and the measurement of voltages and currents, for example for 
protection or control purposes. 
Although power production continues to keep up with demand, investments in 
transmission assets have been in a steady decline for many years, steadily 
undermining the grids reliability. Consequently, any drop in supply reliability is 
surely going to impact power quality. The aging power grid infrastructure and the 
incompatibility between present load characteristics and the electric power supply 
environment frequently give rise to poor power quality. This results in significant 
economic Iosses in a wide range of industries, including financial, services, health 
care, high tech, and process manufacturing. A decrease in supply voltage for a 
fraction of a second can trip a microprocessor-based controller offline, disrupting an 
entire manufacturing process. A glass factory in France lost $ 8820000 and 3 days of 
production due to consecutive failure of two transformers. The cost of a kWh not 
supplied because of an outage is much higher than the cost of a kWh that is supplied 
when needed 199]. The global bill for poor power quality is more than 500 billion 
,Euros per year which is 50% of the turnover of the global electricity sector. For 
many business uses, the cost of poor PQ is higher than the electricity bill and the 
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cost is rising. Also it has been observed in [67], [71] that utility deregulation effects 
J► 	 on power quality requiring industry-wide action to maintain sufficient standards. 
2.2 ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY (EMC): 
According to IEC 61000-1:1: Electromagnetic Compatibility is the ability of an 
equipment or system to function satisfactorily in its electromagnetic environment 
without introducing intolerable electromagnetic disturbances to anything in that 
environment. [17] 
But the international standards setting organization in electrical engineering does 
not use the term power quality in any of - its standard document. Instead it uses the 
term electromagnetic compatibility, which is not the same as power quality but there 
is a strong overlap between the two terms. Below, a number of different terms will be 
discussed. As each term has its limitations the author feels that power quality remains 
the more general term which covers all the other terms. Quality of consumption would 
be the complimentary term of quality supply. This would contain the current quality 
plus, e.g., how accurate the customer is in paying the electricity bill. In the LEC 
standards the term electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) is used. Electromagnetic 
compatibility has to do with mutual interaction between equipment and with 
interaction between supply and equipment. The term emission is the electromagnetic 
pollution produced by a device and the term immunity is the device's ability to 
withstand electromagnetic pollution. Emission is related to the term current quality, 
immunity to the term voltage quality. Based on this term, a growing set of standards is 
being developed by the IEC. The various aspects of electromagnetic compatibility and 
EMC standard will be discussed in preceding chapters. 
2.3 POWER QUALITY ISSUES AND DISTURBANCES 
Power quality problem is defined as any problem manifested in voltage, current or 
frequency deviations that result in failure or malfunction of customer equipment. 
Harmonics, voltage flicker, voltage regulation, unbalance voltage sag, voltage swell 
and interruption usually characterize the quality of electric power. Some of these 
occur very frequently and cause problems and others (such as 1 nanosecond or 0.5 
nanosecond impulses) either occur very rarely or cause problems rarely, as in [8]. 
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Many power quality problems are created due to natural calamities or accidents as 
shown in Fig.2.1,1 
Some of the electric power quality problems created by the drives are harmonics, 
notching etc being heavily dependent on the supply system configuration, process 
equipment design, system switching, and protection. 
Defining power quality and its disturbances is one of the PQ issues. Slight 
disturbance in the power line can cause havoc either in a factory or a household. An 
overview of PQ definitions will be helpful in understanding different PQ events or 
parameters. In a broad sense power quality may be defined as "any power problem 
manifested in voltage, current, or frequency deviations that result in failure or 
,misoperation of customer equipment". [49] 
"High Power Quality" has become one of the aims of industrial systems design 
due to the widespread use of electronic based equipments in nearly every aspect of 
our modern life. Also electric power quality has become an important issue in the 
deregulated power systems. Deregulation is resulting in important structure changes 
in the utility industry and presents the possibility of improving the system operation 
efficiency. However, there are some significant impacts of deregulation on power 
quality which need improved mitigation. [67] 
The most significant power quality problems that are responsible for poor power 
quality and are having detrimental effect on industrial load operation are voltage sags, 
interruptions, harmonics and voltage flickers[ 15],[90], [96]. Power quality is assessed 
based on a number of parameters (presence of faults) that are required to be monitored 
, and measured in the grid. The most common parameters are voltage dips, voltage 
swells, harmonics, frequency deviations, transients, unbalance, flicker and RVCs. 
2.3.1 VOLTAGE SAG (or VOLTAGE DIP) 
Fig.2.3.1 Voltage dip 
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Dips or sags are short-term reductions in the RMS value of supply voltage lasting 
from a fraction of a second up to several seconds. A sudden reduction (between 10% 
and 90%) of the voltage magnitude at a point in the electric system and lasting from 
0.5 cycles to few seconds is termed as Voltage sag. A voltage dip can be caused 
either by switching operations or any type of faults as well as fault clearing process. 
Switching like those associated with a temporary disconnection of the supply or flow 
of heavy currents associated with the starting of large motor loads is the most 
common. These events maybe originated at the utility side or at the customer site. 
In a deregulated environment, a suitable counter measure is required to be taken 
to prevent system from deterioration; otherwise probability of increase in the number 
of the voltage sag events is more. 
X2.3.2 VOLTAGE SWELLS 
Voltage swells means transient voltage rises above 3 percent of nominal voltage and 
with a duration longer than 20 ms (one period) [fig.2.3.2]. This is caused due to 
connection of capacitor banks, disconnection of reactors, error compensation, poor 
grounding, etc. 
Fig. 2.3.2 Swells (Voltage Increases) 
Recurring voltage swells lead to exhaustion of insulation material, which 
ultimately can lead to insulation failure and subsequent failure of devices. Occasional 
Thigh voltage swells can cause more direct errors, such as disruptive discharge and 
other insulation errors. 
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2.3.3 TRANSIENTS 
Fig. 2.3.3 shows an example of transients. Transients are fast, positive or negative 
voltage peaks which have a duration of less than 20 ms (one period). In other words, 
transients are a faster voltage change than, for example, voltage dips. 
Fig. 2.3.3 Transients 
Transients are caused by lightning, connecting/disconnecting of capacitor banks, 
switching in the grid, etc. Equipment breakdowns, disruption in electronics, control 
systems, computers, disruption of drives etc. Transients that break through the zero-
crossing can cause disturbance to sync devices that trigger on the zero-crossing. 
2.3.4 INTERRUPTION 
A very short but complete loss of supply is called an interruption as shown in fig. 
! 2.9.1. An interruption occurs when the supply voltage decrease less than 10% from 
its original value up to a period of time not exceeding one minute. The number of 
interruptions of the supply also tends to increase in deregulated environment like 
voltage sags and a suitable mitigation is essential. 
Fig. 2.3.4 Voltage interruption(Brief Interruption) 
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Sources : (1) Faults on HV, MV or LV lines or installation and operation of 
automated systems such as auto reclosers, changeover of lines/transformers, result in 
short interruptions; 
(2) The operation of protective devices, isolating faulty section, results in long 
duration system interruption; 
(3) The voltage dip may result in interruption if contactors and CBs are powered 
from the network. 
If the inertia of the motor is low, the motor may stop. The reconnection of motor 
to supply within short time, when the motor has just stopped or still running on slow 
speed may result in starting current shooting up to 3 times normal starting current and 
may become I5 to 20 times normal load current, due to switching in when voltage is 
undergoing negative cycle. Since all motors are started simultaneously on 
reconnection, the resulting large system current may cause system failure (Iong 
duration interruption); Tripping of contactors or circuit breakers, resulting into long 
duration interruption. 
Its effects include: (1) Crashing of computer systems, (2) Failure of line 
commuted inverters, (3) Loss of control in drive-control systems, (4) Extinction of 
discharge lamps., (5) SIowing down or stopping of induction motors. etc. 
2.3.5 HARMONICS 
A sinusoidal component of a periodic waveform having a frequency that is an 
integral multiple of the fundamental system frequency is called harmonics 
(Fig.2.3.5). The Nonlinear characteristics of devices and loads on the power system 
give rise to harmonic distortion. Harmonic distortion levels are described by the 
complete harmonic spectrum with magnitudes and phase angle of each harmonic 
component. Despite its deficiency as in the Total Harmonic Distortion THD is 
frequently used as a measure of the degree of harmonic distortion of the system. In a 
deregulated environment harmonic problems will continue to increase because of the 
fact that the independent power producers IPP, which are using wind and solar 
energy to generate power, will depend mainly on inverters to interface with the 
utility grid leading to the increase of the harmonic distortion . 
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Fig. 2.3.5 Harmonics 
Besides this, the extensive use of FACT controllers to control the flow of power in 
transmission line has the ability of boosting the harmonic distortion levels due to the 
inherent non-linearity associated with these devices and the normal proliferation of 
using non-linear and electronically switched loads at customer side will continue to 
increase affect of harmonics. International standards concerning electrical power 
quality like IEEE-519, IEC 61000 and EN 50160 impose that electrical equipments 
and facilities should not produce harmonic contents greater than specified values, 
and also specify distortion limits to the supply voltage[16], [17], [97]. But power 
quality problems are not restricted to harmonics. Standard IEEE 1159 classifies 
various electromagnetic phenomena in power systems voltage (which are related to 
power quality problems): impulses, oscillations, sags, swells, interruptions, 
undervoltages, overvoltages, DC offset, harmonics, interharmonics, notches, noise, 
flicker, and frequency variation. These problems are classified according to standard 
IEEE 1159-1995 in table I. 
2.3.6 UNBALANCE 
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Fig.2.3.6 Unbalance 
Unbalance as shown in fig. 2.3.6 means that the voltage in the three phases is not 
equal. It arises from uneven load between the three phases of a 3-phase system. Non- 
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uniform load is caused by uneven distribution of one-phase and two-phase loads; the 
phases are loaded unevenly. Unbalance is calculated as the ratio between the negative 
and positive phase sequence component. 
The problem of unbalance has increased in recent years as the major household 
appliances such as washing machines and dishwashers are increasingly one-phase 
instead of 3-phase. Other sources of unbalance could be trains, arc furnaces or twisted 
transmission lines. 
Currents in the 0-conductors, warming, efficiency of 3-phase motors decreases, 
voltage drives that are fed with asymmetrical voltages can give rise to harmonics. 
2.3.7 VOLTAGE FLUCTUATION AND FLICKER 
Voltage fluctuations are changes or swings of the voltage envelope in a systematic 
manner or a series of random voltage variations and are always referred to as voltage 
flicker (Fig. 2.3.7) 
Fig. 2.3.7 Flicker 
In addition to its effect on light, it is responsible for reduced life of electronic, 
incandescent, fluorescent and cathode ray tubes, malfunction of phase locked—loops 
PLLs, misoperation of electronic controllers and protection devices. Even under 
deregulation, voltage fluctuations and flicker will increase due to use of nonlinear 
and vulnerable devices, and in such environment, the control of the voltage 
fluctuation should be the responsibility of the Transmission utilities (Transco.) and 
Distribution Companies (Disco.) provided that industrial customers, especially those 
utilizing large are furnaces, control the amount of fluctuation of their load current. 
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2.3.8 RAPID VOLTAGE CHANGES (RVCS) 
Rapid voltage change is a parameter that is used when looking at voltage changes 
that are greater than 3 percent and less than 10 percent as shown in fig. 2.3.8 below. 
This has been added as a supplement to flicker and voltage dips where its original 
purpose has been to capture individual (not cyclical) yet common disorders that cause 
flashing of lights. 
Fig. 2.3.8 RVC - Rapid Voltage Change 
Disturbance sources are switching, starting engines, welding, induction cookers, etc. 
Electrically, the consequences of RVCs are usually small. However, like flicker they 
are perceived as irritating as these cause lights to flash. 
2.3.9 FREQUENCY DEVIATIONS 
Fig. 2.3.9 Frequency deviations 
One type of disturbance that has received increasingly more attention in recent 
years are frequency deviations as shown in fig. 2.3,9 above. With wind and thermal 
power plants we have got a more distributed generation and hence equipment with 
sensitive frequency protection. If a large load is disconnected, or a larger power plant 
abruptly stops, a momentary overplus or deficit occurs in the energy production 
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system which in turn disturbs the frequency. Although frequency disturbance itself is 
relatively rare, the consequence is very extensive once it happens because the 
disturbance affects the whole grid. 
Frequency disturbances occur with abrupt disconnection of major power 
generation, such as when large hydro or nuclear power plants suddenly stop. When 
frequency disturbances occur motors and generators with frequency protection might 
be disconnected. Different (Especially thermal) power plants have shown to be 
vulnerable to this type of disturbances. 
2.3.10 POWER QUALITY INDICES 
The primary international organizations working on power quality issues are the 
international Electromechanical Commission (IEC) and the Institute of Electrical and 
Electronic Engineers (IEEE) as in [161, [17], [22]. According to the specifications 
produced by these organizations, it is possible to identify different PQ (low voltage) 
disturbances (Table 1). 
TABLE I 
POWER OUALITY PROBLEMS CLASSIFICATION 
Category Typical 
duration 
Typical 
amplitude 
Transitory Impulses ns to ms - 
Oscillation 3us to 5 ms 0 to 8 Pu 
Instantaneous 
Sag 0.5-30 cycles 0.1 to 0.9 
Swell 0.5-30 cycles 1.1 to 1.8 
Short-time Momentary 
Interruption 0.5cycles to 3 s < 0.1 Pu 
Sag 30 cycles to 3 s 0.1 to 0.9 
Swell 30 cycles to 3 s 1.1 to 1.4 
duration 
Temporary 
Interruption .3 s to 1 min <0.1 pu 
Sag • 3 s to I min 0.1 to 0.9 
Swell 3 s to 1 min 1.1 to 1.4 
Long-time duration 
Interruption > I min - 
Under voltage > I min 0.8 to 0.9 
Overvoltage > I min 1.1 to 1.2 
Voltage unbalance Steady-state 0.5 to 2 % 
Waveform distortion 
Dc offset Steady-state 0 to 0.1 % 
Harmonics Steady-state 0 to 20 
Interharmonics Steady-state 0 to 2 % 
Notching Steady-state - 
Noise Steady-state 0 to I % 
Voltage fluctuations/Flicker Steady-state 0.1 to 7% 
Frequency Variations < 10 s - 
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2.4 SOURCES OF POWER QUALITY PROBLEMS 
2.4.1 POWER ELECTRONIC DEVICES: Power electronic devices are 
susceptible to power quality disturbances [5]. The most common `economically 
damaging' power quality problem encountered involves the use of variable speed 
drives. All computers contain a power electronic switched mode power supply 
which is a cheap and convenient method of converting mains supply into low 
voltage d.c. without expensive transformer windings. These supplies are the cause of 
a significant increase in the level of 3rd, 5th  and 7th harmonic voltage distortion. [83], 
[85], [87]. 
2.4.2 ARCING DEVICES: Electric are furnaces, arc welders and electric discharge 
lamps are all forms of electric arcing device. All arcing devices are sources of 
harmonic distortion, the arcing load can be presented as a relatively stable source of 
voltage harmonics. Are welders commonly cause transients in the local network 
due to the intermittent switching. 
2.4.3 LOAD SWITCHING: The effect of heavy load switching upon the local 
network is a fairly common problem causing transients to propagate through to other 
`electrically close' equipment. These transients can be of surprisingly large voltage 
magnitude but have very Iittle energy due to their short duration which is normally 
measured in terms of milliseconds. 
2.4.4 LARGE MOTOR STARTING: Because of the dynamic nature of the 
induction motor, it draws a current depending upon the mode of operation. During 
starting this current is as high as six times of the normal rated current. This increased 
loading on the local network has the effect of causing a voltage dip, the magnitude of 
which depends on the system impedance. 
2.5 AREA OF VULNERABILITY 
Area of vulnerability is a concept used for evaluation of the possibility of 
sensitive equipment being subjected to voltage lower than its minimum voltage sag 
ride through capability. An area of vulnerability is calculated by performing fault 
analysis at various length of network from the equipment. The area of vulnerability is 
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the area marked by fault calculation and evaluating equipment performance for each 
fault in which the voltage sag magnitude due to fault will result into mal-operation of 
the sensitive equipment. The equipment will be subjected to faults on the transmission 
and distribution system. 
The actual number of voltage sags that a facility can expect is determined by 
combining the area of vulnerability with the expected fault performance for this 
portion of power system network. 
The voltage sag performance for a given customer will depend upon from where 
the customer is supplied i.e. from transmission system or distribution system. In case 
of customer or industrial facility supplied from transmission system the voltage sag 
performance will be decided by transmission system fault performance only. 
Customer connected to distribution system may get affected due to fault performance 
of transmission as well as distribution system. Transmission line faults may not cause 
interruption to a customer because of interconnected operation of power system. 
Various power system software such as ETAP, PSCAD, MATLAB etc. help to 
calculate the voltage throughout the network resulting from fault around the network. 
[31], [36], [86] 
The area of vulnerability describes all the fault location that can cause 
sensitive equipment to mal-function. During fault analysis the voltage sag due to 
various types of fault is evaluated. In addition to the type of fault the voltage sag 
characteristics and performance of the connected equipment will be decided by the 
transformer, connection and the way equipment is connected i.e. phase to ground or 
phase to phase. 
• The voltage sag magnitude increases (i.e. the sag becomes less severe), for 
increasing distance to the fault and for increasing fault Ievel. 
• Overhead lines of different cross section have different impedance, and line 
and cables also have different impedance. 
It is thus to be expected that the cross section of the line or cable influences the sag 
magnitude as well. The smaller the cross section, the higher the impedance of the 
feeder and thus lower the voltage drop. 
For overhead Iines, the influence is rather small as the reactance dominates the 
impedance. For underground cables the influence is much bigger. The Impedance 
between the fault and the PCC consist of lines, cables and the transformer impedance. 
9 
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Transformer impedance is large among others to limit the fault level on the low 
voltage side. The presence of a transformer between the fault and the PCC will lead to 
relatively shallow voltage sags. 
According to Math J Bollen [8], [36], voltage sag magnitude can be determined 
directly from the available fault levels at both the PCC and the fault position. 
SFLT = 
V2 
" 
Z,+Zf  
Where SFLT = fault level at the fault position. SPCC at the point of common 
coupling, for a rated voltage •Vn, the relation between fault Ievel and source 
impedance is given by equation 
SPCC = V
"Z 
Hence, Vsag = 1 - SFLT ZS 
Sags are significantly damped when they propagate upward in the power system. 
2.5.1 CRITICAL DISTANCE 
The relation for the critical distance at which a fault will lead to voltage sag of 
certain magnitude which will cause the equipment to trip or malfunction, assuming 
equal XIR ratio of source and feeder given by, 
L = Zs x 	 cri! erfr Z 	I — crll 
All short circuit faults within this critical distance will cause equipment to trip. 
Critical distance increases very fast for increasing critical voltage. It also increases for 
decreasing short circuit power of the source The large increase of critical distance for 
increasing voltage explains why most observed sags are shallow. The critical distance 
increases considerably for higher voltage levels. In order to estimate the expected 
number of sags at certain load position, the critical distance has to be calculated for 
every possible PCC.[8], [36] 
Every fault within the exposed area, which exceeds certain duration, will lead to 
tripping of sensitive equipment. The expected number of sags can be simply obtained 
by adding the expected number of faults within the exposed area. 
Math J. Bollen has derived classification for three phase unbalanced voltage sag, 
based on assumptions that positive and negative sequence impedance is identical. The 
zero sequence component of the voltage does not propagate down to the equipment 
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terminals, considering phase to neutral voltages, Ioad current, before, during, and after 
the fault is neglected. 
2.5.2 LOAD INFLUENCE ON VOLTAGE SAGS 
The load current can have a significant influence on the voltage during a fault. 
Various loads which influences on the voltage during and after a voltage sag are 
induction motor and synchronous motor as they have the large current during and 
after short circuit fault.' 
The reduction in the terminal voltage of the induction motor result into following 
consequences. The magnetic flux at the air gap is no longer in balance with the stator 
voltage. Magnetic flux at air gap decays with a time constant of up to several cycles. 
During flux decay the induction motor contributes to the fault and somewhat keeps up 
the voltage at the motor terminals. Reduction in voltage at the motor terminals causes 
a drop in electrical torque which is proportional to the square of the rms value of 
voltage 
The mechanical torque in mean time remains largely unchanged and motor slows 
down. When motor slows down it will bring down the voltage further. For small 
voltage drops, a new steady state could be reached at a lower speed, depending on the 
speed torque behavior of the mechanical load. 
In the case of deep voltage sag the motor will continue to slow down until it 
reaches standstill, or until the voltage recovers, whichever comes first. [8] 
The mechanical time constant of electrical motor is of the order of one second and 
more, therefore the motor normally does not have reached zero speed yet upon 
voltage recovery. 
The instant voltage recovers the opposite phenomena will occur and flux in air gap 
will build up again. This causes large inrush current, which slows down the voltage 
recovery. After that, the motor will reaccelerate until it reaches its pre-event speed. 
During the reacceleration the motor again takes a larger current with a smaller power 
factor, which causes post fault voltage sag sometimes lasting for several seconds. 
The behavior of an induction motor during an unbalanced fault is rather 
complicated. The following phenomenon plays a part in the interaction between 
system and induction motor during unbalanced faults: 
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During the first one or two cycles after fault initiation the induction motor 
contribute to the fault. This causes an increase in positive sequence voltage. Negative 
and zero sequence voltages are not influenced. The induction motor slows down 
causing a decrease in positive sequence impedance. These decreases in impedance 
causes increase in current and thus drop in positive sequence voltage. 
The negative sequence impedance of the motor is low, typically I0 -20 % of the 
nominal positive sequence impedance. The negative sequence voltage due to the fault 
will thus be significantly damped at the motor terminals. The negative sequence 
voltage is independent of the slip. The negative sequence voltage will thus remain 
constant during the event. 
The induction motor does not take any zero sequence current. The zero sequence 
voltage will thus not be influenced by the induction motor. In a system having major 
part of load consisting of single phase or the three phase electronic based devices can 
also influences the voltage during and after the voltage sag. 
VARIOUS INFLUENCES: 
For longer and deeper sags, the majority of the power electronic load will get 
tripped, which will reduce the load current and thus increase the voltage, during and 
after the voltage sag[]2], {I3],{84]. The equipment which will not trip takes small or 
no current because the DC bus voltage is larger than the peak value of the AC voltage. 
After a few cycles the discharging of DC bus capacitor causes higher A.0 current 
from supply mains. This current has a high harmonic content so that the harmonic 
voltage distortion during the sag will increase. During voltage recovery, the DC bus 
capacitor will take a large current pulse from the A.0 supply, which delays the 
voltage recovery by up to one cycle. In case of three phase rectifiers, under 
unbalanced sags, the largest current flows between the two phases with largest voltage 
difference. During unbalanced voltage sags the current drawn by three phase rectifier 
contain non characteristics harmonics, noticeably the third harmonic current. Three 
phase controlled rectifier will experience a longer commutation period because the 
source voltage is lower during the voltage sag, which results in more severe 
commutation transients, notches during the sag, assuming that the equipment will not 
trip.[18], [37] 
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The table 2 shows the RMS voltage variation indices which are prevalent as standard 
indices [161, [ 17]. 
TABLE 2: RMS VOLTAGE VARIATION INDICES 
SARFI System 	average 	RMS 	(variation) ~N _ 
frequency index Fjx 	NT 
SIARFI System 	instantaneous 	average  NJ 
RMS(variation) frequency index SL4F  Rt x 	NT 
STARFI System 	temporary 	average 	RMS 
~ N2 ` (variation) frequency index STAFRI X = N 
NT 
SMARFI System 	momentary average 	RMS 
NM 
(variation) frequency index SMJ4FRI X = 
NT 
ARDI Average 	RMS 	(variation) 	duration N,T j 
index 
ARDIX 
N~ 
• Where x = RMS voltage threshold 
• Ni = number of customers experiencing voltage deviations with magnitudes 
above X% for X >100, or below X% for X<l00 because of measurement 
event i, 
• NT = Number of customers being served from the part of the system being 
assessed, 
• Nli = Number of customers experiencing instantaneous voltage deviations 
with magnitudes above X %, for X> 100 or below X % for X < 100 because 
of measurement event i, 
• NMi = Number of customers experiencing momentary voltage deviations 
with magnitudes above X % for X> 100 or below X % for X < 100 because of 
measurement event i, 
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• NTi = Number of customer experiencing temporary voltage deviations with 
magnitudes above X %, for X> 100 or below X % for X < 100 because of 
measurement event i, Ti = Duration of measurement event i. 
Various SAFRI indices include: 
• SARFI CBEMA: Rate of voltage sags below lower CBEMA curve. 
• ' SARFI ITIC: Rate of voltage sags below lower ITIC curve. 
• SARFI SEMI: Rate of voltage sags below SEMI curve. 
• SARFI custom curve. 
Various utilities across the world [1}, j921, using SARFI as part of power quality 
assessment index are: 
• American Electric Power. 
• Baltimore Gas and Electric. 
• Consolidated Edison Company of New York. 
• San Diego Gas and Electric. 
• Southern California Edison. 
• Tennessee valley authority 
• United illuminating company. 
2.6 REVIEW OF VOLTAGE TOLERANCE CURVES 
SEMI F47 standard gives "Specification for semiconductor process equipment 
voltage sag immunity". SEMI issued the standard in September 1999 as "SEMI F47-
0999 
• The SEMIF47 specification for semiconductor processing equipment voltage 
sag immunity document defines the threshold that a semiconductor tool must 
operate without interruption and it also provides a target for the facilities and 
utility system. 
• Recognizing that semiconductor factories require high level of power quality 
due to the sensitivity of equipment and process control. 
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• The semiconductor processing equipment is especially vulnerable to voltage 
sag, SEMI F47 defines voltage sag ride through capabilities required for 
semiconductor processing, metrology and automation test equipment. 
• The SEMI F47 document specifies the minimum voltage sag ride through 
capability design requirements for equipment used in semiconductor industry. 
• The expected equipment performance capability is shown graphically on a 
chart representing voltage sag duration and percent deviation of equipment 
nominal voltage. 
• The primary focus for this specification is semiconductor processing 
equipment 
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Figure 2.6.1.1 SEMI F47 ride through curve 
According to SEMI F47 all semiconductor manufacturing equipment must tolerate 
voltage sag of: 	 I 
50 % of nominal voltage for 200 milliseconds 
70 % for 500 milliseconds 
80% for I second. 
It is intent of this standard to provide specifications for semiconductor processing 
equipment that will lead to improved selection criteria for subcomponents and 
improvements in equipment system design. It is not the intent of this standard to 
increase the size or use of battery storage devices provided with the equipment. Also 
focus on improvement in equipment component and system design lead to a reduction 
or elimination in the use of battery storage device to achieve equipment reliability 
during voltage sag event. 
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The limitations of this standard are voltage sag of duration of Iess than 0.05 
seconds (50 milliseconds) and voltage sag duration greater than 1.0 seconds is not 
considered. 
The most commonly used voltage sag ride through curve is CBEMA curve which 
was recently being named and updated as ITIC curve. [16], [18] 
Although these curves have received universal acceptance for computer and 
information technology equipment, it has not been established whether other 
equipment can be treated in similar way. 
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Figure: 2.6.1.2: CBEMA curve 
CBEMA Curve as shown in Fig. 2.6.1.2 is one of the most frequently employed 
power acceptability curve. It was developed by the Computer Business Equipment 
Manufacturers Association in the 1970s, as a guideline for the organization's members 
in designing their power supplies. Basically, the CBEMA curve was originally 
derived to describe the tolerance of mainframe computer business equipment to the 
magnitude and duration of voltage variations on the power system. Also, the 
association designed the curve to point out ways in which system reliability could be 
provided for electronic equipment. Eventually, it became a standard design target for 
sensitive equipment to be applied on the power system and a common format for 
reporting power quality variation data. The CBEMA curve was adapted from IEEE 
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Standard 446, which is typically used in the analysis of power quality monitoring 
results. [16], [18]. 
The CBEMA curve was derived from experimental and historical data taken from 
mainframe computers. The best scientific interpretation of the curve can be given in 
terms of a voltage standard applied to the DC bus voltage of a rectifier load. 
The CBEMA curve is a susceptibility profile with the abscissa (horizontal axis) 
representing the duration of the event, while the ordinate (vertical axis) indicates the 
percent of voltage applied to the power circuit. In the center of the plot is the so called 
acceptable area. Voltage values above the envelope are supposed to cause 
malfunctions such as insulation failure, over excitation and overvoltage trip. On the 
other hand, voltages below the envelope are assumed to cause the load to drop out due 
to lack of energy. In other words, the concept is that if the supply voltage stays within 
the acceptable power area then the sensitive equipment will operate well. However, if 
such an event persists for a longer time, then the sensitive equipment might fail. 
'TL:7 	Z1 	17 	V 	!: 	~S7 	!29 	111SC 
Figure: 2.6.1.3: IT1C (CBEMA) curve 
Furthermore, balanced voltage sag events in three phase systems can be treated 
effectively as a single phase equivalent. The CBEMA curve is originally utilized to 
address this case. Yet, most voltage sags are unbalanced, just like the phase-to-ground 
fault (most common type of fault) in which only one of the phase voltages is 
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depressed. All the highlighted causes of voltage sag events will have to be considered 
if one is to develop a meaningful power acceptability curve for three phase systems. 
However, developing a single power acceptability curve to capture all these possible 
scenarios is nearly impractical. The recommended approach is to model several fault 
types in conjunction with a dynamic load model to obtain a power acceptability curve. 
In using the CBEMA curve, one must first determine the nature of the power quality 
disturbances that are most prevalent in a facility. Power quality phenomena associated 
with powering, grounding, and protecting solid-state devices can be measured, 
analyzed, and evaluated using test equipment specifically intended for digital Iogic 
systems. These instruments, when located near the suspected disturbance, or when 
measuring the unusual operation of the power distribution system, will provide data 
on voltage variations and fluctuations and the specifics on how the power quality 
problem places the equipment at risk. The measurements and results can then be 
analyzed in combination with the CBEMA curve to help understand the nature of 
power quality disturbances. 
However, in 1994, the Information Technology Industry Council was formed by a 
working group of the CBEMA. They developed the so called ITIC curve (revised in 
2000, fig. 2.6.1.3), which has replaced the CBEMA curve in general usage for single-
phase 120 Volt 60 Hz systems. 
2.6.1 ITIC (CBEMA) curve 
The only standard that currently explains how to obtain voltage tolerance of 
equipment is IEC 61000-4-11. This standard, however does not mention the term 
voltage-tolerance curve. Instead it defines a number of preferred magnitudes and 
duration of sags for which the equipment has to be tested. 
The standard uses the term "test levels", which refer to the remaining voltage 
during the sag. The equipment does not need to be tested for all these values, but one 
or more of the magnitude and duration may be chosen. 
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Figure 2.6.1.4 Voltage Sag Test 
Voltage sag test setup as per IEEE standard 1346-1998 is shown in fig. 2.6.1.4 above. 
Following points are to be noted. 
• If the equipment requires three phase input, the equipment should be capable 
of providing coordinated interruption of all three phases. 
• Phase to phase imbalance can be simulated by suitable adjustment of the sag 
voltage source in the three phase setup. 
• The source selection switch is electronic switch that may be as simple as solid 
state relay or a more sophisticated three-phase transistor scheme. 
• The equipment under test can be sensitive to the voltage phase shift during the 
sag and point on wave initiation of the sag. 
• These two new additional parameters are not typically available in the sag 
environment data. 
Hence for compatibility evaluation, it is recommended that phase shift and point on 
wave initiation not to be considered. 
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2.7 VOLTAGE TOLERANCE REQUIREMENTS OF CBEMA AND ITIC 
For each personnel computer, the tolerance for zero voltage is determined, with 
the lowest steady state voltage for which the computer would operate indefinitely. 
The age or price of computers did not have any influence and operating state did not 
have any significant influence on voltage tolerance curve or power consumption. 
Computer business equipment manufacturers association (CBEMA) developed 
CBEMA curve. 
The requirement for the personnel computer voltage tolerance curve is that they 
should be all above the CBEMA developed voltage tolerance curve. The CBEMA 
curve also contains a voltage tolerance part for over voltages. 
The revised CBEMA curve has been adopted by the information technology 
industry council (ITIC). The ITIC curve gives somewhat stronger requirements that 
the CBEMA curve, because power quality monitoring has shown that there are an 
alarming number of sags below the CBEMA curve. 
The CBEMA and ITIC curve is, actually a susceptibility profile meant only for 
mainframe computers. But the effectiveness of ITIC curve is questionable. 
The CBEMA and ITIC voltage tolerance curve takes into account only two 
characteristic of voltage sag i.e. magnitude and duration. The effect of point on wave 
initiation is not considered. 
2.7.1 OVERVIEW OF PQ DEFINITION: 
An overview of power quality definitions will help the users to easily understand 
the different PQ events and indices. The following Fig. 2.7.1 gives an overview of 
Power Quality definitions: 
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Figure 2.7.1 Overview of PQ definition 
The overview of PQ definition shown in Fig. 2.7.1 is graphical representation of 
different PQ indices [16], [17]. 
2.8. IMPACT OF POOR PQ ON ECONOMY: GLOBAL AND INDIAN 
Poor PQ results in significant economic losses in a wide range of industries, 
including financial, services, health care, high tech, and process manufacturing. A 
decrease in supply voltage for a fraction of a second can trip a microprocessor-based 
controller offline, disrupting an entire manufacturing process. A glass factory in 
France lost $ 8820000 and 3 days of production due to consecutive failure of two 
transformers. The cost of a kWh not supplied because of an outage is much higher 
than the cost of a kWh that is supplied when needed [99]. The global bill for poor 
power quality is more than 500 billion Euros per year which is 50% of the turnover 
of the global electricity sector. For many business uses, the cost of poor PQ is higher 
than the electricity bill and the cost is rising.[35] 
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2.8.1 COST OF POOR POWER QUALITY 
The impacts of poor power quality on organization's operational efficiency are 
significant and disruptive. It is also being evermore clearly understood that financial 
impacts, where relevant, are far greater than had previously been recognized. The 
economic impacts of power quality are usually divided into three broad categories: 
i) Direct economic impacts: 
Production loss, unrecoverable downtime and resources (e.g. raw material, labour, 
capital), process restart costs, spoilage of (semi-)finished production, equipment 
damage, direct costs associated with the human health and safety, financial 
pena[ties incurred through non-fulfilment of contract, environmental financial 
penalties, utility costs associated with the interruption. 
ii) Indirect economic impacts: 
The cost to an organization of revenue/income being postponed, the financial cost 
of loss of market share, the cost of restoring brand equity. 
iii) Social economic impacts: 
Uncomfortable building temperatures as related to reduction in efficient 
working/health and safety, Personal injury or fear, also as related to reduction in 
efficiency and health and safety, Evacuating neighbouring residential buildings as 
an indirect social impact in the event of failure of industrial safety, as it relates to 
the additional costs incurred by an organization that has to carry out these 
measures. 
PQ costs are usually reported in the categories of Voltage dips and swells, Short 
interruptions, Long interruptions, Harmonics, Surges and transients, and lastly in the 
category of Flicker, unbalance, earthing and electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) 
problems. 
2.8.2 STUDIES ON COST OF POOR PQ 
At the beginning of 1990s- the costs of poor PQ to industry were estimated 
globally to be in the range of a few tens of billions of dollars. After conducting more 
comprehensive surveys the global cost of poor PQ was then estimated at a few 
hundreds of billions of dollars (ECI estimates 2003). Soundest studies on the cost of 
poor power quality include: CIGRE and EPRI. [92], [98], [100] 
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2.8.3 EUROPEAN PQ SURVEY BY LEONARDO PQ INITIATIVE (2005-06): 
The study performed in 8 European countries. This allowed extrapolation of wastage 
caused by poor PQ to the EU's 25 countries(EU-25) and for the analysis of many 
associated issues such as user perception of PQ problems, the cause of PQ problems, 
the equipment mainly affected and any solutions that were available and adopted. 
Additional national studies provided more precise findings. For example, in France 
EdF investigated the cost of interruptions to economically justify investment into 
improving network reliability. [90], [91], [92]. 
Also in the USA subsequent studies and-summaries were concluded by addressing 
the economic impact of power quality. Table 3 shows the summary of PQ cost along 
with critical areas for particular disturbance. 
TABLE 3 
SUMMARY OF PO COST 
Disturbance Cost Critical areas-sectors 
Voltage dips Usually 	between 	€2000 	and Continuous 
€20000 	per 	event. 	Average— manufacturing, 
€2000 	and 	25% 	of 	1 	hour Electronics, 	Control 
interruption. 	Cost 	highly systems/Equipments, 
dependent 	on 	dip 	depth 	and Automation and protection 
length. 	In 	case 	of Continuous systems. 
manufacturing 	dips 	are usually 
responsible for more than 50% of 
PQ cost 
Interruptions From a dozen or so to tens of Industry 	in 	general, 
thousands 	of Euros 	per 	event. especially 
Some are a few million Euros. 
Average 	for 	short 	interruption high-energy-intensive 
—€l0000 per event, 0.01$/kWh, users 
I0$/kW• Cost depends on duration 
Transaction sector (credit 
Long 	interruptions 	are 	more cards, 	brokers, 	banks), 
costly food and kindred products, 
farming, 	even 	if 	the 
interruption 	is 	relatively 
short. 
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Harmonies • Energy 	losses, 	up 	to 	50% Neighbourhood 	of 
above pure sine wave losses harmonics polluting Ioads 
• Lifetime shortening by a few 
to a dozen or so years Losses, 	lifetime 	and 
• Reliability decrease reliability 	reduction 	in 
• Cost expressed as mitigation transformers, 	motors and 
cost at the level of C20 to cables 
€30bn in countries like France 
or Germany; Hydro-Quebec Consequences 	for 	ICT 
• Canada source —C$650m per equipment. 
year 
Other Consequences, 	especially 	in 	monetary value, are not well 
covered in technical literatures. However, some observations 
show that short and very short disturbances like transients and 
surges may play higher role in PQ system immunity. 
Flicker, 	although some observations 	suggest that it affects 
equipment and vision, but actual cost consequences can be upto 
10% of organizations employment cost. 
2.8.4 ASSESSMENT OF IMPACTS OF POOR PQ ON GLOBAL ECONOMY: 
It is very difficult to assess the impact of poor PQ globally, due to non availability 
. of up-to-date global data and also due to non performance of such assessment or 
study in most of the countries or regions. However the impacts are experienced by 
all. [99] 
A joint study by the manufacturers association of information technology 
(MAIT), USA and emersion network power (India) has thrown up the finding that 
network power downtime costs Indian economy more than $9.60 billion annually. 
The findings of the study have turned out to be a real eye-opener for Indian 
industries. While the study has taken account only direct losses suffered due to 
power disruption, the real figure could be much higher if indirect impacts are 
considered. Economic Cost of Outages of Bangladesh amounted to 1.72% (US 
$778millions) of the Country GDP in 2001 [60], [70]. Industrial losses due to poor 
PQ has been estimated as $150-$200 billion dollars (USD) for European 
Union (2001). A recent study by IBM showed that power quality problems costs 
U.S. businesses more than $15 billion a year. That's an average of $79,000 for each 
company [90], [94]. 
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Figure 2.8.4.1 Indian Energy Consumption Projections in Billion KWHr. 
To get an idea of significance of monitoring and mitigation of electricity supply 
needed to solve the staggering economic losses, it is essential to have the 
information of electricity consumption in a region. Fig 2.8.4.1 shows a plot of Indian 
energy consumption projections for the period 200I-2025[90]. 
It has been observed that there will be steep rise in the consumption of energy in 
India. India has got the third highest average annual percentage change (3.3%) in 
energy consumption in the world [35]. The table 2 shows the projections of world's 
net electricity consumption by Region, 2001-2025 (Billion KWHr.): [92] 
2.9 SUMMARY OF GLOBAL ECONOMIC LOSSES 
• Network power downtime costs Indian economy more than Rs. 43000 crores 
annually(2010) 
• Economic Cost of outages of Bangladesh amounted to 1.72% (US 
$778millions) of the Country GDP in 2001. 
• Industrial losses due to poor PQ has been estimated as $150-$200 billion 
dollars for European Union. 
• In China some factories loss I million euros per year. 
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• A recent study -by IBM showed that power quality problems costs U.S. 
businesses more than $15 billion a year. That's an average of $79,000 for each 
company! 
• A glass factory ,in France lost E 600 000 and 3 days of production due to 
consecutive failure of two transformers. 
The global, bill for poor power quality is more than 500 billion euros per year 
which is 50% of the turnover of the global electricity sector. [35] 
2.9.1 IMPACTS IN INDIA 
Power scenario in India seems to be worsening. A study by IT hardware industry 
body, the Manufacturers Association of Information Technology (MAIT) and US-
based power distribution solution provider Emerson Network Power, India showed 
that India Inc lost $4.80 billion in 2003, and $9.60 billion in 2008-09, in direct losses, 
due to poor power quality and operating environment related downtime [351. Major 
reasons for downtime are power cuts (scheduled and unscheduled) due to stress on 
infrastructure and poor quality of power and the major impact of downtime is loss of 
work in progress and employee productivity. According to the study, power 
disruption frequency was highest in Delhi followed by Pune (fig. 2.9.1.I) and 
Bangalore, while the average downtime cost was $1210 per/hr. 
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Figure 2.9.1.1 Weekly Voltage Profile, Pune (India) 
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Due to high network downtime, contingency planning (e.g. using power source 
other than grid supply) has become a part of Indian business psyche. This trend will 
continue due to the lessons from global power failures encountered in western 
countries. Firms will need to pay more attention to maximising uptime to remain 
competitive in a globally networked economy. [110] 
For electricity consumers in India, supply interruptions and low voltage levels are 
a constant source of concern and utilities are making major investments to improve 
power quality. Government and regulatory commissions in India use IEEE 
developed reliable indices such as CAIDI, SAIDI, and SAIFI. However their use is 
still in an initial phase in India. 
Electricity supply monitoring initiative (ESMI), by Prayas (Energy Group), has 
been developed as a compliment to such ongoing efforts to monitor electricity 
supply quality. 
For the first time in India [60], ESMI captured supply interruptions data as well 
as voltage levels at the ordinary consumer location at Pune. A weekly supply 
interruptions recorded in Pune in 2007 is shown in the above pie diagram (fig. 3). 
The Pie-chart shows the weekly voltage profile, i.e. % of time the voltage (V) was in 
a particular range. (Very low: Voltage <196 V; Low: 196 V<= Voltage < 225 V; 
Rated: 225 V<= Voltage < 255 V; High: Voltage >= 255V). The results might look 
startling for PQ experts who are working in European or North American Standards 
for monitoring. The rated voltage was supplied only 23% of the time. The voltage 
was low 69% of the time. The voltage was very low 7% of the time and there was no 
supply at all 1% of the time, which means that there were outages for one hour and 
forty minutes during that week. 
According to the annual report of the Ministry of Power, India, losses of State 
Electricity Boards were $4.3billion (in 2000) and $ 6 billion (in 2005). Losses in the 
supply of electricity are 40% of production. Losses for the economy due to poor 
electricity and transport are 2% of the GDP per year [35]. 
2.9.2 DOWNTIME IMPACT 
Downtime causes millions of dollars in damage annually to computer networks 
around the Globe. Power-related issues are frequently the cause of time outs, 
unexplained downtime, and other commonplace system or networking glitches. Two 
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major studies of power quality have been completed in recent years by Bell Labs and 
IBM. Both found the areas mentioned in the table 3 to be accounted for most power-
related issues: Both studies strikingly show similar results. The blackouts and large 
surges only makeup a- small percentage of power quality problems. Fig. 2.9.2.1 
and Fig.2.9.2.2 show the downtime impacts in Indian industries. 
Downtime Im ?act 
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Fig. 2.9.2.1 Downtime Impact of Power Disturbances 
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Fig. 2.9.2.2 Annual Report of Downtime Impact 
On the other hand, 80-90 percentages downtime impacts are caused by low voltage 
surges that cause networking problems. Thus around 80 to 90 percent of the time, 
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electronic equipment is being affected by tiny surges as opposed to lightening flashes 
or blackouts. To make matters worse, these little spikes wreak havoc in terms of logic 
confusion, system errors, and frozen screens. 
The term "sustained interruption" or "outage" describes a situation in a 
commercial utility system where automatic protective devices, because of the nature 
of the fault, cannot bring power back online, and manual intervention is required [ 19]. 
Notable outages/blackouts give an idea of disruptive impacts and huge economic Ioss 
es as shown in table 4. [90] 
• TABLE 4 
MAJOR POWER QUALITY OUTAGES/BLACKOUTS 
Name of People Location Duration/restoration 
outage/Blackout affected time 
2012 India Blackout 670 India 30-3 I s`  July'2012 
millions 
2005 Java-Bali I00 millions Indonesia 2005-08-18 
atlO:32/2005-08-18 	at 
17:28 
1999 Southern Brazil 97 millions Brazil 	, 	south 1999-03-11( few hours) 
and 	south- 
eastern 
2009 	Brazil 	& 60 millions Brazil 	& 2009-11-10/ 	2009-11- 
Paraguay Paraguay 11 
2003 Northeast 55 millions North 	America, 2003-08-14/2003-08-15 
north-eastern 
2003 Italy 55 millions Italy 2003-09-28/ 
1965 Northeast 30 millions North 	America; 1965-1 1-091 
north-eastern 
Oklahoma 	Gas 	& 19 millions Oklahoma 2002-01-30/2004-02-07 
Electric(Ice storm) at 12:00 
Pacific Gas &Electric 1.5 millions North & Central '2002-12-14/2004-12-I8 
(Winter Storm) California at 16:00 
Table 5 shows survey of frequency of PQ disturbances and cost per event. The 
average values of the cost per event, that is the real losses incurred by the 
respondents as a result of PQ disturbances, are presented in the table [89], [901. 
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TABLE 5 
SURVEY FREQUENCY OF PQ DISTURBANCES AND PQ COST PER EVENT 
Survey on I Type of disturbances Industry Services Average 
Frequency of 
PQ 
disturbances 
(no. of events) 
Voltage dips 15,7 7,7 13,2 
Short interruptions 6,9 5,4 6,4 
Long interruption 2,2 2,1 2,2 
Surges & transients 13,0 6,7 11,3 
Harmonics (annual %)• 9.0 7,5 8,5 
Cost per event 
in 000$) 
Voltage dips 20.9 32.5 175.5 
Short interruptions 301.8 70.3 239.9 
Long interruption 140.4 401.2 218.6 
Surges & transients 273.9 180.2 258.6 
From the surveys, it was observed that:- 1) the cost per voltage dip event is 
between $3,120 and $6,682; 2) single short interruptions on average are 3.3 times 
more costly for industry and just over 9 times more costly for services; 3) the average 
cost of long interruptions is $133,800 and is more homogenous across whole survey 
sample. The generic cost per event for surges and transients for this survey ranges 
from $176,400 to $264,600. 
The global downtime impact of poor PQ and its disruptions are shown in the 
following table 6 and 7. It has been observed that 60% of firms face power disruption 
more than once a month [13], [48]. Table 6 shows cost of voltage dips (Global) and 
Table 7 shows cost of voltage dips (industry-wise). 
Studies carried out in [12],[14] analyzed measured voltage disturbances at 12 
sites with demand between 5 and 30 MVA. In a 10 month period 858 disturbances 
were logged with a financial loss totalling $I.IOm. The table 8 gives some typical 
values. It is evident that industries or plants making high value added products and 
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those requiring multistage manufacturing processes, such as semiconductors, would 
face much higher losses. 
TABLE 6 
COST OF VOLTAGE DIPS (Global) 
Cost of voltage dips 
Industry Duration Cost/sag 
U.K. steelworks 30% for 3.5 cycles $457447 
US glass plant Less than I s $200 
US petrochemicals 2s $600 
US Annual Exposure $1 Om 
South Africa Annual Exposure $3bn 
TABLE 7: 
COST OF VOLTAGE DIPS (INDUSTRY)/FINANCIAL LOSS 
Cost of voltage dips 
Industry/sector Typical financial Ioss per 
event($000) 
Semiconductor production 5579 
Financial trading 8820 per hour 
Computer center 1103 
Telecommunications 45 per minute 
Steel works 515 
Glass manufacture 368 
Offshore platforms 375-1100 per day 
Dredging/and reclamation 75-400 per day 
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In relation to public services like hotels and retail sectors, the PQ impact is 
measured in terms of slowing down their business activities, in terms of revenues that 
are irrevocably lost. In addition to economical loss due to production stops, there exist 
extra KWH losses due to harmonic pollution in typical network components such as 
transformers, cables and motors. As this loss has to be supplied by the utility power 
plants, a financial loss and CO2 emissions can be assigned to it. Amount of loss due to 
this attains figures like few thousand dollars per year easily. This corresponds to a few 
tens of CO2 emissions/year. Hence running cost of such installations can be 
significant. 
European PQ survey is an eye opener for the whole world and authorities felt the 
need of regular PQ survey for their own system and to reconsider their power 
contingency [91], [92]. Figure 2.9.2.3 shows graph of frequency of disturbances of 
Harmonics and Flicker in different industries and services. 
Global Impacts: European PQ Survey: Frequency of 
disturbances Harmonics & Flicker 
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Figure 2.9.2.3: Frequency of disturbances Harmonic and Flicker 
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Frequency of PQ disturbances: dips, interruptions, surges and 
transients 
HUMBER 	 Frequenc}r of disturbances Dips 
Froquoncy of
disturbances Short 
Interruptions 
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111111 riisturbances long 
Interruptions 
Frequency of 
®dtsturbantes Surges 
and Transients 
Figure 2.9.2.4: Frequency of PQ disturbances 
Figure 2.9.2.4 and Fig. 2.9.2.5 represents graphs of frequency of PQ disturbances and 
cost per event of disturbances respectively 
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Figure 2.9.2.5: European PQ Survey 
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Frequency of occurrences of dips, surges, transients, interruptions, etc, is shown. 
Cost in million euros indicates the burden of economic losses [91]. 
European PQ survey is an eye opener for the whole world and authorities felt the 
need of regular PQ survey for their own system and to reconsider their power 
contingency measures and adopt proper mitigation. Blackouts in New York and 
Europe have prompted the authorities to reconsider their power contingency 
measures. 
TABLE 8 
WORLD NET ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION BY REGION, 2001-2025 (BILLION KWHr.) 
egion/Country 
2001 
Projections verage 
nnual 
% Change, 
(2001-2025) 2010 2015 2020 2025 
North America 4,036 4,839 5,306 5,792 6,314 1.9 
United States* 3,386 4,055 4,429 4,81I 5,207 1.8 
Western Europe 2,246 2,486 2,659 2,839 3,029 1.3 
Eastern 	Europe/ 	Ex- 
Soviet Union 
1,815 2,181 2,447 2,706 2,941 2.0 
Japan 788 870 920 965 1,012 1.0 
China 1,237 1,856 2,322 2,825 3,410 4.3 
India 554 751 896 1,053 1,216 3.3 
Africa 384 499 602 716 808 3.1 
Central 	and 	South 
America 
668 864 1,000 1;196 1,425 3.2 
otal Industrialized 7,296 8,456 9,173 9,910 10,697 1.6 
Total Developing 4,179 5,721 6,833 8,072 9,434 3.5 
Total World 13,290 16,358 18,453 20,688 23,072 2.3 
*Includes the 50 States and the District of Columbia. 
Notes: Totals may not equal sum of components due to independent rounding. 
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From the table 8 [35], it is evident that unless proper Power Quality monitoring 
are planned, the global economic impact will be tremendous and whole world, 
especially developing countries will face crisis, recession etc. According to recent 
reports poor PQ of electricity supply had a share of effect on Indian economy of 2% 
GDP [81]. India should initiate national efforts for PQ monitoring in all levels for its 
safety from staggering economic losses due to poor PQ. 
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CHAPTER III 
POWER QUALITY MONITORING 
CHAPTER III 
POWER QUALITY MONITORING 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
The intensive use of power converters and other nonlinear loads in industry and 
by consumers in general resulted undesired deterioration of the power systems voltage 
and current waveforms. The presence of harmonics in power lines results in greater 
power losses in the distribution system, interference problems in communication 
systems and, sometimes, in operation failures of electronic equipments, which are 
more and more sensitive since they include microelectronic control systems, which 
work with very low energy levels. Because of these and other problems, the issue of 
the power quality delivered to the end consumers is, more than ever, an object of great 
concern. 
In order to understand the power quality problems better,.comprehensive monitoring 
arm data collection of power quality events is important. Monitoring system can serve 
as a vital diagnostic tool and help to identify the cause of power quality disturbances 
and even possible to identify problem conditions before they cause interruptions or 
disturbances. 
Power quality monitoring is the process of gathering, analyzing, and interpreting 
craw measurement data into useful information. The process of gathering data is 
usually carried out by continuous measurement of voltage, current, frequency, time, 
etc. over an extended period. The process of analysis and interpretation has been 
traditionally performed manually, but recent advances in signal processing and 
artificial intelligence fields have made it possible to design and implement intelligent 
systems to automatically analyze and interpret raw data into useful information with 
minimum human intervention. 
3.2 BACKGROUND OF POWER QUALITY MONITORING: 
Monitoring of power quality began from 1920 onwards. One of the earliest power 
quality monitoring instruments is lightning strike recorder developed by General 
Electric in 1920's. This instrument makes an impulse-like mark on.strip-chart paper to 
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record a lightning strike event along with its time and date of o currence. The data 
were more qualitative then quantitative, making the data interpretation rather difficult. 
Significant development on power quality devices was not made until 1960's when 
MartzIoff developed a surge counter that could capture a voltage waveform of 
lightning strikes. The improvement of this device over its predecessor was that the 
recorded data were quantitative (voltage waveforms) as opposed to qualitative (marks 
on strip charts). [1],  [2], [3] 
By the mid-I960s, Iimitations of power quality devices relating to the trigger 
mechanism and the preset frequency response were well understood. Many engineers 
consider that the first generation of power quality monitors began in the mid-I970s 
when Dranetz Engineering Laboratories (now Dranetz-BMI) introduced the Series 
606 power Iine disturbance analyzer, The output of these monitors was text-based, 
printed on a paper tape. The printout described a disturbance by the event type (sag, 
interruption, etc.).and voltage magnitude. These monitors had limited functionalities 
compared to modern monitors, but the triggering mechanics were already well 
developed. 
Second-generation power quality instruments debuted in the mid-1980s. This 
generation of power quality monitors generally featured full graphic display and 
digital memory to view and store captured power quality events, including both 
transients and steady-state events. Some instruments had a capability of transmitting 
data from a remote monitoring site to a central location for further analysis. Second-
generation power quality instruments virtually had perfected the basic requirements of 
the triggering mechanism. Since the occurrence of a power quality disturbance is 
highly unpredictable, data must be continuously recorded and processed without any 
dead time. 
By the mid-1990s, the third-generation power quality instruments emerged. The 
development of the third-generation power monitors was inspired in part by the EPRI 
DPQ project. This generation of monitors was more appropriate as part of a complete 
power quality monitoring system, and the software systems to collect and manage the 
data were also developed but some difficulties were faced in managing a large system 
of monitoring power quality. By the turn of the century, the internet had made many-
to one data communication far simpler. • Modem systems conveniently transport data 
and information to wherever it is needed, and apply clever algorithms to extract useful 
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information and present it to an untrained audience who can use the information to 
make decisions, which is the ultimate goal of monitoring.[2], [3] 
Although Instruments have been developed that measure a wide variety of 
disturbances, a number of different instruments may be used depending on the 
phenomena being investigated. Basic categories of Power Quality Measurement 
instruments that were developed are Wiring and grounding test devices, Multimeters, 
Oscilloscopes, Disturbance analyzers, Harmonic analyzers, Spectrum analyzers, 
Power Quality analyzer, Combination disturbance and Harmonic analyzers, Flicker 
meters, Energy monitors, Infrared meters, Electric field meters and Static electricity 
meters. All power quality measurement instruments that are described above are 
designed to collect power quality data. Some instruments can send the data over a 
telecommunication line to a central processing location for analysis and interpretation. 
However, one common feature among these instruments is that they do not possess 
the capability to locally analyze, interpret, and determine what is happening in the 
power system. They simply record and transmit data for post processing. An emerging 
trend in power quality monitoring practice is to collect the data, turn them into useful 
information and disseminate it to users. All these processes take place within the 
instrument itself. Thus, a new breed of power quality monitor was developed with 
integrated intelligent systems to meet this new challenge. This type of power quality 
monitor is an intelligent power quality monitor where information is directly created 
within the instrument and immediately available to the users. A smart power quality 
monitor allows engineers to take necessary or appropriate actions in a timely manner. 
Thus, instead of acting in a reactive fashion, engineers will act in a proactive fashion. 
3.3 MONITORING INSTRUMENTS: 
Instruments used to monitor electromagnetic phenomena can be as simple as.an 
analog voltmeter to an instrument as sophisticated as a spectrum analyzer. Selecting 
and using the correct type of monitor requires the user to understand the capabilities 
and limitations of the instrument, its responses to power system- variations, and the 
specific objectives of the analysis [84]. This clause will focus on the capabilities and 
limitations of various monitoring equipment. 
• Oscilloscopes 
• Disturbance monitors 
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• Event indicators 
• Graphical display monitors 
• Text monitors 
• Recording voltammeters 
Measurement of power quality and its monitoring generations are shown in table 9 
and table 10 respectively. 
TABLE 9. 
MEASUREMENT OF POWER QUALITY 
SI.N. Group Objective Measurement 
I Meter Instantaneous V, I, P etc 
2 Analysis Periodic, Reactive V,I, 	P. 	etc, 	Harmonic 
Waveform events 
3 Monitor Continuous, Proactive V, 	I, 	P 	& 	statistics, 
Indices 
TABLE 10 
GENERATIONS OF POWER QUALITY MONITORING 
S1.N. Generations Main functions 
1 1st Generation Electric parameters (main) + PQ(optional) 
2 2nd Generation Power Quality Parameters & events + serial 
communications + display  
3Fd Generation PQ 	parameters+ 	Fast(high 	speed) 
analysis+Web browsing 
3.4 DISTURBANCE DETECTION AND CLASSIFICATION 
Power quality disturbances [3] that may occur in a power system can be extremely 
different in their characteristics. For example, the typical -magnitudes of disturbances 
range from fractions of the nominal voltage Vnom  up to eight times V„om typical 
frequencies of disturbances span from tens of hertz up to megahertz; and the shortest 
disturbances have a duration of tens of nanoseconds while the longest ones have a 
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steady-state character. A single detection method cannot reliably detect disturbances 
with such a wide range of characteristics. [311, [49], [70]. 
Therefore, PQ disturbances were divided into two categories and different 
algorithms are used in each category. These categories are: (i) transients and 
waveform distortions; (ii) short and long duration variations (such as sags, swells and 
interruptions). Before doing discussions on categories, we should know PCC for 
proper monitoring or disturbance detection. 
3.4.1 POINT OF COMMON COUPLING (PCC) 
It is the point on the public electricity network at which other customers are, or 
could be, connected. It is not necessary that the same location should be point of 
connection (Fig. 3.4.1.1). 
F 	I 	Sensitive 
Load 
ZF  
PCC 	1 Fault 
Figure 3.4.1.1 Voltage divider model for voltage sag 
IEEE Standard 519 — 1992, "Recommended Practice and Requirements for 
Harmonic Control in Electrical Power Systems," provides specific limits for current 
and voltage distortion at the point of common coupling (PCC), which is the point of 
interconnection between two customers of a utility company.[95] 
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Figure 3.4.1.2 A point of common coupling (PCC) 
Microgrid Structure:- 
• The micro grid of fig 1 has four micro sources at nodes 8, 11 ,16 and 22. 
• Feeders A, B, C have sensitive loads which require local generation. Feeder 
D does not have any critical load. 
• When there is a problem with the utility supply, the static switch isolates the 
sensitive loads (Feeders A to C) from main grid. 
• There is a single point of connection to the utility called the point of 
common coupling (PCC) is on the primary side of the transformer and defines 
the separation between the grid and the Microgrid. 
Fig. 3.4.1.3 and Fig. 3.4.1.4 show the PCC in micro-grid and PC laboratory. 
IL TI 
Fig.3.4.1.3. PCC in Microgrid 
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Fig. 3.4.1.4. PCC in computer laboratory 
The PQ instruments are installed in the PCC, between transmission and distribution 
power grids. The scope of this monitoring system is to analyse the electromagnetic 
chain of propagation of the disturbances, from distribution to transmission power 
grids, for the customers like metallurgy processing plants, railway power stations, 
supplied at voltage levels of 1I0kV and 220kV. Perturbations generated by their 
technological processes are transmitted over transmission power grid and are 
modifying the PQ parameters (i.e. voltage harmonics and flicker) for other customers 
located at long distance from the PCC. 	- 
3.4.2 TRANSIENTS: 
Transients are high over-voltage disturbances (up to 20 kV) that last for a very 
short time (milliseconds or nanoseconds) (fig. 3.4.2.1). Hence the term "spikes" can 
also be used. They are potentially destructive and can cause electronic systems to fail. 
In about 80% of cases transients can be attributed to on-site activities. They can be 
caused by lightning strikes, even if they are not in close proximity, switching of heavy 
loads, are welding or load switching on the grid. 
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Fig. 3.4.2.1: waveform of voltage transient 
The problem with transients is that they are random events and are very difficult 
to detect without the use of specialized measurement equipment and continuous 
monitoring of the electrical supply, over an extended period. Therefore, preventative 
measures should be taken if it is considered that a particular piece of equipment or 
process is vulnerable to transients. 
3.4.3 VOLTAGE SAG: 
A sag is a decrease in the rms value of the voltage ranging from a half cycle to a 
few seconds. The largest cause of problems from the utility side is voltage sags. 
Voltage sags on the utility electrical system are caused by floods, lighting, utility 
power distribution equipment failures or other system anomalies. If a voltage sag 
results in the shutdown or malfunction during normal power system events, the 
equipment is said to be incompatible with its electrical environment or to have poor 
system compatibility. Sags are the most prevalent power quality issue for equipment. 
Momentary sags may not. affect the refrigerator referenced above, but they will cause 
problems for more sensitive equipment, such as computers. The greater the voltage 
sag, the greater the likelihood of damage. Similarly, the greater the number of sags 
occurring, the greater the chance of failure or damage, 
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Fig. 3.4.3.1: Waveform of voltage sag 
3.4.4 VOLTAGE SWELL: 
A voltage swell is a short duration increase in voltage values. Voltage swells lasting 
longer than two minutes are classified as over voltages. Voltage swells and over 
voltages are commonly caused by large load changes and power line switching. 
If swells reach too high a peak, they can damage electrical equipment. The 
utility's voltage regulating equipment may not react quickly enough to prevent all 
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swells. Both minor and major swells affect equipment performance. Although voltage 
swells occur less frequently than sags, even relatively minor swells can damage 
equipment. Therefore, they require immediate attention. The longer a swell's duration, 
the more extensive the damage will be. An example here would be a large motor 
creating voltage sags by drawing high inrush currents. When the motor is stopped 
abruptly, voltage swells are generated. 
Fig. 3.4.4.1: Waveform of voltage swell 
3.4.5 INTERRUPTIONS: 
Interruptions occur when voltage levels drop to zero. Interruptions are classified 
as momentary, temporary, or long-term. Momentary interruptions occur when service 
is interrupted, but then is automatically restored in less than two seconds. 
Temporary interruptions occur when service is interrupted for more than two 
seconds, but is automatically restored in less than 2 minutes. Long-term 
interruptions last longer than two minutes and may require field work to restore 
service. 
In some cases, momentary outages may go unnoticed or cause no apparent 
problems. However, even momentary outages can last long enough to shut down 
computers and disrupt the operation of sensitive electrical equipment. 
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Figure 3.4.5.1: Interruption of Power Supply 
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3.4.6 HARMONICS: 
Harmonics are currents or voltages with frequencies that are integer multiples of 
the fundamental power frequency being 50 or 60Hz (50Hz for India and European 
power, and 60Hz for American power). For example, if the fundamental power 
frequency is 50 Hz, then the 2"d harmonic is 100 Hz the 3 d` is 150 Hz, etc. Harmonics 
occur at an integer multiple of the base frequency (60 Hz, 120 Hz, 180 Hz. for 60 Hz 
fundamental frequency.). In modern test equipment today harmonics can be measured 
up to the 63rd harmonic. When harmonic frequencies are prevalent, electrical power 
panels and transformers become mechanically resonant to the magnetic fields 
generated by higher frequency harmonics. When this happens, the power panel or 
transformer vibrates and emits a buzzing sound for the different harmonic 
frequencies. Fig. 3.3.6.1 shows presence of harmonics in a single phase waveform. 
Power quality problems related to waveform harmonic usually come from 
equipment with a nonlinear current draw. Modern electrical equipment such as 
computerized equipment and telecommunication equipment often use switching 
power supplies to step up or step down the voltage. Using switching power supplies 
introduces a non-sinusoidal load that pulls current in short pulses during every cycle. 
Other nonlinear devices such as digital/electronic components and arching devices 
(for example, fluorescent lamps) can cause abnormal waveforms and serious 
decreases in power quality. 
Fig. 3.4.6.1 Harmonics in single phase waveform 
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I 	Pulling power in a nonlinear manner introduces harmonics in an electrical systei,, 
and can overheat plant distribution transformers. These harmonics can cause current 
transmission over a neutral power conductor in a wye power system. In an 
ideal balanced three-phase power system without harmonics no current transmits 
along the neutral conductor. When nonlinear devices induce harmonics, the current 
from each of the three phases no longer cancels and the current is forced through the 
neutral conductor. Electrical systems are especially susceptible to triplen harmonics 
(3rd, 6th, 9th, etc) because in a three-phase system the triples harmonics are additive. 
Fig. 3.3.6.2 shows presence of harmonics in three phase waveforms 
Fig. 3.4.6.2 Harmonics in three phase waveforms 
This high current that transmits along the neutral conductor can overload 
circuits, breakers, and transformers. In some instances, plants have been forced to 
install power conditioning equipment or a second neutral conductor. Harmonic 
frequencies from the 3 d` to the 25th are the most common range of frequencies 
measured in electrical distribution systems 
EFFECT OF HARMONICS: 
Increase of current: One of the major effects of power system harmonics is to 
increase the current in the system. This is particularly the case for the third harmonic, 
which causes a sharp increase in the zero sequence current, and therefore increases the 
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current in the neutral conductor. b) Increased- core loss: Electric motors experience 
hysteresis loss caused by eddy currents set up in the iron core of the motor. These are 
proportional to the frequency of the current. Since the harmonics are at higher 
frequencies, they produce more core loss in a motor than the power frequency would. 
This results in increased heating of the motor core, which can shorten the life of the 
motor. c) Interference with communication lines : Higher order harmonics can 
interfere with telephone and other communication lines if their frequency is in integral 
multiple of 50. d) Total Harmonic distortion (THD): Total harmonic distortion gives 
us a measure of relative harmonic distortion in the waveform [86]. Suppose a voltage 
waveform has an rms value of V with a fundamental component V, and harmonic 
component VH the total harmonic distortion, THD is given by ratio of harmonic 
content and fundamental component expressed as percentage i.e. 
THD=V1N1 x 100% 
3.4.7 INTERHARMONICS 
Not all frequencies that occur on an electrical power system are integer multiples of 
the fundamental frequency (usually 50 or 60 Hz), as are harmonics. Some loads draw 
currents that result in voltages that are between harmonic frequencies or less than the 
fundamental frequency. These frequencies are referred to as interharmonics and can 
be made of discrete frequencies or as a wide-band spectrum. A special category of 
these interharmonics is called subharmonics, in which the frequencies involved are 
less than the fundamental power line frequency. 
IEC-61000-2-1defnes interharmonics as : "Between the harmonics of the power 
frequency voltage and current, further frequencies can be observed which are not an 
integer of the fundamental. They can appear as discrete frequencies or as a wide-band 
spectrum." Harmonics and interharmonics of a waveform can be defined in terms of 
its spectral components in the quasi-steady state over a range of frequencies. The 
following table provides a simple, yet effective mathematical definition: 
Harmonic f= h * f f where h is an integer > 0 
DC f = 0 Hz (f = h* f, where h = 0) 
Interharmonics f ~ h * f~ where h is an integer > 0 
Sub-harmonic f> 0 Hz and f < f i where f~ is the fundamental power system 
frequency 
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The term sub-harmonic does not have any official definition but is simply a special 
case of interharmonics for frequency components less than the power system 
frequency. 
3.4.8 Distortion power: 
Distortion power, D=I(S2-P2-Q2), where S=apparent power, P=active power, 
Q=reactive power. Distortion factor is given by: DF=4 (P2+Q2)/S 
3.5 IEEE RECOMMENDED PRACTICE FOR MONITORING ELECTRIC PQ 
3.5.1 Scope: 
This recommended practice encompasses the monitoring of electric power quality 
of single-phase and polyphase ac power systems. As such, it includes consistent 
descriptions of electromagnetic phenomena occurring on power systems. The 
document also presents definitions of nominal conditions and of deviations from these 
nominal conditions, which may originate within the source of supply or load 
equipment, or from interactions between the source and the load. [16}, [I9] 
3.5.2 Purpose: 
The purpose of this recommended practice is to direct users in the proper 
monitoring and data interpretation of electromagnetic phenomena that cause power 
quality problems. It defines power quality phenomena in order to facilitate 
communication within the power quality community. This document also forms the 
consensus opinion about safe and acceptable methods for monitoring electric power 
systems and interpreting the results [16], [181. 
3.5.3 Power quality parameters: 
PQ parameters required to be monitored are: 
• Sags 
• Swells 
• Waveform distortion 
• Interruptions 
• Harmonics & interharmonics. 
• Transients 
• Power-frequency variations 
3.5.4 Power Quality Events 
Many facilities today have sensitive computerized equipment or 
telecommunication equipment that use ground as the reference for all the internal 
operations in facilities and connect throughout the plant. Using ground as the 
reference makes the facilities susceptible to ground differences and to power quality 
problems. Whereas many people believe that most PQproblems come from power 
suppliers, the majority of power quality problems are introduced inside the plant. 
3.5.5 Leading/Lagging Power 
Because electrical utilities must supply additional currents to compensate for 
lower power factors, the electrical utilities must increase their infrastructure to 
generate and handle higher currents. The utilities pass this additional cost to 
customers as a charge based on power factor. In a plant, the power factor, or 
difference in the phase of the voltage and current waves, is the result of inductive and 
capacitive loads. An inductive load, like a motor, causes the current to lag behind the 
voltage. A capacitor has the opposite effect and causes the current to lead the voltage. 
Because average industrial sites use 80% of their power to drive motors, most 
industrial sites tend to have a "lagging power factor". To help compensate for the 
"lagging power factor", many sites install capacitor banks to help correct the power 
factor and save on utility company charges. 
3.5.6 RMS Voltage Variations 
RMS, or root mean squared, is the standard way to measure the level of a 
sinusoidal wave. The RMS value of a sine wave is equal to the equivalent value had 
the wave been a DC signal. To calculate power, you measure the voltage (and current) 
levels in RMS. There are three types of RMS voltage variations: sag, a swell, and an 
interruption. 
A sag occurs when the RMS voltage Ievel drops to below 90% of the typical RMS 
level, but is greater than I0% of the nominal voltage. A swell occurs when the voltage 
increases to greater than 110% of the typical RMS voltage. An interruption occurs 
when the RMS voltage falls to below 10% of the nominal voltage. 
• Sags are the most common power quality disturbance and are usually the result of 
problems within the facility as opposed to supply problems from electric utilities. 
Sags caused within the facility often come from load variations or improper wiring. 
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One common cause of sags is starting an electrical motor. Starting a motor produces a 
very high inrush current (sometimes 6-10 times the normal operation current). 
Interruptions in a facility typically come from fault protection from a circuit 
breaker or a fuse. A loose wiring connection sometimes can also cause interruptions. 
Swells typically come from a rapid decrease in load such as shutting off an electric 
heater. Sags and swells that last longer than three minutes are called sustained 
undervoltage or overvoltage conditions. A sustained under voltage condition (also 
called a brownout) is the result of improper transformer tap settings or supply 
problems from electric utilities. Sags and interruptions can cause problems in a 
facility by shutting down sensitive electronics, computers, and process equipment. 
3.5.7 IEEE 519 AND HARMONIC LIMITS 
Technical literature [16]; !17] extensively discusses the multitude of problems 
caused by harmonic currents. Specifically, it's common knowledge that harmonic 
currents that flow toward the 60 Hz power supply encounter the impedance inherent 
in the system and produce• distorted voltages. IEEE Standard 519 — 1992, 
"Recommended Practice and Requirements for Harmonic Control in Electrical Power 
Systems," provides specific limits for current and voltage distortion at the point of 
common coupling (PCC), ' which is the point of interconnection between two 
customers of a utility company (Fig. 2).[83] 
3.6 REVIEW OF PQ MONITORING: CONVENTIONAL METHODS 
In the earlier stages different instruments were used for monitoring different 
power quality problems. The different instruments which are used for signal analysis 
are wave analyzer, distortion analyzer, spectrum analyzer, frequency meter etc. 
The wavelet transform [20] is one of the most often employed signal processing 
algorithms. It has been applied for detection of transients as well as sags or swells. 
However in the latter case it exhibits several drawbacks arising from weak response to 
sags and swells of a certain shape (especially when the voltage drops and increases 
are not sudden but gradual). The wavelet transform is also a rather complex algorithm 
for DSP implementation and its application for PQ measurements requires 
decomposition of the input signal up to the 6th level which results in a considerable 
computational burden. [25] 
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3.6.1 MULTIMETERS 
Overloading of circuits, under and over voltage problems and unbalances 
between circuits can be detected by using a simple multimeter. The most important 
factor to consider when selecting and using a multimeter is the method of calculation 
used in the meter [7]. All of the commonly used meters are calibrated to give an RMS 
indication for the measured signal. However a number of methods are used to 
calculate the RMS value. The three most common methods are: 
a) Peak Method: the meter reads the peak of the signal and divides the 
result by- 1.414 to obtain the RMS. 
b) Averaging Method: the meter determines the average value of a 
rectified signal. For a clean sinusoidal signal this average value is related 
to the RMS value by the constant k = 1.1. this value k is used to scale all 
waveforms. 
c) True RMS: the RMS value of a signal is a measure of the heating which 
will result if the 'oltage is impressed across a resistive load. Modem 
digital meters use a digital calculation of the RMS value by squaring the 
signal on a sample by sample basis, averaging over a period, and then 
taking the square root of the result. 
These different methods using multieneters all give the same result for a clean 
sinusoidal signal but can give significantly different answers for distorted signals. 
3.6.2 DISTURBANCE ANALYZERS: 
Disturbance analyzers and disturbance monitors form a category of instruments 
which have been developed especially for power quality measurements [7]. They 
typically can measure a wide variety of system disturbances from very short duration 
transient voltages to long duration outages or under voltages. The information is most 
commonly recorded on a paper tape. There are typically two categories of these 
devices: 
a) Conventional analyzers that summarize events such as over I under voltage 
magnitudes, sags / surge magnitude transient magnitude. 
b) Graphics based analyzers that save and print the actual waveform along with 
the descriptive information which would be generated by one of the conventional 
analyzer. 
3.6.3 DRAWBACK OF CONVENTIONAL METHOD: 
It is often difficult to determine the characteristic of a disturbance or a transient 
from the summary information available from conventional disturbance analyzer. For 
instance an oscillatory transient cannot be effectively described by a peak and 
duration. Therefore it is almost imperative to have the waveform capture capability in 
a disturbance analyzer for detailed analysis of a power quality problem. 
Wave analyzer: A wave analyzer is an instrument 'designed to measure relative 
amplitudes of single frequency components in a complex waveform. Basically the 
instrument acts as a frequency selective voltmeter which is tuned to the frequency of 
one single while rejecting all other single components. The desired frequency is 
selected by a frequency calibrated dial to the point of maximum amplitude. The 
amplitude is indicated either by a suitable voltmeter or a CRO. 
Harmonic Distortion Analyzer: Distortion may be a result of the inherent non linear 
characteristics of different components used in an electronic circuit. Nonlinear 
behaviour of circuit elements introduces harmonics in the output waveform and the 
resultant distortion is often referred to a harmonic distortion. 
3.6.4 SPECTRUM ANALYZER: 
The spectrum analyzers are sophisticated instruments which are capable of 
portraying graphically the amplitude as a function of frequency. These instruments 
find wide applications for measurement of attenuation. 
All signal analysis instruments measure the basic frequency properties of a signal 
but they use different techniques to do so. A signal analyzer sweeps the signal 
frequency band and displays a plot of amplitude Vs frequency. It has an operating 
range of about 0.02 Hz — 250 GHz. A wave analyzer is a voltmeter which can be 
accurately tuned to measure the amplitude of a single frequency within a band of 
about 10 Hz — 40 MHz. Distortion analyzers operate over a range of 5 Hz — 1 MHz. 
Over the years, conventional power transducers were used to accomplish this 
task, such as voltmeters, ammeters, expensive power meters and complex circuits and 
devices for detecting frequencies and analyzing its harmonics. Though these 
instruments are used for analysis of a signal but they are not successful for complete 
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power quality monitoring due to different errors Iike instrumental, calibration. 
Moreover the existing methods for detection and classification of power system 
disturbances are Iaborious since they are primary based on visual inspection of 
waveforms. In addition, most of the conventional methods didn't give the ability to 
store data for future reference and further analysis, which wasn't really flexible 
enough and infeasible for different systems. [151 
The threatened limitations of conventional electrical power sources have focused a 
great deal of attention on power, its application, monitoring and correction. Power 
economics now play a critical role in industry as never before. With the high cost of 
power generation, transmission, and distribution, it is of paramount concern to 
effectively monitor and control the use of energy. 
3.7 EXISTING MODERN POWER QUALITY ANALYZER 
Due to the requirements of PQ monitoring, different manufacturers have worked 
to offer PQ analyzers and monitoring Instruments. The available few of the modern 
equipments/meters for PQ monitoring and analysis are shown below in fig.3.7.1 
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These are mainly used for visual and easy monitoring of PQ parameters. They are 
having low tolerance for fundamental frequency and sampling rate deviation. They 
are having drawback of low resolution (interharmonics measurement not possible) 
and low accuracy(grouping/sub-grouping provides cumulative effect). Practical 
signals may not be stationary. In addition, due to high costs and limitations in their 
real time operations their applications are limited. 
3.8 REVIEW OF TECHNIQUES OF PQM 
Several PQ monitoring systems are available but most of them have the big 
disadvantage of being embedded and closed [1], [56]. This means that it is very 
difficult to connect different additional interfacing instruments built by different 
manufacturers to the same system infrastructure and/or to merge all the monitoring 
results for unified statistical analyses. Moreover, the PQ monitoring systems are made 
up for the general and standard purpose of analysis so they do not always meet the 
specific demands. [7], [33]. 
Much works are already done on this field for extraction, classification and 
analysis of PQ parameters. A brief review has been done in this section. 
3.8.1 Review of different classification and signal conditioning approaches: 
Different classification approaches available in literature includes mainly: 
1. Artificial Neural Network Based CIassifiers 
2. Expert System Based Classifier 
3. Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy System Based Classifier 
4. Support Vector Machines 
5. Artificial Neural Network 
6. Support Vector Machines, etc 
PQ Signal processing techniques: 
i) Short-time Fourier Transform 
ii) Wavelet Transform 
iii) S-Transform 
iv) Park's Vector 
v) Prony Method, etc 
vi) Lab VIEW based signal processing. 
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Both conventional and artificial intelligence (Al) based classification methods 
for PQ parameters are reported in the literature. The limitations of conventional 
methods are overcome by the Al based methods. Some frequently used Al based 
classifiers are rule-based expert systems, fuzzy classification systems, artificial neural 
networks, kernel machines, and support vector machines, etc.[23], [52], [69], [70],[ 106] 
Signal processing of PQ signals has got tremendous advancements due to the 
works done on different modern signal processing tools and their applications in PQ 
signal processing, e.g. FFT, STFT, WT, S-Transform, Park's method, Prony Method, 
LabVIEW etc.[25],[33],[51],152], [6l], [77] 
Discrete wavelet transform (DWT) has been widely used to capture the transient 
occurrence and exact frequency features of PQ disturbances. DWT technology has 
been integrated with Al technologies to recognize and classify the PQ disturbances 
accurately. Although wavelet transform emerges as a powerful tool for PQ analysis, 
employing DWT coefficients directly as inputs to the neural networks require large 
memory space and much Iearning time 
Though WT exhibits notable capabilities for detection and localization of 
disturbances, however, its compatibilities are often degraded due to the presence of 
noise mixed with measured waveform [24], [54]. In particular when the spectrum of 
noise coincides with that of transient signals, the effects of the noise cannot be 
excluded by the filters without affecting the performance of these advanced digital 
signal processing (DSP) based method. 
3.8.2 FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM: 
FFT converts a function from the time domain to the frequency domain as shown 
below: 
F((th = •_ I f(it)dt 
M* 
Fig, 3.8.2.1 FFT conversion 
It has got advantages of low computational burden, simple and most reliable for 
stationary signal. 
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Major shortcomings are: i) poor resolution makes it difficult to detect 
interharmonics, ii) it requires analysis window to be exactly integer multiple of 
fundamental period, iii) frequency deviation leads to leakage and picket-fence effect, 
and iv) not able to detect local transients as time information is completely lost. 
3.8.3 WAVELET TRANSFORM 
Strengths: 
i) Provide frequency and time information simultaneously, ii) Multi-resolution 
capabilities, iii) more suitable for transients detection, iv) convenient for IEC standard 
regime. 
Shortcomings: a) High computational burden, b) it provides harmonics in terms of 
A 
	
	
frequency bands, c) additional tools needed for interpretation of the transformed 
'parameters. 
3.8.4 PRONY's METHOD: 
Prony method is based on the representation of a signal as a linear combination of 
exponential functions. 
if x l 	ame 	2,Xn--1)T~-J9,K) forn=1,2, ..., N 
m=i 
where, 
M=model order, 
a,n amplitude of mth complex 
exponential, 
am- damping factor, 
fm= sinusoidal frequency, 
8m=initial phase angle, and 
T=sample interval 
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Fig. 3.8.4.1 Prony Method 
Strengths: i) Able to identify damped components and damping factor. ii) High 
resolution without leakage effects. 
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Shortcomings: 
i) High computational burden, ii) Highly sensitive to noise present in the signal, 
iii) Model order selection is difficult. iv) inaccurate model order lead to very high 
inaccuracy. 
3.8.5 KALMAN FILTER 
According to Fourier series, any periodic signal can be represented as: 
x 
~Cn = Q CO S(2 fvrf + G)+ fJn 
k=3 
If, amplitude and phase angles are considered as states, it can be equivalently written 
as: 
Xn = JIn n + CO}z 
The state equation will be 
J'. =O iYn-:+71 i 
where, 4 represents state transition matrix, relating old state to new state. 
The estimated value of the states can be obtained from 
9n = n Jl- Kn (fin " k X: ) 
Strengths: 
i) Information is processed immediately unlike batch processing methods. 
ii) On-line tracking of variation is possible. 
iii) This is highly robust against measurement noise and model errors. 
Shortcomings: 
i) Convergence is relatively poor, ii) Suffers from filter divergence problem, 
iii) Optimal filter tuning (error covariance matrix) is difficult. It results in poor 
performance. 
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3.8.6 ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS: 
Strengths: 
i) Well trained network needs just half cycle data to provide fast estimates for real 
time applications, 
ii) Adaptive in nature, 
iii) Enough robust against noise, if trained properly. 
Shortcomings: 
a) Only predefined frequency components can be obtained, 
b) Can be trapped in local minima, 
c) Multilayered complex structure, difficult to implement, 
c) Any new data pattern or transients results in more error, 
d) Difficult to obtain efficient and suitable training data. 
3.8.7 ADALINE 
Adaptive Linear Combiner: In this method, weights provide the desired amplitude 
and phase angles. The configuration of the system is shown in fig. 
m 
a 
Fig. 3.8.7.I Adaptive Linear Combiner 
Strengths: i) Recursive in nature hence more robust against noise, ii) Immediately 
process the available data sample and capable of tracking variations, iii) No need of 
training data unlike ANN. 
Shortcomings: a) Only predefined frequency components can be obtained and 
results in high inaccuracies if same is present, b) Unable to detect interharmonics, c) 
Frequency deviations also results in erroneous results, d) Convergence is slow hence 
more response time. 
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3.8.5 LA VIEW BASED TECHNIQUES:  
Phang Yoke Yin and M, V. Chilukuri [oi] developed a computer based data 
acquisition system that provides real-time monitoring of voltage and current at the 
customer's point of common coupling (PCC): Any power quality disturbances 
sustained by the user throughout the monitoring period were detected and recorded on 
remote PC. Post acquisition analysis was performed on the collected data, 
H.E Wenhai [63] developed a new noise test system based on virtual instrument 
technology which comprises the testing technology, the computer technology and the 
network technology. In this new system, the sound card of personal computer is used 
as data acquired card (DAQ card) for acquiring noise signals. So the total test system 
is more economical. During testing, noise signals are acquired and processed 
simultaneity by this system. User can obtain the information of the acquired noise 
signals in time domain and frequency domain. It is known from the actual testing that 
the test efficiency and precision both are enhanced because of the use of this new 
system. - 
Yong Yang Xiaofeng, Wang Chunling Chen [66] designed a new proposal of 
real-time power quality monitoring and analysis platform based on virtual instruments 
technology which aims at the key issues that affecting the quality of rural power 
network. From steady-state to transient-state, this article discusses the typical 
algorithms of harmonic analysis, voltage deviation and unbalance in three-phase, 
voltage swells and dips, voltage fluctuation, transient oscillation and the theory of 
power.quality disturbances detection based on Hilbert phase-shifting. 
Qiu Tang et al [68] designed a multifunctional Virtual power quality monitoring 
system and implemented in LabVIEW environment. S-transform is introduced and 
applied to perform time-frequency analysis on power quality disturbances. The root 
mean square (RIv1S) value, the waveforms of three-phase voltage and current, the 
harmonic components, the .total harmonic distortion(THD) and S transform analysis 
waveforms of the three-phase voltage and current signals can be calculated and 
displayed in the system. Furthermore, the remote transfer of measured results is 
implemented. using the AppletVIEW Toolkit in LabVIEW adopting a B/S framework. 
Measurement results show the feasibility and validity of the system. 
Daniel Sharon et al [72] developed another single indicator in the range between 
0 and 1 to. integrally reflect the power transfer quality of a general three-phase 
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network feeding unbalanced nonlinear loads. The prominent power quality aspects 
cdnsidered are the following: 1) the voltage and current harmonic levels; 2) the degree 
of unbalance; and 3) the phase displacement factor in the different phases at the 
fundamental frequency. 
Yong-June Shin et al [73] developed a new transient power quality indices based 
on a signal processing technique, time-frequency analysis. Based on the time-
frequency distribution of a transient disturbance, a set of time-frequency based power 
quality indices are developed. Instantaneous disturbance energy ratio, normalized 
instantaneous disturbance energy ratio, instantaneous frequency, and instantaneous K-
factor are suggested for transient power quality assessment. Time-frequency based 
.power quality indices allow one to quantify the effects of transient disturbances with 
high-resolution and accuracy. 
Yang Huping and Bi Zhipeng 174] designed and forwarded the power quality 
parameters monitoring system based on the newest technology of the field of 
measurement and control. Now the Virtual Instruments introduced frequency, 
effective value and three-phase unbalance. 
Alex Mc Eachern [101] discussed about roles of Intelligent Systems in Power 
Quality Monitoring: Past, Present, and Future. 
Patricio Salmeron et al [102] proposed two indices, a three-phase total demand 
distortion index and a total unbalance index. In addition, it develops an easy way to 
characterize the time-varying data to simplify their representation. The exposed 
procedures are applied to the data registered from an electrical power system, to show 
the performance of the proposed methods. 
Gabriel Gasparesc [103] developed a virtual instrument for generation of 
disturbances which affect power quality. 
Masoud Ali Akbar Golkar [105] described types of power quality variations 
types and presented the methods of characterizing each type with measurements are 
presented. Then, advances in power quality monitoring equipment and tools for 
analyzing power quality measurement results are described. The increased amount of 
data being collected requires more advanced analysis tools. 
B. P. Alencar et al [111] designed flicker meter using Lab VIEW based on IEC 
61000-4-15. 
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S. K Bath, Sanjay Kumra [112] simulated and measured power waveform 
distortions using labVIEW to know exact amount of harmonics, transient impulses 
and noise distortion in the system, so that it is possible to take appropriate actions to 
reduce their harmful effects. 
Nermeen Talaat, W. R Ibrahim George and L. Kusic [113] developed two 
intelligent techniques that perform power quality classification functions. These 
techniques are based on wavelet analysis, subtractive cluster algorithms and Artificial 
Neural Networks (ANN). Many signals are generated to simulate different types of 
power quality phenomena then wavelet analysis is applied to these signals. Different 
feature extraction methods are proposed to reduce the amount of processed data which 
dramatically improves the performance of the proposed PQ classifier compared to 
other techniques proposed elsewhere. The extracted features are then used to train 
different ANNs. 
T.Lin, and A.Domijan [114] proposes method to overcome the limitations, 
deficiencies and difficulties of the practical application of power quality indices and 
measurement techniques in common use, through a set of three new indices. The 
paper summarized the time varying waveform distortion in an intuitive, 
comprehensive and highly efficient way. Moreover, developed a novel time frequency 
transform.for the first time to continuously and accurately monitor the instantaneous 
frequencies and amplitudes of specific signal components in the non-stationary power 
disturbance, and then update the PQ indices in real time. 
Savina Natalia Victorovna [115] suggested the method of integrated 
assessment of electric power loss caused by poor power quality in power supply 
systems based on the structural analysis of loss. It was demonstrated, that in power 
supply systems with low observability power Ioss, caused by power quality 
distortions, should be estimated considering the degree of completeness and validity 
of source information. Presented results of the study concerning the influence of 
power quality upon metrological and technical power loss were presented. 
But in most of the published works the VI codes were missing and couldn't be 
utilized nor verified. On the other hand, the requirement of real-time monitoring needs 
data acquisition systems to be compatible with real time operating system. Also most 
of the works were based on the older versions of LabVIEW software and are not 
upgraded with the Iatest additional features of signal conditioning, etc. On the other 
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hand, most of the modem DAQs are not compatible with the older versions of 
LabVIEW. Hence these methods need re-coding of virtual instruments (VI) with 
newer version of LabVIEW. 
3.9 CONCLUSION 
For the present and future requirements of PQ monitoring, some of the key points and 
features are to be taken care off during selection or design of an ideal 
estimator/monitoring device that it should include : :i) All features 
estimation(frequency, amplitude and phase), ii) accuracy( interharmonics, addition to 
amplitude, phase), iii) Instantaneous(fast with less input samples), iv) Robust(against 
noise and fundamental frequency deviation), v) Least computational burden, vi) Easy 
and simple to implement. 
To fulfil the essential requirement of an ideal and real time power quality 
monitoring system, the present research work aims to develop a new PQM system 
with a new code of virtual instrument for RT Power Quality Monitoring. Based on the 
above facts, a new PQM system has been developed using virtual instrumentation and 
high performance data acquisition system. For signal processing and extraction 
advanced LabVIEW signal processing _tools having cluster of additional programming 
capabilities involving MATLAB, 'WT, DFT, Fuzzy logic, Neural Networks, etc are 
used. [25], [30], [53], [76], [79], [80], [82]. However, the main focus in this stage of 
the research has been to develop an efficient and suitable .code based on virtual 
instrumentation to effectively monitor most of rhe PQ parameters simultaneously. 
Compared with the results obtained from the other studied techniques, the 
developed technique has showed its applicability for feature extraction of power 
quality signals. Besides its high sensitivity, speed and simplicity, this method has the 
advantage of analysing all three voltage phase signals simultaneously, which is a 
significant advantage compared to existing techniques which analyse mostly one 
phase at a time. [59], [88]. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF NEW POWER 
QUALITY MONITORING SYSTEM 
CHAPTER IV 
DEVELOPMENT OF A NEW POWER QUALITY MONITORING SYSTEM 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
The thesis documents a research programme in which a new and improved power 
quality monitoring system capable to work in real time has been developed. [88], [89], 
[90]. 
The system will act as a very useful monitoring system, fast and accurate for 
power quality monitoring, suitable for industrial or commercial facilities and research 
purposes, using a reduced cost platform. 
Development of the system includes software development and design of different 
virtual instruments(VI) and sub VI, selection of proper hardware, data acquisition and 
configuration that must be compatible with the software to work smoothly. 
4.2 SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 
The working environment in the entire world is changing very fast. The world is 
shifting from the traditional style of working environment to more sophisticated, 
advanced and fast environment. Specially due to advancements in grid configuration 
and insertion of advanced electronic and power electronics based equipments, the 
power system measurement and monitoring is in need of highly efficient and 
intelligent system to keep track of different diversified parameters within very short 
time. 
During PQ monitoring, in addition to provide informations about the quality of the. 
power and the causes of power system disturbances, it is also required to identify 
problem conditions throughout the system before they cause widespread customer 
concerns, equipment malfunctions, and even equipment failures. Power quality 
problems are not necessarily limited to the power supply system. 
Given this tact, monitoring is a service opportunity that can be applied to the entire 
utility customer base. Essential requirements for a successful monitoring system 
include extensive data gathering (monitoring), processing capabilities, easily 
understood reports, and universal sharing of information both within the utility and 
with the customer's facilities personnel. 
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Utilizing state-of-the-art technology and software, this work focuses on the 
development of a low cost real time power quality monitoring by designing and 
developing virtual instruments based on LabVIEW software. The Graphical dataflow, 
or G, of LabVIEW is a state-of-the-art programming language, with very good 
interfacing capability and it is user-friendly. 
4.3 SYSTEM OVERVIEW 
The RT-PQM System is composed of two parts: Software and Hardware. The 
software is developed using LabVIEW programming from National Instruments. [55] 
LabVIEW is a graphical development environment which can be used to conduct 
scalable tests, measurements, and control applications, in addition to the ability to 
interface real-world signals and analyze data for meaningful information. 
In this application, we generate a graphical user interface through which the user 
can monitor and adjust different parameters to customize the monitoring tasks. On the 
other hand, a National Instruments Data Acquisition card is chosen to interface the 
analog AC signal as a second step after using a voltage step-down transformer and a 
voltage divider circuit. 
Sensor Box 
)ad 
D fl 
Figure 4.3.1 Acquisition of PQ Signals. 
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The diagram in the following fig. 4.3.2 represents the main components and 
functions of the RT-PQM system 
Supply 	Transducers 	I DAQ 
Processor 
PC monitor & with 
Display of LabVIEW 
power qualities software 
Data Storage 
Figure 4.3.2 Block diagram of power -quality monitoring system 
The developed low-cost Power Quality Monitor consists of a standard Personal 
Computer, a data acquisition card (National Instruments NI 4472), and a Custom 
made hardware module. The card can read 8 analogue signals in differential mode, 
with a 24 bit Resolution and a 102.4 kS/s sampling rate, as well as 8 I/O digital lines. 
To read the voltage of the electrical system a hardware module is developed. A 
230/12 volt step down transformer is used to collect the power line signal. The system 
is designed to monitor the signal disturbances on low voltage power line. [591 
Different virtual instruments were implemented using the NI LabVIEW graphical 
Programming language. The simulations VIs are used to generate voltage waveform 
in form of sinusoidal output in time domain (Vp-p), rms voltage and the frequency 
respond curve to monitor the operating frequency. The interfacing devices used to 
connect the software and hardware is through serial communication. 
4.4 DATA ACQUISITION & SIGNAL CONDITIONING 
4.4.1 SIGNAL CONDITIONING CIRCUIT 
Signal conditioning is performed on analogue signals (voltage or current) to 
convert them into a form suitable for interfacing with other elements in the system 
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hardware. The Analogue signal conditioning circuit provides operations necessary to 
transform an input to a form compatible to interface with other elements. For this 
system, step down transformer with an output of I2Vac is used to reduce the voltage 
supplied from 230V to 12V. The output of the transformer cannot be connected 
directly to the NI 4472 because of the maximum operation voltage for the DAQ card 
is 10 V. So a voltage divider circuit is used for reducing the voltage within the DAQ 
range. Signal conditioning circuit is required to overcome the problem when 
interfacing the main supply to the rest of the circuit. 
4.4.1.1 VOLTAGE DIVIDER CIRCUIT 
A voltage divider (also known as a potential divider) is a simple linear circuit that 
produces an output voltage (Vout) that is a fraction of its input voltage (V1 ). Voltage 
division refers to the partitioning of a voltage among the components of the divider. 
General case 
A voltage divider referred to ground is created by connecting two impedances in 
series, as shown in Figure 1. The input voltage is applied across the series impedances 
Z, and Z2 and the output is the voltage across Z2. Z1 and Z2 may be composed of any 
combination of elements such as resistors, inductors and capacitors. Applying Ohm's 
Law, the relationship between the input-voltage, V;n, and the output voltage, V0„t, can 
I 	 be found: 
Vou = 2  t 	 .v 
zi +Z2 
ill 
Z1 
Z2 
F 
Figure 4.4.1.1(a) voltage divider circuit 
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a) Resistive divider 
A resistive divider is a special case where both impedances, Z, and Z2, are purely 
resistive. Substituting Zi = R, and Z2 = R2 into the previous expression gives. 
ti'o„t = R 	~ • j 
As in the general case, R1 and R2 may be any combination of series/parallel resistors. 
Vn 
Vout 
Figure 4.4.1.1(b) Simple resistive voltage divider 
4.4.1.2 TRANSDUCERS FOR SIGNAL ACQUISITION: 
Low voltage measurement at LV(low voltage side) can be achieved by direct 
connection of leads. Current measurement is obtained by current tongs or flexible 
CTs. 
For medium and high voltage measurements, magnetic voltage transformers are 
acceptable to about 5 kHz. For higher frequencies (transients), resistors or capacitor 
voltage dividers are employed. 
Tests at AMU Aligarh [59] have shown that normal CTs are suitable for most 
harmonic measurements. Other types of CTs available are: 
• Hall Effect: suitable for most measurements down to DC (used in many clip-
on type probes). 
• Rogowski coil: very good high frequency response but unsuitable for DC 
(used in many "flexible" CTs). 
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a Shunt: must be low inductive for high frequency readings. 
Hall Effect Transducers are used in our case for getting high accuracy and high 
performance in acquiring and transduction of signals. 
4.4.2 DATA ACQUISITION 
Due to the fact that in the new standard as in [161 and [17], the length of the 
analysis window was changed to 200 ms, new technical requirements to the data 
acquisition system were imposed. Since the existing instruments are turned out to be 
inflexible and therefore unable to handle this change, a new hardware solution had to 
be introduced to the measurement system - a data acquisition card NI PXI-1042 was 
implemented. The technical features of the card make the implementation of the new 
guidelines possible. Together with changes made within the program the possibility to 
perform short-term measurements at clamps of disturbing loads was also introduced. 
The updated program includes the newly defined measuring window and new data 
evaluating procedures and utilizes analogous user-interface, having comparable 
measurement uncertainty. 
Interfacing equipments are required for data acquisition from physical systems 
into computer and their processing through LABViEW. By installing plug-in data 
acquisition boards (DAQ) and signal-conditioning (SCXI) _hardware, LabVIEW 
application software, the general-purpose computers become enormously flexible 
virtual-instruments with data acquisition and analysis capability. In addition to usual 
computation and simulation, one can do real time measurements with personal 
computers. [46] 
An interfacing hardware generally consists of the Source — Multiplexer — 
Preamplifier- ADC- Computer. There are many interfacing equipments like GPIB, 
RS232, NI PXI-I042,ete. for feeding data into the computer. 
For this task we use NI PXI-1042 as data acquisition instrument. The PXI-1042 
Series combines a high-performance 8-slot PXI backplane with a high-output power 
supply and a structural design that has been optimized for maximum usability in a 
wide range of applications. The chassis' modular design ensures a high level of 
maintainability, resulting in a very low mean time to repair (MTTR). The PXI-1 042 
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Series fully comply with the PXI Specifications, offering advanced timing and 
synchronization features. 
4.4.3 DATA ACQUISITION SETUP 
Voltage from a three phase supply available at lab is used for this purpose. Initially 
the system has been implemented with single phase and then configured for three 
phases. 
Instruments used: 
1. NI PXI-1042-Q data acquisition board. 
2. Single phase transformer 230V/9V. 
3. Multimeter, 
4. Autotransformer (0 to 230 volts). 
4.4.4 NI PXI-1042-Q data acquisition tool 
The National Instruments PXI-1042 Series 8-slot chassis are Designed to meet the 
needs of a wide range of test and measurement applications. The NI PXI-1042 Series 
includes the PXI-1042 and the PXI-1042Q.The PXI-1042Q is a versatile tool for data 
acquisition through LabVIEW. Its salient features are: 
• 0 to•55 °C extended temperature range (PXI-1042) 
• 43 dBA acoustic emissions 
(PXI-1042Q) 
• Low jitter internal 10 MHz reference clock, with accuracy of 50 ppb using the 
PXI-6653 timing and synchronization module 
• Temperature-sensing module that can adjust fan speed based on air-intake 
temperature to minimize audible noise 
SPE CIFICA T'IONS/RA TINGS: 
AC input 
Input voltage range ................................... 100 to 240 VAC 
Operating voltage rangel .......................... 90 to 264 VAC 
Input frequency .......................................... 50160 Hz 
Operating frequency range] ...................... 47 to 63 Hz 
Input current rating ................................... 8 A 
Over current protection .............................. 10 A circuit breaker 
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Line regulation 
5V......................................................<±0.1% 
±12V ...................................................<±0.1% 
Efficiency ...................................................70% typical 
i 	 - - 	-- - - 	-*-- 	 I 
i iiuusii isu 
i .113 IiiII ':d' iURIIJ 11 
Figure 4.4.4.1 Rear view of NI PXI-1042-Q 
Figure 4.4.4.2 Front view of connections with NI PXI-I 042-Q 
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Data acquisition board is developed with PIC microcontroller as a core device. 
The device will process the data that will be sent for the display purposes. The data 
acquired from the supply is sent through serial bus to a computer for displaying and 
monitoring purposes. 
wcT.~ 'law 
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Figure 4.4.4.3 front view of Nl PXI 1042 
main power disconnect. The front-panel power switch causes the internal chassis 
power supply to provide DC power to the Compact PCl/PXI backplane. The rear-
panel D-SUB 9-pin connector is also used to control the internal chassis power 
supply. 
4.4.5 DESCRIPTION OF THE DATA ACQUISITION CARDS 
Initially system was realised using NI 4472 for PXI/Compact PCI data acquisition 
system along with NI PXI 1042. The brief descriptions of NI 4472 are given below: 
0 
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4.4.5.1 Data Acqusition device: NI 4472: 
The NI 4472 is a high-performance, high-accuracy analog input device for the PCI, 
PXI, or Compact PCI bus. It is part of the National Instruments Dynamic Signal 
Acquisition/Analysis (DSA) product family and is specifically designed for 
demanding dynamic signal acquisition applications. The NI 4472 features eight 
analog input channels. These channels are simultaneously sampled at a maximum rate 
of 102.4 kS/s with 24-bit resolution and multiple triggering modes, including external 
digital triggering. Each input channel has an 
3~ J  
li 
Q 	0 	16 	ft 	ft 	it 	0 	0 
f 	: 	: 	r 	1 T 	Z 
Figure 4.4.5.1 NI 4472 for PXUCompact PCI 
independent software-switchable 4 mA current source for Integrated Circuit 
Piezoelectric (ICP®)-type accelerometers and microphone preamplifiers. 
Applications for NI 4472 devices include audio signal processing and analysis, 
acoustics and speech research, sonar, audio frequency test and measurement, vibration 
and modal analysis, or any application requiring high-fidelity signal acquisition. 
Channel Characteristics 
Number of channels ................................ 8, simultaneously sampled 
Input configuration .................................Unbalanced differential 
Resolution .............................................. 24 bits, nominal 
Type of ADC ..........................................Delta-sigma 
Oversampling, for sample rate (fs): 
l.0kS/s<fs<51.2kS/s........... 128fs 
51.2 kS/s < fs < 102.4 Bits....... 64 fs 
Sample rates (fs) ..................................... 102.4 kS/s down to 1.0 
kS/s in 190.7 gS/s increments 
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forfs > 51.2 kS/s or 95.37 .tS/s increments for ft < 51.2 kS/s 
Frequency accuracy ................................ ±25 ppm 
Input signal range ................................... ±10 Vpeak 
FIFO buffer size ..................................... 1,024 samples 
Data transfers .........................................DMA 
4.4.6 REAL TIME DAQ 
After successful simulation of the system with simulation software and then 
practical implementation with using NI 4472 for PXI/Compact PCI data acquisition 
system along with NI PXI 1042, real time realization has been done with RT DAQ. 
The brief specifications of thee DAQ are shown below: 
Constant current source (software-enabled) 
Current .............................................4 mA, ±5% 
Compliance ......................................24 V 
Output impedance ............................> 250 k[~ at I kHz 
Current noise ...................................< 500 pA/ 1 Hz 
After realization of the system with the above hardware we have tested the developed 
system by replacing with Real time Data Acquisition System 
Fig. 4.4.6.1 NI Real Time DAQ 
We have chosen real time DAQ as shown in Fig. and set different values based on 
International Standards mentioned below: 
-IEC 61000-4-30: Power Quality Measurement Methods, Class A 
-IEC EN 61000-4-7: Guide on Harmonics Measurements 
-IEC EN 61000-4-15: Flicker meter 
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-EN 50160: Voltage Characteristics of Electricity Supplied by Public Distribution 
Systems 
Each system combines a host controller running a real-time- OS and a programmable 
FPGA for high-performance signal processing and control. It features modular 1/0 to 
fit a variety of application needs. 
1/0 Features 
-Simultaneous 24-bit ADC technology with sample rates up to 50,000 S/s per channel 
-Antialiasing filters 
=300 V (rms) and 5 A (rms) input ranges for connection to electrical systems 
Base Version: Class S, 400 MHz, 256 MB RAM, 512 MB nonvolatile storage for data 
logging 
Full Version: Class A, 533 MHz, 256 MB DDR2 RAM, 2 GB nonvolatile storage for 
data logging; 8 lines of 60 V digital input, enhanced software features as noted above 
in "Software Functionality" section. 
4.5 PQ MONITORING OF OVERALL SYSTEM 
PQ Monitoring of overall system includes transmission and distribution sides as 
shown in the following diagram. However monitoring can be performed on overall 
system or at any point of interest also. Current and voltage sensors of proper ratings 
are employed. Data bus will store the necessary informations and through internet, 
informations can be accessed by registered personnel from remote locations. 
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Fig. 4.5.1.1 PQ Monitoring of overall system 
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4.6 MATHEMATICAL EXPRESSIONS: 
Mathematical background of event classification by the developed system: 
Different methods and techniques 1221, 164] are used for PQ Event classification and 
extraction. A designed system for power quality event classification should be able to 
correctly recognise the occurrence of each abnormal condition on the discrete version 
of the voltage signal of the power system (x(n)), which can be expressed as an 
additive contribution of several types of phenomena 
X(n)=x(t)E t=nT, =f(n)+h(n)+i(n)+t(n)+v(n) 	............(4.1) 
Where n=0,........., N-!, T = 	is the - sampling period, the sequences 
{ f (rr)},(h(n)}, [i(n)}, (t (n)) a {v(n)} represent the power supply fundamental 
component, harmonics, inter-harmonics, transient, and background noise, 
respectively. Each of these signals is defined as follows: 
f (n) =Aocos(2TrfQ n + 9a  (n)) 	 ..... (4.2) f3 
h(n) = .'=ih, (n), 	 .................(4.3) 
t(n) = i=1 it (n), .................(4.4) 
t(n) _ Ek=i tk (n), 	 .................(4.5) 
And {v(n)} is independent, identically distributed (i.i.d.) noise, and Normal (©,cr¢) . 
In (2), A0 (n), fo (r)e eo(n) are the magnitude, fundamental frequency, and phase of 
the power supply signal, respectively. In (4.3) and (4.4), h„1(n) is the m-th harmonic 
and i,(n) is the j-th inter-harmonics, which are defined as 
hm(n) A(n)  (cos 2 rn ° n + Om (1')) 
and 
i2 (n) = A11 (n) (cos tar f I)- -n + 0,,, (n)) 
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In i equation (4.6), A,, (n) is the magnitude and 9,,, (n} is the phase of the m-th 
harmonic. In eqn. (4.7), Ali (n), ff (n), and f31,1 tin) are the magnitude, frequency, 
and phase of the j-th inter-harmonic, respectively. (tk (n)) in (4.5) is the k-th transient 
signal such as spikes , notches, capacitor switching, etc. 
The normal operation of the power system can be modelled as 
x(n) = f(n) + v(n) = A0(n) cos(2iM n)n + 00 (n)) + v(n)...........(4.8) 
And an event occurs when some abnormal condition pollute the voltage 
waveform such as a capacitor switchingx~(n), modelled by eq. (4.9) or a harmonic 
event xh (n), modelled by eq. (4.10) as depicted in Fig. 1. 
x(n) = A0(n) cos(2,x&s n -r 80tn)) 	-r r(n) - -u(n) .................. (4.9) 
xh (n) = A0 (n) cos (2rr ( 1 n ± 00(n)) + h(n) + v(n) 	...................... (4.10) 
A. Harmonic distortion simulation 
We need to decide the condition of the harmonic distortions. The user must establish 
the order of harmonic, the amplitude and .the phase angle of the Harmonic distortion 
waveform. The Harmonic amplitude and the phase angle are expressed by the 
matrices. 
B. Voltage flicker simulation 
In the program, the formula to calculate the voltage flicker is 
V= 21ç,.[1+sin(2irf1t-8n)].sin(21r.60.t) .............(4.11) 
We must select the Vr,,,s,Vn, fn and @„ to setup the voltage flicker waveform. Fig.7 is 
voltage flicker waveform control window. 
C. Sag, swell and interruption simulation 
We need to decide parameters of these three waveform events. Fig.8 is the sag 
voltage waveform control window, and the small waveform window is the sag 
envelop curve. If we need a small swell waveform, we only change the depth 
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parameter to a negative number. If we need an interruption waveform, we only 
change the depth parameter to 100%. 
D. Surge voltage simulation 
In the program, the formula to calculate the surge voltage is 
V = Vs sin(27r. f~ . t + 9s) e D`S t 	 .............. ..(4. I2) 
4.7 DISTURBANCE DETECTION FLOWCHART 
' The power disturbance recogniser, using the developed PQMS based on 
LabVIEW software, presented in this work is designed to recognize seven types of 
power quality disturbances, such as flicker, harmonics, interrupt, pure sine wave, dip, 
surge, and swell. The seven types of power disturbance are produced by LabVIEW, a 
very useful A/D-D/A card's software tool for signal process. It can collect or output 
signal by AID card, and has many digital processing and the operation tool. It is very 
easy to calculate the waveform value and demonstrate the output waveform signal 
immediately on the screen.Fig.4.9.1 is the waveform production system construction 
and Fig.4.9.2 is its software structure. Therefore, in the signal analysis, it is very 
convenient auxiliary software. 
PC ended 
PC ended (Input 	 LABVIEW POWER 	 Wave 
Parameter) j DISTURBACES PRODUCTOR 	 preview 
Fig.4.7.1 Construction of waveform production system 
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Fig.4.7.2 Flow Chart 
Software design, simulations of the block diagram and virtual instruments(VI) were 
done in the simulation lab of Electrical Engg department. Initial testing has been done 
in the research laboratory, Electrical Engg department, AMU, AIigarh. 
4.8 Basic Software Design 
A virtual instrumentation system is computer software that a user would employ to 
develop computerized test and measurement system. VI is basically used for 
displaying test or measurement data collected by the external device on instrument 
like panels on a computer screen. Thus virtual instrumentation uses a general-purpose 
computer to mimic real instruments with their controls and displays [55]. 
LabVIEW Environment basically consists of two parts: Front panel and Block 
diagrams. Graphical and Data flow programming is the main characteristic of 
LabVIEW. All other properties like `While' and `For' loops, Arrays, Functions, 
Polymorphism is just equivalent to any other text-based language. 
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In power system an instrumentation system is generally designed to monitor each 
and every variable at one place) called control room. This is done with the help of data 
acquisition system, which transmits the measured signal at any far away place via 
guided or unguided media, without distorting the original signals. 
LabVIEW Virtual instrumentation (VI) can be used by proper design and 
configuration into appropriate Vito access the power quality status as well as power 
consumption of any distribution system or industry without using conventional 
analog/digital monitoring instruments. It also can monitor waveforms for variations in 
power factor, active and reactive powers, harmonic content, distortion, glitches, and 
frequency deviations. The PQ monitoring system should continuously assess the 
performance of the system and assist in identifying problems as well as provide 
information for long-term evaluation of performance. 	 - 
Virtual instrumentation utilizes simulation of power system monitoring using 
LabVIEW, a graphical programming language. By using the powerful tools of 
LabVIEW, 3-phase power signals and various types of disturbances are simulated 
within the G programming/coding. 
The aim of the present work is to develop an application in virtual instrumentation 
using LabVIEW to simulate and measure the power supply waveform disturbances 
and distortions in the form of voltage sag, swells, harmonics, noise and impulsive 
transients etc. on front panel like computer screens. 
4.9 VIRTUAL INSTRUMENTS 
4.9.1 INTRODUCTION 
LabVIEW programs are called virtual instruments (or Vls) because their 
appearance and operation imitate physical instruments, such as oscilloscopes and 
multimeters. LabVIEW (or laboratory virtual instrument engineering workbench) 
contains a comprehensive set of tools for acquiring, analyzing, displaying, and storing 
data.[26], [29],  [55] 
We can use LabVIEW to communicate with hardware such as data acquisition, 
'vision, and motion control -devices and GPIB, PXI, VXI, RS-232, and RS-485 
.instruments. 
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Software Architecture has been shown in fig. 4.9.1, below: 
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Fig. 4.9.1- Software architecture for windows platform 
In LabVIEW we build a user interface, or front panel, with controls and 
indicators. Controls are knobs, push buttons, dials, and other input devices. Indicators 
are graphs, LEDs, and other displays. After we build the user interface. We add code 
using Vis and structures to control the front panel objects. 
The block diagram contains this code. It should be kept in mind that: 
Controls equal Inputs, and Indicators equal Outputs. 
Each VI contains three main parts: 
Front Panel: It helps the user to interact with the VI. 
BIock Diagram: The code that controls the program. 
.Icon/Connector: Means of connecting a VI to other VIs. 
FRONT PANEL OF VIRTUAL INSTRUMENT: 
Fig. 4.9.2 LabVIEW GUI Window 
The Front Panel is used to interact with the user when the program is running. 
Users can control the program, change inputs, and see data updated in real time. 
Stress that controls are used for inputs- adjusting a slide control to set an alarm value, 
turning a switch on or off, or stopping a program. Indicators are used as outputs. 
Thermometers, lights, and other indicators indicate values from the program. These 
may include data, program states, and other information. 1261 
Every front panel control or indicator has a corresponding terminal on the block 
diagram. -When a VI is run, values from controls flow through the block diagram, 
where they are used in the functions on the diagram, and the results are passed into 
other functions or indicators. 
The front panel is the user interface of the VI. You build the front panel with controls 
and indicators, which are the interactive input and output terminals of the VI, 
respectively. Controls are knobs, pushbuttons, dials, and other input devices. 
Indicators are graphs, LEDs, and other displays. Controls simulate instrument input 
devices and supply data to the block diagram of the VI. Indicators simulate instrument 
output devices and display data the block diagram acquires or generates. [271 
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Block Diagram: 
Fig. 4.9.3 Block diagram 
Front panel objects appear as terminals on the block diagram. Additionally, the 
block diagram contains functions and structures from built-in LabVIEW VI libraries. 
Wires connect each of the nodes on the block diagram, including control and indicator 
terminals, functions, and structures. 
A number of virtual instruments (VI) are developed and designed for detecting and 
measuring different parameters or signals. Also the LabVIEW library is used in many 
cases to get help to acquire and sense the events. [28] 
4.10 BLOCK DIAGRAM REPRESENTATION OF VI AND SUB VIS 
4.10.1 Block schematic of different VI and Sub VIs used are shown below: 
Sub-VI DAQ 
 
Number of 
Samples 	Scan Rate 
 
Channel A 
Channel 13 
Channel C 
Channel S) 
Waveform A 
Waveform l3 
Waveform C 
Waveform D 
Fig. 4.10.1.1 The Node Terminals of sub-VI DAQ 
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Number of input channels are selected, different set values are adjusted. Sampling rate 
is 'set and scan rate selected. The O/P of DAQ will connect different graph showing 
waveforms as selected. The programme is run and one can visualize the O/P. 
Sub-VI HC 
	
Number of Samples 	 Spectrum Waveform 
HC 
Scan Rate 	 Harmonic Components 
Sampled Data 	 Harmonic Currents 
Fig. 4.10.1.2 The Node Terminals of sub-VI HC 
Sub-VI THD 
Harmonic Currents 	 T1-ID 	 THD (%) 
Fig. 4.10.1.3 The Node Terminals of sub-VI THD 
Sub-VI FA 
Number of Samples 
FA 
Scan Rate 	 System Frequency 
Sampled Signal 
Fig. 4.10.1.4 The Node Terminals of sub-VI FA 
Necessary descriptions of different VI s and sub-VI s, channel and tasks are given in 
section 4.11 
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Block diagram of VI HA 
Number of Samples 
Scan Rate 
Current Samples 
Voltage Samples 
Spectrum Waveform 
Harmonic Components 
Harmonic Currents 
THD (°%) 
System Frequency 
Fig. 4.10.1.5 The block diagram of VI Harmonic Analyzer 
Sub-VI Harmonic Analyzer 
Number of Samples 
Scan Rate 
Current Samples 
Voltage Samples 
Spectrum Waveform 
Harmonic Components 
Harmonic Currents 
THD (%) 
System Frequency 
Fig. 4.10.1.6 The Node Terminals of sub-VI HA 
Power Measurement 
Voltage Samples 
[P 
Instantaneous Power 
Waveform 
Current Samples 
Fig. 4.10.1.7 The Node Terminals of sub-VI IP 
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Sub-VI Average Power 
System Frequency 
AP 
	
Scan Rate 	 Average 
Power 
Instantaneous Power 
Fig. 4.10.1.8: The Node Terminals of sub-VI AP 
Sub-VI Power Factor 
Voltage Samples 	 Power Angle 
Frequency 	 PF 
Scan Rate 
Current Samples 	 Power Factor 
Fig. 4.10.1.9 The Node Terminals of sub-VI PF 
4.11 PQM Block 
4.11.1 Block Diagram of Power Monitoring VI 
Voltage Samples 
Current Samples 
Scan Rate 
Number of Samples 
Voltage Waveform 
Instantaneous Power 
Current Waveform 
System Frequency 
Average 
Power 
Power Angle 
Power Factor 
Fig. 4.1 I.1.1 The block diagram of VI PM 
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Here all the required Vis are combined, interfaced as sub-VI to the main VI. 
3 
Current, Voltage, scan rate, nos. of samples are set. Necessary expressions for 
different parameters are written and inserted in proper files in the block diagram. 
Connections are checked and programme is run to visualize different parameters on 
the front panel display. 
Sub-VI PM 	 Instantaneous 
~— Power Waveform 
• Voltage Samples 
Frequency 
Scan Rate 
Current Samples 
Power Angle 
Power Factor 
System 
Power 
Fig. 4.11.1.2 The Node Terminals of sub-VI PM 
4.11.2 Description of different Vis [28], [55]: 
DAQmx Create Virtual Channel: It creates a virtual channel or set of virtual 
channels and adds them to a task. 
Al Voltage: It Creates channel(s) to measure voltage. 
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Fig. 4.11.2.1 DAQmx create virtual channel VI 
❖ task in specifies the task to which to add the virtual channels this VI creates. 
If a task is not specified NI DAQmx create a task and add the virtual channels 
this VI creates to that task. 
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❖ Physical channels specify the names of the physical channels to use to create 
virtual channels. The DAQmx Physical Channel Constant lists all physical 
channels on devices and modules installed in the system 
❖ name to assign specifies a name to assign to the virtual channel this VI 
creates. If a value is not wired to the input, NI-DAQmx uses the physical 
channel name as the virtual channel name. 
❖ units specifies the units to use to return voltage measurements. 
❖ error in describes error conditions that occur before this VI or function runs. 
The default is no error. If an error occurred before this VI or function runs, the VI 
or function passes the error in value to error out. If an error occurs while this VI or 
function runs, it runs normally and sets its own error status in error out. The 
Simple Error Handler or General Error Handler Vis are used to display the 
description of the error code. error in and error out are used to check errors and to 
specify execution order by wiring error out from one node to error in of the next 
node. 
+ maximum value specifies in units the maximum value of the signal expect 
to be measured. 
+ minimum value specifies in units the minimum value of the signal expect 
to be measured. 
•• input terminal configuration specifies the input terminal configuration for 
the channel. 
i. DAQmx timing: It configures the number of samples to acquire or generate and 
creates a buffer when needed 
Sample clock: it sets the source of the sample clock, the rate of the sample clock 
and the number of the samples to acquire or generate. 
pamper±nn l 
Ienid 
o 	' hannelcin 	k 
rate  
ours 	 rronmt 
zd-W sedge 
errorfin 
Fig. 4.11.2.2 DAQmx timing VI 
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❖ rate specifies the sampling rate in samples per channel per second. 
❖ source specifies the source terminal of the sample clock. 
❖ Sample mode specifies if the task acquires or generates samples 
continuously or if it acquires or generates a finite number of samples. 
❖ Samples per channel specify the number of samples to acquire or 
generate for each channel in the task if the sample mode is finite samples. 
4 DAQmx start task: To begin the measurement DAQmx start task VI is used. 
~ , ~rrnr:itl 	 ~rr~►r~1kt 
Fig. 4.12.2.3 DAQmx start task VI 
k DAQmx Read: DAQmx read VI reads samples from the task or virtual 
channels that is specified for a particular task. here analog waveform 1 
channel N samples DAQmx read VI is used. 
4 Analog Wfm 1Chan NSamp: This VI reads a waveform from a task that 
contains a single analog input channel 
~I~~~y~~~~~aoom~mo D 	mo~000aoaa~~r,~i14 
1 	. 
;errnriia 
Fig. 4.11.2.4 DAQmx READ VI 
DAQmax Stop task: This VI stops the task and returns it to the state the 
taskwas in before the DAQmax start task VI ran. 
	
k c anneIsin 	 ---------- 	ut 
r rim 	 errors .dt 
Fig. 4.11.2.5 DAQmax stop task VI 
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4- DAQmax clear task: This VI clears the task. Before clearing, this VI stops 
the task, if necessary and releases any resources the task reserved 
.error iir, 	 err r Ernit 
Fig. 4.11.2.6 DAQmax clear task VI 
Description different VIs for Harmonic Analysis 
Harmonic distortion analyzer: This VI takes a signal in and performs a full 
harmonic analysis and returns the fundamental frequency, all harmonic amplitude 
levels and the total harmonic distortion.(Fig. 4.11.2.7) 
Harmonic Distortion .Analyzer 1 Chan 
ati yquist- 	xpAr,~ed§§ raab 
~9rr l is ._.; ~ of 	e f 	l~lifr kl 
xpnrt ignals Rana. 1 HD 
thst,harmnic ~na~'~ samt~nt~[ev~l 
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dv~csteriseartti st~r~~net~trctf~ 
Fig. 4.11.2.7 Harmonic distortion analyzer VI 
❖ signal in is the input time domain signal. 
❖ export signals selects the signal to export to exported signals. 
❖ highest harmonic controls the highest harmonic including the 
fundamental used for the harmonic analysis. For example for 3 
harmonic analysis this control is set to 3 to measure the fundamental, 
second and third harmonic. 
❖ THD contains the measured total harmonic distortion up to and 
• including the highest harmonic. 
*:• Components level contains the array of amplitude of the measured 
harmonics in volts if the signal in is in volt. The array index is the 
harmonic number including O(DC), I (fundamental), 2(second 
harmonic),... n(nth harmonic) up to and including the highest harmonic. 
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Basic averaged DC-RMS analyzer: This VI takes a waveform or an array of 
I 
waveforms in, applies a window to the signal and averages the do and 
Thisi.c Avaraged 1c—..R1i1Si1or I CJmn  
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Fig. 4.11.2.8 Basic DC- RMS value VI 
rms values calculated from the windowed signal with the previous do and rms values 
according to the averaging type input. 
Extract Single Tone Information VI 
Extract Single Tone Information: This VI takes a signal in, finds the single tone 
with the highest amplitude or searches a specified frequency range, and returns the 
single tone frequency, amplitude. 
+e part igrtals 	 1 . 	 i 	tnplit~ tip 
rim~(na rar ut~4 
Fig. 4.11.2.9 VI Signal Extraction tool 
time signal in is the time-domain waveform. 
detected amplitude is the amplitude of the detected single tone in Vp. 
detected phase is the phase of the detected single tone in degrees. 
It is easier to perform computations using complex numbers rather than polar notation 
hence to convert polar in to complex there is a function called polar to complex in 
IabVIEW which is as shown below: 
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Polar to Complex Function 
3! 	 - 
Fig. 4.11.2.10 Vi Signal polar to complex tool 
Where, r can be a scalar number, an array or cluster of numbers, array of clusters of 
numbers, and so on. 
Ir 
	
	 theta can be a scalar number, an array or cluster of numbers, array of clusters of 
numbers, and so on. theta is in radians. 
r * e^(i%theta) is of the same data type structure as r and theta, with complex 
representation instead of scalar 
As the input to the Polar to complex function theta should be in radians hence the 
output of extra single tone information VI phase (deg) should be converted in the 
form of radians by the formula: 
0 (rad) = -t/180 * O (deg) which is then passed to the above function and all 
computations are performed as per definitions and block diagram is programmed as 
shown in fig. 5.17.14. 
4.12 DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF VI FOR PQ DETECTION 
Based on knowledge of the essential fundamentals and practice of virtual 
instrumentation different programmes are developed, simulated and tested. The 
available projects on VIs are revisited to attain excellence in design and development. 
Hands on practice for interfacing with hardware and a variety of DAQs are made. 
Finally different VIs are designed and tested to achieve the goal. 
The proposed method for detection and classification of PQ parameters was 
implemented in Lab VIEW and tested using different types of test signals. 
Three main groups of signals were used to verify the performance of the proposed 
method: 
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• Artificial signals with disturbances simulated using a LabVIEW program; 
• Signals with disturbances measured in a single-phase power system.. 
• Measured signals generated using a generator of sags and swells. 
4.13 SIGNAL MEASUREMENT 
4.13.1 Generated signals with disturbances 
A LabVIEW VI program was developed to generate signals with the most 
common types of PQ disturbances to be used for initial testing of the proposed 
method. The program's graphical user interface (GUI — see Fig. 3) enables the 
generation of the following types of disturbances: transients (impulsive or 
oscillatory), sags, swells, interruptions, harmonic distortions, notching and noise. The 
captured waveforms by the developed PQMS with respect to generated disturbances 
are shown in next chapter. 
4.13.2 Frequency measurement VI: 
Power quality monitoring system using zero-frequency method of measuring 
the frequency of power grid, taking into account the frequency of a number of 
adjacent cycle changes smaller, continuous sampling 3 times and a sampling 6 cycle 
768 points, to sample a total of 2304 points, according to the principle of zero 
detection of this 2304-point test, all of zero. Because the two adjacent data collected 
between zero is half a cycle ( N 2) in the collection of data, through the number of 
zero and the margin calculated the average of N , based on the actual sampling 
frequency, use / i s f = f N to calculate the frequency of systems.[ ii 
The frequency measurement VI, has been shown in Figure 4.13.2.1. After 
adjustment of sampling rate and other parameters, the data flow programme is run. 
The front panel will show the display of the value of frequency in the form as set or 
desired. 
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BLOCK DIAGRAM OF FREQUENCY MONITORING OR MEASUREMENT VI 
Fig. 4.13.2.1 Frequency measurement VI 
4.13.3 Voltage signal measurement VI: 
This software started by simulating a voltage signal using LabVIEW. A VI was 
made named (signal generator. vi), the input to which is the sampling frequency, 
number of samples, number of channels, sampling mode, maximum and minimum 
range of the input voltage. Figure 4.13.3.1 shows the block diagram of voltage signal 
measurement virtual Instrument (VI) 
BLOCK DIAGRAM OF VOLTAGE SIGNAL MEASUREMENT VI 
Fig. 4.13.3.1 Block diagram of voltage signal measurement VI 
4.13.4 Voltage Signal VI for analysis of the acquired signal 
The block diagram of the voltage signal analysis is shown in fig. 5.17.1. Here 
three phase voltage signals are acquired by transducers are fed to data acquisition 
system and necessary signal condition and processing is accomplished by data flow 
programming along with hardware incorporated. The graphical user interface 
developed is very flexible and can easily be modified or updated according to the 
needs of parameters to be monitored, represented. Output can be printed, displayed, 
stored or sent for further analysis or processing for mitigation purpose. 
PQ events or parameters Iike voltage fluctuations, sags, swells, harmonics etc can 
easily be detected and monitored. This is a generic system and user friendly. User can 
easily perform different monitoring activities, can add or select particular event or 
power quality at will, generate monitoring results or files in different formats. 
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Block diagram of voltage signal monitor 
Fig. 4.13.4.1 Block diagram of the voltage signal monitor 
Figure 4.13.4.1 shows the block diagram of the voltage signal monitor for analysis 
of voltage, harmonics, spectrum, etc. The user can use the same VI for single phase or 
three phase system by connecting or activating the corresponding terminals or nodes. 
The alarms will indicate of a particular selected range of a parameter according to 
IEEE standards. The results of testing and analysis are given in next chapter. 
4.14 POWER QUALITY INDEX (IQ) 
There is no single globally accepted definition of "power quality". There are 
standards for voltage and other technical criteria that may be measured, but the 
ultimate measure of power quality is determined by the performance and productivity 
of end-user equipments. If the electric power is inadequate for those needs, then the 
"quality" is lacking. While the common term for describing the subject here is power 
quality, it is actually the quality of the voltage that is being addressed in most cases. 
Technically, in engineering terms, power is the rate of delivery or energy and is 
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proportional to the product of the voltage and current. The power supply system can 
only control the quality of the voltage; it has no control over the currents that 
particular loads might draw. Therefore, the standards in the power quality area are 
devoted to maintaining the voltage within certain limits. Alternating-current power 
systems are designed to operate at a sinusoidal voltage of a given frequency (typically 
50 or 60 Hz) and magnitude. Any significant deviation in the magnitude, frequency, 
or purity of waveform is a potential power-quality problem. Of course, there is always 
a close relationship between voltage and current in any practical power system. 
Although the generators may provide a near-perfect sine-wave voltage, the current 
passing through the impedance of the system can cause a variety of disturbances to 
the voltage. For example, the current resulting from short-circuit causes the voltage to 
sag, or disappear completely, as the case may be. Distorted currents from harmonic-
p'roducing loads also distort the voltage as they pass through the system impedance. 
Thus a distorted voltage is presented to other end-users. Therefore, while it is the 
voltage with which we are ultimately concerned, in some situations we must address 
phenomena in the current to understand the bases of many power-quality problems. 
In this thesis, a Power Quality Index (IQ) that integrally assesses the quality of 
the power transfer to a given load connected to a three-phase supply from all the 
aspects mentioned above is suggested. It is remarked that a low power transfer quality 
could be caused either by the power supply (through unbalanced supply voltages 
and/or voltage harmonics), by the load (nonlinear and/or unbalanced load), or by both 
[21]. The suggested IQ has the advantage of evaluating the power quality at any 
selected point in a distribution network by means of a single indicator rather than 
separately comparing a multitude of factors with their recommended values, which 
thus considerably simplifies the rate structures. The measuring device offers the 
additional feature of distinctly measuring the different aspects affecting the power 
quality, thus identifying any specific power quality aspect that needs attention. 
The main aspects of power transfer quality at a selected point in a three-phase 
supply are shown in section 4.9. These are used to define the IQ and accordingly 
measure it. A steady state is assumed. Examples that illustrate the use and relevance 
of the index are also presented in this chapter. The simplicity offered by this 
index/factor allows the development of efficient rate structures and eventual enforcing 
policies that aim at the enhancement of the reliability and power quality of the mains. 
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Quantitative Formulations of PQ conditions 
According to definitions, "power quality" includes considerations of all aspects of 
power supply. Here the main focus is on the effect of the quality of power on sensitive 
loads. Under steady-state conditions, three power-system parameters - frequency, 
waveform distortion, and symmetry - can serve as frames of reference to classify the 
disturbances according to their impact on the quality of the available power. The 
phase displacement between voltage and current has been added as another important 
quality aspect. 
4.14.1 Harmonic Distortions in current-and voltage waveforms 
Harmonic distortion is the corruption of the fundamental sine wave at frequencies 
that are multiples of the fundamental. Power signal waveforms are not clean 50 Hz 
sine waves. In practice the actual waveforms are distorted one due to presence of 
harmonics. Harmonics occur at an integral multiple of the base frequency. In 3-phase 
system odd harmonics excluding tripled frequency are prevalent. Hence 5th, 7th, 11th 
and even higher order harmonics can be found in the supply waveform. Waveform 
harmonics are usually caused by equipment which draws non-linear currents. Modem 
electrical equipment such as computerized equipment and telecommunication 
equipment often use switching power supplies to "step up" or "step down" the 
voltage. This introduces a non-sinusoidal load which pulls current in short pulses 
during every cycle. Other non-linear devices such as digital/electronic components 
and arching devices like fluorescent lamps can cause abnormal waveforms and serious 
decreases in power quality. Other loads contributing to this problem are variable speed 
motor drives, lighting ballasts and large legacy UPS systems. Symptoms of harmonic 
problems include overheated transformers, neutral conductors, and other electrical 
distribution equipment, as well as the tripping of circuit breakers and loss of 
synchronization on timing circuits that are dependent upon a clean sine wave trigger at 
the zero crossover point. Harmonic distortion has been a significant problem with IT 
equipment in the past, due to the nature of switch-mode power supplies (SMPS). 
Methods used to mitigate this problem have included over-sizing the neutral 
conductors, installing K-rated transformers, and harmonic filters [15], [8]. Harmonics 
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work together in distorting the fundamental waveform. Fig. 4.14.1 and Fig. 4.14.2 
shows a sinusoidal signal \kith harmonic content. 
Fig. 4.14.1.1: Sinusoidal signal with Harmonic content 
Fig. 4.14.1.2 Simulated Harmonics captured by PQMS 
The representation of the harmonic current with respect to the Fundamental 
waveform is called total harmonic distortion (THD). There is a THD for both voltage 
and current. The total harmonic distortion of the voltage and current VTHD and 
1THD, respectively, for single-phase (or polyphase balanced) networks have been 
conventionally defined in the literature as where V And I denotes rrns values and 1 
and h denote the fundamental and the harmonic order. respectively.[62]. [651, [83] 
~i 	— 	,. 	................................... (4.13) 
li?= ` 	.......................................(4.14) 
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To account for the fact that higher-order harmonic currents cause greater losses 
than lower-order harmonics of the same amplitude, harmonic-adjusted total voltage 
and current harmonic distortions are, respectivc!y defined as: 
VTHDR-a v ' 	 .................................(4.15) 
ITHDH—.; = 
	...........................(4.16) r 
Where. Ch and Dh are appropriate weighting factors, greater than one, that 
monotonically increase with the harmonic order 11. Various mathematical expressions. 
by no means exhaustive, for these weighting factors as a function of the harmonic 
order h are suggested in [201.An extension of the above concepts to unbalanced 
polyphase networks has been suggested in [211. To this end a single "equivalent" 
harmonic rms voltage Veil and harmonic rms current I,it for the three-phase system a. 
b, c are defined as: 
oaH — Vh 1 	3 	_r~ 	................................(4.17) 
	
3 
	...................................(4.18) 
It is proposed to geoeraliz: equations (4.I7) and (4.18) and separately weigh 
individual harmonics similar to (4.15) and (4.16), which yield the adjusted harmonic 
equivalent values 
ti,.z
H—A 	Y=1 	h 	
=^_ ........................ (4.19) a  
M 
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'-A — 	 r.~i D 	....................... (4.20) 
The first introduced quality aspects Q..1I and 0.42 are identified with the total 
harmonic distortions VTHD and ITHD for a three-phase unbalanced system and are 
defined as: 
QA1 = VTHD = '. . 	........................(4.21) 
QA2 = ITHD = 	......................... (4.22) 
Where Vel and tel denote the fundamental equivalent phase voltage and current 
defined, similarly to Equation (4.17) & (4.18). from the fundamental components of 
the generally unbalanced three-phase voltages and currents as: 
r 
....I....I........ (4.23) 
J 2 e-1 	 hsl3_t c, .................. (4.24) 
'Definition of Equations 4. (17-20), 4.23 and 4.24 satisfy the particular 
requirement that the total losses in the equivalent balanced three-phase system be 
equal to those in the actual system considered. The underlying assumptions are that a) 
the line and equipment losses for a certain frequency are proportional to either the 
square of the voltage or the square of the current and b) the line and equipment 
parameters are symmetrical. 
Linear loads have very low values of [1 ID because the have little or no harmonic 
current. Non-linear loads have large values of TFID. and cause considerable distortion 
to the normal sine wave. Within the IEEE (18]. the standard established limits on 
I 
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harmonic currents and voltages at the point of common coupling (PCC) or at the point 
of metering are 5% THD at the distribution system voltage level. As far as the 
historical development of the compatibility levels within the IEC 1191 standards 
framework is concerned, the newly published standard allows THD of the voltage to 
be II % for a short period of time, and sets the long-term limit to 8 %. This 
development shows that the trend is to allow for more distortion in the distribution 
networks in the future. 
4.14.2 Implementation of Quality aspects of PQ 
To implement the above quality aspects i.e. QAI (VTf1D) and QA2 (ITt-ID) using 
IabVIEW first we need to simulate voltage and current waveforms hence voltage and 
current waveforms are simulated keeping in mind the actual distorted waveform due 
to presence of harmonics which occur at integral multiple of the base frequency. In 
this project distorted waveform has been simulated by superimposing 5 h`' harmonic on 
fundamental frequency waveform.[27], [281. [29] 
To simulate a signal in LabVIEW. first we need to create new VI (File >> New 
VI) and then it will show Front Panel from where we should go to block diagram by 
pressing <ctr-E> or from toolbar (windowws>>show Block diagram) from where we 
should right click anywhere on the block diagram then it will show functions palette 
i.e. (functions»Express>>Input»Simulate Signal) then you will get simulate signal 
Express VI which is shown below from where we need to configure signal according 
to our requirement. 
Fig.4.14.2.1 VI Signal Simulate tool 
Here in this case a balanced three phase non-sinusoidal voltage source was 
implemented defined by Vphase=220V (rms) and by adding a fifth-order harmonic 
having an amplitude of 5 % of the fundamental which is as shown below block 
diagram. 
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Fi<g. 4.14.2.2 shows the block diagram of voltage signal monitoring 
F 
A. 
Fig 4.14.2.2 Block Diagram of voltage signal monitoring 
r] 
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FRONT PANEL OF VOLTAGE SIGNAL MONITOR 
Fig 4.14.2.3 Front Panel of voltage signal monitor 
Here Fig 4.14 2.3 shows the front panel of voltage waveform monitor. 
Simulation of the three phase voltage waveforms are done on front panel. 
In the same manner distorted current wave form is simulated by assuming a 
balanced resistive load defined by Ra=Rb=Rc = I O is connected to above source. 
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Fig 4.14.2.4 Block diagram of current wave form 
Fig 4.14.2.5 Front Panel presenting current waveform 
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Fig 4.14.2.4 and Fig. 4.14.2.5 show the front panel and block diagram of current wave 
OF 	 forms. 
L 
ii 
- 1>--$-.  
I 
The VIs for voltage and current wave monitoring are used as subVl as shown 
belovN for calculating QA I and QA2. A subVl is a VI that is used in another VI 
similar to a function in text programming language . 
Advantage of using a VI as subVl is to simplify the programming complexity. The 
programmer can easily manage and test these subtasks to reduce dependencies tha 
might cause unexpected behaviour this shows the importance of modularity property 
in labVIEW. 
QAI and QA2 are calculated by programming the above discussed formulas in 
block diagram which is as shown below in fig. 4.14.2.6 
Fig 4.14.2.6 Block diagram of voltage total harmonic distortion analyzer 
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5A 
Fig 4.14.2.7 Front Panel Presenting Voltage Total Harmonic Distortion Analyzer 
Similarly, 
FORM 
r 
Fig 4.14.2.8 Block diagram oi•current total harmonic distortion analyzer 
Fig 4.14.2.7 and Fig 4.14 2.8 show the front panel of voltage THE) and block diagram 
of current TI ID analyzer 
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Fig 4.14.2.9 Front Panel Presenting Current Harmonic Distortion Analyzer 
Fig 4.14.2.9 shows the front panel of current THD analyzer. It also shows the 
monitoring of current waveforms along vv ith the effect of harmonics. 
4.14.3 DEGREE OF UNBALANCE 
As is well known. unbalanced voltages and currents in polyphase networks affect 
the quality of power transfer in many aspects. such as increased line losses for the 
same power-transfer level, extra rotating losses in drives and overloading of neutral 
conductors in four-wire distribution systems. 
Applying the theory of symmetrical components [138], an unbalanced three-phase 
sinusoidal voltage system [Va. Vb, Vc] can be decomposed into a positive-sequence 
three-phase balanced system V. anegative-sequence system V. and a zero sequence 
system V" according to 
i — ? tom_—. 	`) 
` 	.( 	+, 	+ a`;! ) 	.......................(4.25) 
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Where V denotes the phasor of V and the factor a= exp (j2zra3). The symmetrical 
components of the currents I, 1- and I" at the fundamental frequency are derived 
similarly. From Equations 4.19-4.21, after sonic manipulations, the equivalent 
voltage can be expressed as 
Va = V~ +V - T V ° (4.26) 
Identical considerations apply to the three-phase currents where V is exchanged by I. 
Pertinent quality aspects QA4 and QA5 are the voltage and current unbalance factors 
VUNB and IUNB, respectively. defined as 
QA3 = VUNB = 	 ..........................(4.27) 
QA4 = IUNB =~ 	...........................(4.28) 
The voltages and currents in the definition oF Equations of voltage and current 
denote absolute values of the corresponding phasors 1121 1. For balanced three-phase 
voltages and currents it can readily be shown from above equations that V_ , Vr, , L-
and 10 are equal to zero. Ve = V+, Iei = 1+, and hence QA3 = QA4= 0. 
Implementation of QA3 and QA4 using LabV1EW: 
To implement the above discussed quality aspects QA3 arid QA4 i.e. Voltage 
Unbalance and Current Unbalance using LabVIEW first we need to get phasor of the 
waveform i.e. magnitude as well as angle which is possible by using inbuilt VI 
defined earlier as extract single tone information vi . 
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It is easier to perform computations using complex numbers rather than polar 
notation hence to convert polar in to complex we use polar to complex conversion 
function in labVIEW which is as shown below: 
Polar to Complex Function 
Fig 4.14.3.1 VI Signal polar to complex tool 
Fig 4.14.3.1 shows the VI Signal polar to complex tool which can be used as sub-
VI for signal processing purpose. 
Where. r can be a scalar number, an array or cluster of numbers, array of clusters of 
numbers, and so on. 
theta can be a scalar number, an array or cluster of numbers, array of clusters of 
numbers, and so on. theta is in radians. 
r * e^(i*theta) is of the same data type structure as r and theta, with complex 
representation instead of scalar 
As the input to the Polar to complex function theta should be in radians hence the 
output of extra single tone information VI phase (deg) should be converted in the 
form of radians by the formula: 
O (rad) = 7/180 * O (deg) which is then passed to the above function and all 
computations are performed as per definitions and block diagram is programmed as 
shown in fig. 4.14.3.2. 
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4.14.3.2 Block diagram determining voltage unbalance factor 
zmrtt.tmr . F ➢cafe 
Fig 4.14.3.3 Front Panel Presenting Voltage Unbalance Factor 
The front panel of the Voltage Unbalance Factor has been shown in fig. 4.14.3.3 
above. In the same manner Current Unbalance Factor is also programmed as shown 
below in fig.4.14.3.4 and fig. 4.14.3.5 
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Fig 4.14.3.4 Block Diagram representing current unbalance factor 
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Fig 4.14.3.5 Front Panel Presenting Current Unbalance Factor 
4.14.4 PHASE DISPLACEMENTS 
It should be noted in this context that only the instantaneous power, i.e. the product 
of the instantaneous values of the voltage and current, has the physical meaning of 
power. The conventional active power P derives its physical relevance from being the 
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time average of the instantaneous pos.\er [1 161. In contrast, the apparent power S has 
no physical meaning since it does not consider the corresponding values of the 
voltage and current at each instant. Only in the special case when the instantaneous 
voltage bears a constant ratio to the instantaneous current does the apparent power 
equal to P and hence acquires the physical meaning of the latter . All the inadequacies 
and ambiguities above can be circumvented when the physical entity directly 
responsible for a poor utilization of the power capacity at the mains fundamental 
frequency is considered. This entity is the phase difference between the fundamental 
frequency voltage and current at the terminals of the source or ioad. To reflect this 
aspect of power quality, the orthogonal current factor, as shown below is used: 
QA6 = IOCFI
=1, sinb, f1.bs:n~, -:.~s:nD.L' 	.......(4.29) 
Where, 11a, l i b and 11, denote the rnis -values of the phase currents at the 
fundamental frequency and Z ia, alt, and 	denote the phase differences between the 
fundamental frequency components of the corresponding phase voltages and currents. 
The rationale behind Equation 4.27 is that the orthogonal current component Isin4 of 
a phase current w.r.t the corresponding phase voltage, is directly related to the effort 
required to ideally reduce the phase 	to zero. For example, ir a single phase 
situation, the capacitance required to connect in parallel to an inductive load to bring 
~ to zero is given by: 
C= --° 
	
....................................... 	(4.30) 
W: 
In particular instances lagging and leading orthogonal components in different 
phases may partially or totally cancel each other in Equation 4.27. This means 
however that the polyphase system is strongly unbalanced and the unbalance quality 
aspects in Equation 4.27 would prominently reflect it. 
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Implementation of QA5 using Virtual Instrumentation 
To implement the above discussed quality aspect in LabVIEW first we need to 
find the phase displacement between voltage and current signal which is possible in 
LabVIEW using extract Single Tone Information VI where it detects the phase of the 
signal (in deg) . Using this V1 phase of both voltage and current signal are detected 
and then they are subtracted which is then passed to the sine function (according to 
the given definition in eqn 4.29) as the input to the sine function should be in radians 
the resultant phase is converted to rad and then the procedure is followed as per 
definition in eqn 4.29 and the final resultant can be negative value hence the result is 
absolute of final value and in this manner the above quality aspect is implemented in 
LabVIEW which is observed as shown in Block Diagram in fig. 4.14.4.1. 
r11 _ 
_ 	L 
 L T> '- 
Fig 4.14.4.1 Block Diagram of Orthogonal Current Factor 
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: t5 	 5 
V 
Front Panel of Orthogonal Current Factor 
Fig 4.14.4.2 Front Panel Presenting Orthogonal Current Factor 
Front Panel of the PQMS is shown in fig 4.14.4.2. This is tested for simulation of 
three phase signals. The user can select any colour of the front panel and design the 
front panel according to one's preferences. However, here main focus is monitoring of 
different PQ parameters. 
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Fig 4.14.4.3 Front Panel of the PQMS 
Keeping a technical view on the above background and different factors, the 
PQMS has been designed with software development using LabVIEW as shown in 
fig.4. 14.4.3. 
Different waveforms and noises are generated and the system is run to monitor the 
simulated waveforms with disturbances. Three phase waveforms —voltage and 
currents are monitored along with their phase displacement informations. THD, 
frequency. power, etc are monitored. It has been observed to give excellent 
performance. 
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The following photograph in tig. 4.14.4.4 shows experimental set up in electricity 
distrihution panel at Ali~-Iarh Muslim I ni\cr its. 
Fig 4.14.4.4 Experimental set up at Electricity Panel, EED. 
With additional flexibility. a PQM VI code has been designed as shown in the 
following image (Fig. 4.14.4.5.). The image shows the front panel and block diagram 
both on the same screen of the monitor during monitoring of the power quality 
simulated parameters in the research laboratory. 
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FRONT PANEL AND BLOCK DIAGRAM OF PQM VI CODE 
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Fig 4.14.4.5 Simulation Front panel and Block diagram of PQM VI(a) 
The following fig. 4.14.4.6 shows the front panel of the developed Power Quality 
Monitoring Code. 
FRONT PANEL OF PQM VI CODE 
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F igT 4.14.4.6 Simulation Front Panel of'PQM VI(b) 
Here in the same screen we can visualize both front panel and program block 
diagram of virtual instruments. Different ratings or ranges are set and data flow 
programme is run. We can see the monitoring of different PQ values on the screens in 
Fig 4.14.4.5 and Fig 4.14.4.6 which include voltage and current waveforms, 
harmonics, rms values of voltage. frequency variations.power etc. 
i- 
CI 
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4.15 REAL TIME IMPLIMENTATION 
:► 
Real-time simulation of PQ is the need of the hour in view of the present power 
quality scenario and modern grid. Much works are done on RT system 1381,[91 and 
researches are going on for its improvements. 
The LabVIEW simulation system shown above can be converted into a real time 
data acquisition system by replacing with appropriate data acquisition device for 
acquiring data like voltage sag, swell, interruption, apparent power, distortion power, 
total harmonic distortion (Till)) of a real system. The data then can be used for 
further analysis like power quality (and its improvement), study of harmonics present 
in the system, power factor variations etc. The simulation blocks can be replaced by 
r 
	
	 data acquisition blocks to acquire system data. 1-lere we have replaced the simulation 
blocks by real time DAQ(cRIO). [53]. [76]. [78]. 
Interfacing equipments are required for data acquisition from physical systems 
into computer and their processing through LABVIEW. By installing plug-in data 
acquisition boards (DAQ) and signal-conditioning (SCXI) hardware, LabVIEW 
application software, the general-purpose computers become enormously flexible 
virtual-instruments with data acquisition and analysis capability. In addition to usual 
computation and simulation, one can do REAL measurements with personal 
computers. 
4.15.1 ACQUISITION OF REAL TIME DATA 'l'E1ROUGIi PQMS 
The virtual instrument described in previous chapter is modified by replacing the data 
simulation blocks with real time data acquisition blocks. These blocks arc specific to 
the data acquisition system used and provide an interface between the LabVIEW 
software and RT DAQ hardware. 
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The modified block diagram is used for acquisition of real time data as shown in fig. 
4.15. l .1 below: 
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Fig. 4.15.1.1 Block diagram of PQM VI for real time acquisition of data 
Three phase inputs are fed to the system through voltage and current transducers. 
In laboratory we have used autotransformers and then Hall Effect sensors. Current 
waveforms are assumed to be purely sinusoidal and the line impedances are varied for 
testing at different values. 
The real time implementation has been done using RT DAQ, interfacing with Sensors 
and PCs. Here National Instruments compact real time DAQ is used for acquisition 
of data. The working block diagram is shown in fig. 4.15.1.2 
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BLOCK DIAGRAM OF PQMS 
Fig. 4.15.1.2 Block diagram of PQM VI for RT acquisition of data 
The system works on data flow programming. The flexibility of the PC platform 
running LabVIEW software to integrate different instrument sub-systems, and to 
implement and sequence complex signal processing techniques. were critical aspects 
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of the successful development. The ability to extend and re-sequence the signal 
processing functions has already opened up opportunities to enhance the base PQMS 
by adding new functionality and automating complex tasks. The Developed PQMS 
monitors current and voltage waveforms, voltage sags, voltage swells, harmonics, 
THD, frequency, voltage fluctuations/flicker, transients, interharmonics, rms values 
of voltage, current and different power parameters. Alarms are set to a predefined 
value depending on the speeitications.[88], [89]. 
4.15.2 SOME MORE PHOTOGRAPHS OF EXPERIMENTAL SET UPS 
Fig. 4.15.2.1 Experimental works in progress (Departmental Supply Panel) 
The set up includes Desktop PC (and also Laptop has been used for portable purpose), 
DAQ system, Texas Scopes. multimeter. function generator, LabVIEW software 
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installed in both desktop and Laptop. current and voltage transducers, probes and 
other connecting cables etc. Different types of loads, for example inductive. 
capacitive, resistive are used for testing as seen in picture. 
After simulation of system using LabVIEW, the real-time signals are acquired and 
monitored. 
Works in Researh Lab under progress 
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Fig. 4.15.2.2 Experimentation in Research laboratory, [ED, AMU Aligarh.(a) 
In Research Laboratory, EED, AMU, Aligarh 
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Fig. 4.15 2.3 Experimentation in Research laboratory, EED. AMU Aligarh.(b) 
At He tricity Panel. :\%it:.Aligarh 
Fig. 4.15 2.4 Experimental set up in electricity distribution centre(AMU, Aligarh) 
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In Research Lab, EED. ZHCET, AMU Aligarh 
Fig. 4.15 2.5 Experimentation in Research laboratory, EED. AMU Aligarh.(c) 
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CHAPTER V 
EXPERIMENTAL TESTING AND 
OBSERVATIONS 
If 
CHAPTER V 
EXPERIMENTAL TESTING AND OBSERVATIONS 
5.1 Introduction 
Experimental testing has been the most significant part of the research work. After a 
thorough understanding and knowledge of the related software and hardware, necessary 
instrumentation and other conditions, the experimental testings using the developed 
power quality monitoring system have been done. Experimental works have been 
carried out in the simulation and research laboratory. Zakir Hussain College of 
Engineering and Technology. Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh. The researcher 
being a faculty of National Institute of Technology. Silchar, has been able to do a part 
of practical works/testing in instrumentation lab, NIT Silchar which is equipped with 
the required updated software and hardware. Tests have also been done with the 
University Electricity Board Supply System.[88], [89]. {90] 
Initially the circuits. virtual instruments (Vis) are designed and simulated for 
different signals and then the hardware implementation has been tested for experimental 
results. Simulated various signals using Power Quality Monitoring VI and acquired 
different experimental results with the developed PQMS are shown in this chapter. 
5.1.1 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP: 
Fib. 5.1.1.1 shows the experimental set up that was arranged to conduct the 
experiments in the Electrical Engineering Department, L. 11. C. E. T., AMU, Aligarh. 
Desktop PC has been used to run the software. PC is interfaced with data Acquisition 
System. For real time data acquisition, we have used 8-Slot Integrated 266 MHz Real-
lime DAQ with, IM Gate FPGA. 
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I 
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
l: iture 5. I.1. I Experimental Setup (Photograph) 
Initially step down transformers and voltage dividers were used to bring the level of 
inputs to a convenient range of DAQ. Finally Hall Effect sensors are used for wide 
range and better accuracy and precision in transduction. Resistive. Inductive and 
capacitive loads are used for testing in laboratory. The results are compared with 
available Techtronic's Scopes and Yokogawa's Analyzer WT ] 8000 in lab.[59] 
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5.2 Front panel of Power Quality Monitoring System 
At first the circuits (Vis) are designed and simulated for different signals and then 
the hardware implementation is tested for experimental results. Simulated various 
signals using LabVIEW software development are shown in this chapter which shows 
the efficiency of the system to monitor the exact nature of the waveforms L59]. The 
front panel is shown below(Fig. 5.2.1). 
Front panel of PQ Monitoring System 
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Figure 5.2.1 Front panel for different PQ analysis 
This is the simple monitoring windo« showing the front panel of PQM system for 
single phase. User can open separate window for different parameters or use same 
window or VI for all parameters. The above window monitors harmonics, frequency 
and gives the RMS values of voltage and DC voltage. The alarm will indicate 
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exceeding of range of frequency selected for a particular system under monitoring 
based on standards. 
The sampling rates selected in this case were selected as 1000 samples per sec for a 
channel. The simulated waveforms of this VI are shown in fig,, 5.3. 
FRONT PANEL FOR HARMONIC MEASUREMENT 
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Figure 5.2 .2 Harmonic measurement window 
The system works through data flow programming. - I'his shows corresponding 
monitoring of harmonics by the designed monitoring system with respect to the 
insertion of harmonics using LabVIEW ' internal programs. It monitors efficiently the 
harmonics of the waveforms. The simulation pallets are replaced by Data Acquisition 
system pallet which shows the performance in real harmonic waveforms efficiently. 
[80] 
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5.3 PQM and Power Spectrum: 
The developed PQM can be used for monitoring power spectrum as shown in the 
preceding figures. One can add at will required sub-Vis for covering additional 
parameters as shown in fig.5.3.1 
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Figure 5.3.1 Active. Reactive, Apparent power and phase angle monitoring 
The front panel shown above is a sub V[ of the PQMS. It monitors the different 
power components. Easily we get the measure of Active. Reactive, Apparent power and 
phase angle measurement along with harmonics and signals for high current and high 
voltages. The waveforms of different parameters are displayed and monitored on the 
front panel. 
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With variations in input signals, the monitoring system shows fast response in 
displaying the corresponding variations in Reactive. Apparent power and phase angle 
measurement along with harmonics and signals for high current and high voltages. 
5.4 Harmonic Simulator 
As already discussed, harmonics can be generated and monitored by harmonic 
simulator. 
A noise simulator can be adjusted and set to simulate different noises and 
corresponding harmonic analysis can be performed as shown in the front panel of 
fig.5.4.1 below. 
L~ 
Figure 5.4.1 Harmonic Monitoring VI 
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Harmonic Simulator & analyzer Virtual Instruments is shown in fig,5.4.2. It consists 
T 
	
	
of sinusoidal signal generator. harmonic signal analyzer, level detector, measurement 
icons. alarms. An LED will warn high harmonic contents and noise. 
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Fig. 5.4.2 Harmonics spectrum monitored by PQM 
Harmonics spectrums of sq. waves are shown in the above fig 5.4.2. Amplitude vs 
harmonics order are plotted. -ft has been observed that the lower harmonics are of most 
higher amplitude and it decreases gradually to higher orders. The 3rd, 5 h`, 7th and 9th are 
pronounced and then diminishes... 
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5.5 DIFFERENT WAVEFORMS MONITORED 
Different sets of tests are performed to verify the performance of the developed 
Power Quality Monitoring System. Different disturbances are generated using the 
internal software programming and waveforms are monitored using the developed 
PQM. A few sets of waveforms captured are shown below in fig. 5.5.1 to fig.5.5.22. 
Different waveforms captured and monitored at different conditions by the 
developed PQMS for single phase system. 
Figure 5.5.1 Normal Waveform 
Figure 5.5.2 Normal voltage signal 
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Figure 5.5.3 Normal voltage signal 
Figure 5.5.5 Voltage distortion due to harmonics 
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S. 
Figure 5.5.8 voltage swell 
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Figure 5.5.6 Short Interruption 
Figure 5.5,7 Rapid Voltage variation with spikes/transients 
ri 
7. 
Figure 5.5.10 Wave form in Frequency 
1=igurc 5.5.1 1 1larmonics at dittercnt frequency 
Figure 5.5.9 voltage swell 
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Figure 5.5.1 ? oltage swell 
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Figure 5.5.14 interruption of po\er suppIN 
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Figure 5.5.15 interruption of power supply 
Figure 5.5.16 voltage sag/dip 
L 
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Figure 5.5.16 Po~~er Interruption 
figure 5.5.17 voltage sag/dip 
Figure 5.5.18 Voltage sag/dip 
17 
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19. — 
Fi~oure 5.5.19 Voltage Fluctuation & spikes 
20.  
Fig.5.5.20 Presence of harmonics 
21.  
'If,. 
Fig. 5.5.21 Short Interruption 
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A set of different PQ waveforms captured by the system: 
Fig.5.5.22 Monitoring of Simulated waveform 
Observations and results obtained from simulation Vis of PQM system show the 
efficiency of the system to monitor the exact nature of the waveforms. 
5.6 CASE STUDIES: 
5.6.1 TOTAL HARMONIC DISTORTION 
(Instrumentation Laboratory ) 
The supply voltage RMS value is 230 Vrms. As the operating range of the DAQ 
is -10 V to + 10 V . so a 2301 12 V step down transformer and a voltage divider circuit 
is used for testing purpose. As the step down transformer is a commercial product not 
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made for research purpose so it didn't give exact 12 V rather it gives about 13.8 V . The 
calculation is given below: 
Nominal supply voltage - 230 V(rms). 
Output of step down transformer = 13.8 V(rrns). 
Output of voltage divider circuit 
Vout= V1 (R2/(RI+R2)) 
= 13.8 * (330 / (270 + 330)) 
= 7.59 V (rms) 
According to this calculation the peak value of the acquired signal is 
V (peak) = 10.734 V. 
From the calculation the peak voltage of the signal is = 10.734 V 
The harmonic amplitudes of the voltage signal (upto 10"' harmonic) 
2'' harmonic = 0.072 V 
3"d harmonic — 0.176\ 
4'h harmonic = 0.030 V 
5'h harmonic = 0.364 V 
6'h harmonic = 0.004 V 
7th harmonic = 0.0.8 V 
8`h harmonic = 0.019 V 
9"' harmonic = 0.0"?4V 
So according to the formula 
V; + V 3 ~ V 2 	V2 
THD = t- 
VI 
= 0.03909 
This is 'hat exactly monitor shows on front panel for this testing in fig 5.2.1 
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5.6.2 WEEKLY PQ EVENTS 
The weekly PQ events of Silchar «ere measured with the developed PQ monitoring 
system. One of the set of observations has been shown below with a pie diagram 
Fig 5.6.2.1 Occurrences of PQ events 
The rated voltage was supplied only 23% of the time. The voltage was low 69% of 
the time. The voltage was very low 7% of the time and there as no supply t all 1% of 
the time, which means that there was no supply t all 10/o of the time. which that there 
were outages for one hour and forty minutes during that week. 
5.7 SIMULATION OF A BALANCED THREE PHASE SYSTEM 
The PQMS developed has been used to monitor the waveforms and distortions 
created in the simulated large number of signals. The LabVIEW simulation Vls are 
used to simulated signals and also create disturbances for testing purpose. The 
developed PQMS front panel and block diagram is shown in fig.6.3.I. Both the front 
panel and block diagrams will appear in the same window, if the user wants. 
From panel & block diagram PQM System 
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Fig. 5.7.1 Front panel & block diagram PQM System 
The above code is used for simulation of voltage, current waveforms, harmonics and 
frequency in a three phase system. Necessary alarms have been attached to indicate 
abnormal conditions. 
As shown in fig. 5.7.1. different parameters of three pahse voltage and current are 
continuously monitored for acquisition of simulated input signals. User can check 
voltage, current waveforms. rms values, harmonics, THD, frequency, power etc.on the 
front panel. The in figure above, the blue denotes phase I. green phase 2 and red phase 
3 for the monitored distortions of the waveforms. }-lere all three phases are separately 
shown. However, it can be shown in single screen as in tig.5.7.2 
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Figure 5.7 .2 simulated three phase voltage waveforms 
A software development using LabVIEW simulation for a general three phase 
system described above is done as shown in fig. 5.7.3 below: 
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Figure 5.7.3 Simulation VI of "Three Phase Power System 
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The system gives o/p data pertaining to apparent power, active power, reactive power, 
distortion power, power factor & THD for a balanced and symmetrical three phase 
system. Necessary equations are uploaded in the formula palate. The output of this 
simulated system is very much on the expected lines. 
The output graphs for the above VI for the following conditions are depicted below as 
an example: 
1. The current waveforms are sinusoidal and less affected by harmonics. 
2. The voltage waveforms are sinusoidal with harmonics simulated random white noise 
and different parameters: 
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Figure 5.7.4 Various Power Parameters Simulation Using PQMS 
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5.8 Power Quality Monitoring VI Code or Index (IQ) 
A single measurable indicator, designated as the Power Quality Monitoring VI Code 
or Index (IQ), is suggested to integrally reflect the different power-quality aspects 
formulated in the last section. This is expressed as: 
1 - QA 
n 
Where. \'„ are judiciously selected weighting factors that sum up to one and QA are 
the different quality aspects formulated and implemented through virtual 
instrumentation[59]. A balanced loaded network, with sinusoidal currents and voltages 
and zero phase displacements yield an ideal IQ of unity. Conversely, a low value of 
Power Quality Monitoring VI Code or Index (IQ) would indicate a low degree of 
utilization of the power capacity of the source and/or a high level of harmonics and/or a 
high degree of unbalance between the phases with the contribution of each aspect well 
defined and measurable as illustrated later. 
The weighting factors \V„ together with the recommended value of I re are optimally 
selected so as to reflect the economic and technical importance of a high power quality 
in each of its aspects. Any particular recommendation in practice should be supported 
by an appropriate economic study. The considerations in such a study are, on the one 
hand, the relative cost and availability of balancing circuits, reactive power 
compensation and harmonic passive or active filters for harmonic mitigation and, on the 
other hand, the economic gains resulting from a high-quality power transfer, such as a 
high degree of utilisation of the source capacity, prolonged life of system components 
and rninirnisation of system outages due to resonance phenomena caused by harmonics. 
These considerations are much the same as those required to specify acceptable limits 
to the voltage and current distortions or the minimum tolerated power factor, deviations 
from hich are usually penalised in the rate structure. 
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Notable features of Equation are 
1) It gives a quick assessment of the power transfer quality at the selected point of the 
supply. 2) It can be expanded to include additional power-quality aspects (QAs) such as 
voltage sags and swells adequately defined in terms of their frequency and/or 
amplitudes. 3) The weighting factors are selected to reflect technical priorities and 
objectives with due consideration to economic, practical issues and standards. 
For implementing Power Quality Monitoring System using all the above discussed 
features in LabVIEW the different Quality Aspects which were implemented as 
separately are taken as subVl as shown in fig. 5.8.1 for simplification purpose and for 
ease of understanding quickly. 
i:,a~bt ~v4RrM 	 = ~ ?~rtU1~1lB: 
1:J 	 } 
y1 i 
i 
Fig.5.8.1 Blockdiagram showing different sub-VIs in PQMS 
The concept of subVl is that the whole code which has been programmed for 
calculating a particular Quality Aspect would be embedded in the icon and on double 
clicking that icon when displaced in Block diagram user will retrieve whole code. In 
this way it simplifies programming which is very useful property for developing the 
system. 
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5.9 REAL TIME PQ MONITORING 
Real-time simulation of PQ is the need of the hour in view of the present power 
quality scenario and modern arid. Much works are done on RT system 138] and 
researches are going on for its improvements. 
The LabVIEW simulation system shown above can be converted into a real time data 
acquisition system by employing appropriate data acquisition device for acquiring data 
like voltage sag, swell, interruption, apparent power, distortion power, total harmonic 
distortion (THD) of a real system. The data then can be used for further analysis like 
power quality (and its improvement), study of harmonics present in the system. power 
factor variations etc. The simulation blocks can be replaced by data acquisition blocks 
to acquire system data. Here we have replaced the simulation blocks by CompactRlO. 
1781. [531. 
Interfacing equipments are required for data acquisition from physical systems into 
computer and their processing through LABVIEW. By installing plug-in data 
acquisition boards (DAQ) and signal-conditioning (SCXI) hardware, LabVIEW 
application software, the general-purpose computers become enormously flexible 
virtual-instruments with data acquisition and analysis capability. In addition to usual 
computation and simulation, one can do real time measurements with personal 
computers. 
5.10 ACQUISITION OF REAL TIME DATA 
The virtual instrument for simulation described in previous section and chapter is 
modified by replacing the voltage simulation blocks with data acquisition blocks. These 
blocks are specific to the data acquisition system used and provide an interface between 
the LabVIEW software and RT DAQ hardware. Details of DAQ are already discussed 
in previous chapter. 
The modified block diagram is shown in fie..5.10.1. 
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Block diagram of real time power parameters monitor is shown below in fig. 5.10.1 
below: 
Fig. 5.10.1 Realtime acquisition of data using LabVIEW 
Three phase inputs are fed to the Monitoring system through voltage and current 
transducers. In laboratory we have used autotransformers and then Hall effect sensors. 
Current waveforms are assumed to be purely sinusoidal and the line impedances are 
varied for testing at different values. 
5.11 RESULTS 
The block diagram of the monitoring VI is given in fig. 5.12.1. The results of the 
monitoring after data acquisition output are displayed on the front panel shown in the 
figures 5.12.2 to fig. 5.12.5 below: 
a) for a constant voltage with changing load( fig. 
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Fig. 5.1 1.1 Real-time Acquisition of data by RT PQM for a constant voltage with 
changing load 
Different sets of outputs are recorded on the front panel display for constant voltage 
with changing load, constant load with changing voltage, etc. 
Following front panel displays depicts the monitoring waveforms at various 
conditions of loads and sources. 
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Fig. 5.11.2 Front Panel showing Various Output observations (set 1) 
A clear picture of monitoring different parameters are easily observed. THD, RMS 
values. V. 1. p.f., different power parameters. frequency etc are measured, monitored 
and displayed through user interface. Necessary resulr sheet can be expressed in 
different format. Additional PQ parameters can be added at will. 
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b) With constant load and variable input voltage : Set 3 
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Fig. 5.11.4 Output observations (set3) 
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Fig 5.1 1.5 Output observations (set 4) 
5.12 DATA REPRESENTATION FRONT PANEL 
Data Representation Front Panel shows different sets of observations along with 
their details, like time period, signals. waveforms , current, voltage, sag, swell, 
harmonics etc. Just clicking the front panel icon, the user will be able to get monitoring 
informations. It is user friendly. It has got capability of data compression to reduce the 
memory space and store maximum informations. 
Fig. 5.12.1 shows the data Representation Front Panel of the system. Different sets 
of observations are recorded and captured by the system. Few sets of observations are 
shown below : 
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Fig. 5.12.1 Data Representation Front Panel 
5.13 OBSERVATIONS 
Observations can be taken continuousl% and data captured can be stored and analyzed 
as required. The system has got very high data compression ratio. A good number/sets 
of observations were taken for Electrical data at following three locations of Electricity 
Supply at Institute (NITS) premises at different dates and time. 
1) 200 KVA UPS input. 2) 200 KVA UPS output and 3) HVAC main raiser 
Recordings done (few sets) by the developed PQM system at all these points are 
shown. The original recordings were done in excel sheets. These sheets include all the 
parameters the system can record. A word sheet, which contains extract of these 
recordings, has been shown. This extract will be very useful for calculating UPS 
efficiency. to know different PQ parameters, including input current harmonic 
distortion etc. 
This will help to monitor and control them. Some graphic representations of 
recorded data are also shown. These graphs are automatically plotted by the developed 
software(VI) of PQMS and can be used for meaningful presentations. 
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Background: A 200 KVA UPS and one air conditioner feeder were chosen as load at 
NIT Silchar. Readings at UPS input, UPS output and air conditioner were recorded for 
10 mins with specific focus on Input current harmonic distortion. 
Observations: Following tables show extract of actual recordings. UPS input has 
about 15% input current harmonics distortion as it has 12 pulse rectifier at the input. 
Similarly HVAC systems have VF Drives for blower motors which have thyristor 
rectifiers at input. This also has lot of input current harmonic distortion. 
TABLE II; OBSERVATIONS OF 200 KVA UPS INPUT 
Location 200 KVA UPS Input 
Date Started Time Started Date Ended Time Ended 
12131/2011 4:41:00 PM 12/31/2011 4:51:0 PM 
Parameter Ph 1 Ph2 Ph3 Sum 
Frequency 49.83 
Line Voltage V 410.4 407.9 408.2 
V Thd % 2.5 2.6 2.5 
Line Current A 81.3 75.1 75.7 
Thd % 11.5 12.6 10.7 
Input Watts 12499.70 11030.56 12096.43 35626.69 
Watt hours in 10 
mins 
2117.04 1866.28 2036.44 6019.76 
PF 0.651 0.621 0.679 
DPF 0.656 0.628 0.684 
Predominant %current Harmonics 
Order Phi Ph2 Ph3 
5th 7.4 8.4 6.6 
7tI 2 1.7 1.8 
9 1.3 1.5 0.6 
11 2.7 3.6 2.5 
1 3 7.2 7.7 6.6 
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OBSERVATIONS: UPS input has about 15% input current harmonics distortion as it 
has 12 pulse rectifier at the input. Similarly HVAC systems have VF Drives for blower 
motors which have thyristor rectifiers at input. This also has lot of input current 
harmonic distortion. 
TABLE 12: OBSERVATIONS OF 200 KVA UPS OUTPUT 
Location 200 KVA UPS Output 
Date Started Time Started Date Ended Time Ended 
12/3112011 5:05:00 PM 12/31/2011 5:15:00 PM 
Parameter Ph 1 Ph2 Ph3 Sum 
Frequency 49.88 
Line Voltage V 400 399.2 400.6 
VThd% 0.8 0.9 1 
Line Current A. 66.5 44.7 41 
I Thd % 43.2 59.6 62.5 
Output Watts 13874.81 8532.46 7895.23 30302.49 
Watt hours in 10 rains 2295.42 1405.69 1309.56 5010.67 
PF 0.902 0.829 0.833 
DPF 0.982 0.967 0.987 
Predominant %current Harmonics 
Order Phi Ph2 Ph3 
2" 1.3 4.1 4.7 
3r 38.3 51.9 53.4 
1.7 5.5 4.2 
5th 15 18 19.7 
7 8 10 14,4 
9th 8.4 16.1 16.9 
11th 4.2 7.6 8.3 
13 1.7 3.5 3.4 
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TABLE 13: OBSERVATIONS OF AIRCONDITIONER RAISER 
Location Airconditioner Raiser 
Date 
Started Time Started Date Ended Time Ended 
1213112011 5:28:00 PM 12/3112011 5:38:00 PM 
Parameter Ph 1 Ph2 Ph3 Sum Neutral 
Frequency 49.31 
Line Voltage V 419.3 417.1 417 
V Thd % 2.2 2.3 2.2 
Line Current A 100.8 88.6 80.4 13.5 
i Thd % 35.1 42.7 42.7 
Output Watts 22357.35 18683.07 17161.13 58201.55 
Watt hours in 
10 mins 6.21 5.19 4.77 16.17 
PF 0.919 0.872 0.887 
DPF 0.975 0.948 0.965 
Predominant %current Harmonics 
Order Phi Ph2 Ph3 
3rd 9.6 6.7 4.3 
5th 26.2 32.5 32.9 
7 19.4 24.5 24.2 
9th 3.3 3.7 4.2 
11th 3.1 4.1 3.8 
1 3 5.6 6.9 7.3 
1 5 1.2 1.2 1.7 
17th 3 3.5 3.7 
19 2.1 2.4 2.4 
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The following sets of observations(set I to set 4) are graphical representations of 
recorded data on the display of monitor. . 
UPS Input current harmonics % upto 17 h` represented graphically in the preceding 
graphical screen blocks: 
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This depicts clear variation of harmonics in % at different phases. UPS Input current 
harmonics % in channel Aho phasel is nearly zero. It continued at the same level in 
phase 2 and 3 of channel Aho phase 2 & phase 3. It abruptly reached to maximum at 
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channel Ahi phase, 2 and 3. Third harmonics are low. However fith harmonics are 
pronounced (6-8%) with gradual reduction towards 7 h` and 9 h harmonics. Again it 
appeared to be increased at 11th  harmonies and regained the % amplitude at 13"' as that 
of 5th harmonics. Then at 15th harmonics it was nearly 4% and nearly negligible at 17th 
harmonics. The graph shows absolute and % values of input current harmonics of UPS 
at different stages/phases. HVAC Input current harmonics % upto 17th represented 
graphically. For reference purpose few more sets are presented below: 
SET 2: MONITORING PQ 
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This shows current and voltage crest factors at various time intervals during the process 
of monitoring. 
SET 3: MONITORING PQ 
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Variations• of rms values of current and sudden rise of spikes are observed. It is 
observed that the variations of rms values of current are nearly same. However a 
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sudden spike (where value of current increased by more than 60%) is observed which 
may be due to capacitive loads. 
SET 4: MONITORING PQ 
This represents the three phase power quality parameters-Voltage waveforms, 
RMS values, phase displacements of three phases, % total harmonic distortion and 
nature of the waveform at different instants. 
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The figure shows % harmonics w.r.t. waveform U) due to selection of channel wrt 
waveform U1 as indicated in the figure. 
The results can be expressed in many different formats, like Excel, HTML, etc. The 
acquired information can be visualized in tables and/or in charts. It is also possible to 
generate reports in HTML format. In this format, the reports can be sent directly to a 
printer, can be embedded in other software applications, or can be accessed through the 
Internet, using a web browser. 
The Excel sheet of output from the PQMS covers a large number of parameters and 
informations. It can be scrolled over (up-down, right-Ieft) to read hundreds of 
parameters as required and necessary assessment or analysis can be made. It has got 
very data compression ratio . Normally, a single sheet can't be accommodated in one 
page. Just for reference purpose a portion of excel sheet has been displayed in different 
parts for showing the coverage of different parameters in ea excel sheet that PQM can 
display/generate automatically. 
a) A partial views of Excel sheet of PQM report have been shown below: 
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Phase3 
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Phasel 
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(A)A113 
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A A A A A A A A A A A A 
12/31/2011 4:41:00 PM 0 6 0 80.8 74.6 75.2 0.1616 0.5968 0.376 2.2624 0.373 2.1808 
12131!2011 4:41:01 PM 0 0 0 81.3 74.9 75.6 0 0.6741 0.5292 2.1951 0.4494 2.268 
12/31/2011 4:41:02 PM 0 0 0 81.6 75.4 76.1 0.0816 0.754 0.4556 2.3664 0,52278 2.3591 
121312011 4:41:03 PM 0 0 0 81.1 75.1 75.7 0.1622 0.6008 0.6056 2.1056 0.8261 2.1953 
1213112011 4:41:04 PM 0 0 0 80.9 74.8 75.4 0.3235 0.5984 0.754 2.0225 1.0472 2.11.12 
12131/2011 4:41:05 PM 0 0 0 80.9 74.7 75.3 0.4045 0.3735 0.6777 1.7798 1,1285 1.8072 
126112011 4:41:06 PM 0 0 0 80.9 74.7 75.4 0.3236 0.1494 0.6032 1.6989 1.1952 1.7342 
1261/2011 4:41:07 PM 0 0 0 81 74.8 75.5 0.324 0.2244 0.604 1.944 0.8976 1.7365 
1213112011 4:41:08 PM 0 0 0 81.1 74.8 75.4 0.2433 0.2244 0.6032 2.1897 0.6732 1.8095 
12!3112011 4:41:09 PM 0 0 0 81.1 74.6 75,5 0.4055 0.2244 0.5285 2.1086 0.748 2.0385 
1213112011 4:41:16 PM 0 0 0 80.9 74.8 75.4 0.4045 0.2244 0.4524 2.2652 0.5964 2.1666 
12131!2011 4:41:11 PM 0 0 0 80.8 74.7 75.3 0.4848 0.1494 0.4518 2.2624 0,4482 2.259 
12131/2011 4:41:12 PM 0 0 0 80.9 74.7 75.3 0.4045 0.2241 0.4518 2.427 0.4482 2.259 
12131/2011 4:41:13 PM 0 0 0 81 74.7 75.5 0.405 0.2988 0.5285 2.349 0.2938 2.265 
12131)2011 4:41;14 PM 0 0 0 81.1 74.9 75.5 0.5677 0.2247 0.604 2.3519 0.3745 2.265 
121312011 4:41::15 PM 0 0 0 81.1 74.8 75.6 0.4055 0.2244 0.3024 2.1897 0.4488 2.268 
121312011 1 4:41:16 PM 0 0 0 61.3 74.9 75.6 0.4876 0.2247 0.6848 2.1138 0.6741 2.1924 
12131/2011 4:41:17 PM ' 	0 0 0 61.2 74,9 75.5 0.4872 0.2996 0.3775 1.7864 0.8968 2.0385 
1213112011 4:41:18 PM 0 0 0 81.3 74.8 75.5 0.4878 0.5984 0.453 1.7073 1.122 1.812 
1213112011 4:41:19 PM 0 0 0 81.2 74.8 75.6 0.406 0.4488 0.378 1.7664 1.122 1.7388 
121.1112011 4:4120 PM 0 0 0 81.1 74.9 75,4 0.1622 0.749 0.3016 1,8853 1.1235 1.6568 
12/3112011 4:41:21 PM 0 0 0 81.1 74.9 75.3 0.2433 0.5992 0.2259 1.9464 1.0466 1.6566 
1213112011 4:41:22 PM 0 0 0 81 74.7 75.4 0.243 0.6723 0.1508 2,106 1.0458 1.6588 
12131/2011 4:41:23 PM 0 0 0 81,1 74.8 75.4 0.3244 0.6732 0.3016 2.1086 0.9724 1.9096 
12/31/2011 4:41:24 PM 0 0 0 81.2 74.8 75.3 0.2436 0.5236 0.6012 2.1924 0.8976 1.8072 
12/31/2011 4:41:25 PM 0 0 0 81 74.8 75.4 0.081 0.6732 0.5278 2.349 0.374 2.262 
12/3112011 4'.41:26 Pd 0 0 0 81 75 75.4 0.061 0.675 0.4524 2,349 0.45 2.3374 
12131/2011 4:41:27 PM 0 D 0 81.1 75 75.4 0,0811 , 	0,525 0.4524 2.433 0.375 2.262 
12131/2011 4:41:28 PM 0 0 0 81.1 74.9 75.4 0.0811 0.3745 0,5278 2.3519 0.2996 2.1866 
1231/2011 4;41:29 PM 0 0 0 80.9 74.9 75.3 0.2427 0.5243 0.6777 2.427 0.749 2.259 
123112011 4:41:30 PM 0 0 0 81 74.9 75.3 0.405 0.5243 0.6777 2.106 0.8988 2.1084 
12/31/2011 4:41:31 AM 0 0 0 81 74.8 75.5 0.324 0.5236 0.6795 1.863 1.0472 1.963 
12/31/2011 4:41:32 PM 0 0 0 81.4 75.2 75.7 0.4884 0.376 0_6813 1.7094 1.125 1.7411 
12/31/2011 4:41:33 PM 0 0 0 81.9 75,7 76.2 0.4914 0.3785 0.6858 1.7199 0,9841 1,6764 
12/31/2011 4:41:34 PM 0 0 0 51.4 75.3 75.7 0.4884 0.2259 0.757 1.6722 0.9789 1.514 
1231/1011 4:41:35 PM 0 0 0)61.2. 74.6 70.6 0.6496 0.2247 0.6804 1,9488 0.8983 1.512 
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The user can easily and comfortaoly scroll over the excel sheet and check the 
recordings. of different parameters- at different instants and get necessry'asessmeni or. 
analysis. Thus we can represent output Of'the syst 	under observation in" different-;  
formats for monitoring and analysis purpQse as already mentioned. 
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5.14 COMPARISON WITH EXISTING SYSTEM 
The developed PQMS has been compared with the available WT 1800 system, 
made of Yokogawa, Japan, in the instrumentation laboratory, NIT Silchar. Results of 
both the system have been compared with a Techtronic Power Scope, of Texus Instr. 
The input voltages are set to different steps with autotransformer. A large number of 
observations of supply waveforms were taken simultaneously by all the three systems 
and it is observed that the performance of the developed system is excellent and in line 
with the object. The result is shown in table 17. The experimental result tells that the 
Developed PQMS has the ability to provide more accurate results than other 
conventional and existing monitors and analyzers. 
Table 17: Comparative Experimental Results -I 
SI.N. 
Set Reference 
readings 
Techtronics 
(Volts) 
WT 1800 Developed PQMS 
Readings % deviation Readings % deviation 
1 10.00 10.15 1.5 10.02 0.2 
2 15.00 15.2 1.33 15.12 0.8 
3 20.00 20.5 2.5 20.20 1 
4 40.00 40.8 	_ 2 40.35 0.86 
5 50.00 51.03 2.06 50.22 0.44 
6 60.00 61.04 1.73 60.43 0.72 
7 100.00 100.55 0.55 101.01 1.01 
8 120.00 119.61 -0,33 120.50 0.42 
9 150.00 149.02 -0.65 149.78 -0.15 
10 180.00 179.52 -0.27 179.37 -0.35 
11 200.00 198.84 -0.58 199.64 -0.18 
12 210.00 209.15 -0.41 209.45 -0.26 
13 220.00 218.26 -0.79 220.25 0.11 
14 225.00 222.36 -1.17 225.47 0.21 
15 230.00 227.63 -1.03 231.01 0.43 
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From the table 17, it is evident that the developed PQMS has got bright prospects in 
monitoring PQ accurately than WT1 800 (Yokogawa,Japan). For other parameters also 
comparative assessments are done. 
A distortion generator is used to generate different types of waveform distortions 
and simultaneously measurement and monitoring are done and performances are 
recorded. A large number of observations are taken to test the recognistion rate with 
respect to different PQ parameters [59] and found that the developed system is having 
higher recognition rate than WT 1800 as shown in table 18 below: 
Table 18° Comparative Experimental Results -II 
Disturbances types Recognition 	rate 
(%) 
Recognition 	rate 
(%) 
WT 1800 Developed PQMS 
Flicker 90.2 96.3 
Harmonics 90.8 96.1 
Interharmonics - 94.5 
Interrupt 92..5 96.8 
Pure sine wave 91.5 98.2 
Dip 92.6 97.5 
Surge 91.6 95.2 
Swell 91.7 97.5 
Transients 85 95.7 
Frequency fluctuations 91.4 97.3 
The results obtained in different experimentation and testing show the excellent 
performance of the developed system and justify its advantages over other existing 
power quality monitoring techniques and systems. 
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CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS 
6.1 CONCLUSIONS 
The thesis presents a comprehensive study and survey on power quality issues and 
impacts of poor power quality on utility, customers and global economy. PQ issues 
include voltage sag, voltage swells, voltage fluctuations, flickers, harmonics, 
interharmonies, interruptions, frequency variations/fluctuations, transients, noise, etc. 
Also there are issues with deregulation of power supply, definitions of various PQ 
parameters and standardizations. It has been observed that PQ monitoring is essential 
for utility, industry and customer's point of view for normal working of the system 
and to be safe from staggering economic losses. A review of conventional and 
existing PQM equipments and techniques were done and it has been found that no 
method is sufficiently efficient to monitor properly all the required PQ parameters. 
Also different signal processing techniques for power quality parameters 
classification and extractions have been studied and reviwed. 
It has been observed that no method or technique is able to completely monitor the 
essential PQ parameters simultaneously and there is a need for an, improved and 
efficient PQMS which can monitor accurately covering all essential parameters of PQ 
in real time. 
Finally research work comes out with the development of a new and improved 
power quality monitoring system capable to work in real time. New PQ monitoring VI 
code has been developed. Necessary simulation and then real time testing have been 
carried out successfully during the period of this research work. 
The thesis documents the research programme for the real time power quality 
monitoring by software development using virtual instrumentation based on 
Lab VIEW and high performance RT data acquisition system. 
On the basis of the study, results and findings in Chapters lI-V, the following 
conclusions have been made. 
1. Power Quality issues are due to poor PQ originated by the conducted 
disturbances through power lines in the form of voltage sags, swells, fluctuations, 
flickers, harmonics, interharmonIics, transients, interruptions, etc., which affect 
transmission, distribution, utility, end-users and customers. 
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2. Customers, in addition to utility are involved and responsible for generating 
poor PQ due to high penetration of power electronics devices and PQ sensitive 
equipments in customer owned appliances. 
3. Existing monitoring systems are not able to cope with the present and future 
needs of intelligent, efficient and smart monitoring of PQ parameters. 
4. It has been observed that the Power Quality Monitoring System(PQMS) 
developed during this work is efficient to monitor voltage and current waveforms, 
voltage sags, swells, harmonics, interharmonics, frequency fluctuations, transients, 
interruptions, rapid voltage change, different power parameters, power factor, and 
power spectrum in real time. 
5. A New PQ monitoring VI Code has been developed and a new PQ Index ( IQ) 
has been defined and implemented on the system during the work of research, that 
utilizes high performance NI real time DAQ system making the system suitable for 
real time PQ Monitoring. 
6. The system . has been developed in accordance with the, IEEE and IEC 
standards (updated) and due to its advanced programming and use of high 
performance DAQ, has made it possible to achieve accuracy levels to the 
international standard recommendations for power quality measurement and 
monitoring. 
7. The system has been designed and developed with an intention to capture data 
for longer, periods continuously with better compression than existing methods. 
Observations show the performance in the same line which made the developed 
system suitable for extension to PQ monitoring in future grid. 
8. The developed RT PQMS, due to its coverage of most of the PQ parameters 
with high recognition rate, high accuracy, low cost and user-friendly interface is most 
suitable for utility, industrial applications and end-users. 
9. The experimental results with simulation and real time operation show 
satisfactory performance of the proposed and developed system and thus justify the 
research work. 
6.2 SCOPE FOR FUTURE WORKS 
Experimental works and simulation and real time realization, pertaining to PQ 
events like sags and harmonics, will really help the scientific community to 
understand PQ issues and PQ monitoring aspects comprehensively. However, due to 
lack of some infrastructure and other facilities and time factor, some most important 
extension works are Ieft. 
The following future research works are recommended as a follow up of present 
studies. 
1. The system should be extended for continuous capture of all events that enables 
users to develop trend lines and algorithms to maintain real-time illustrations of 
infrastructure performance and improve reliability, while automated alerting will send 
alarms to power managers before problems occur. 
2. Due to huge raw data and low data compression of the techniques, most of the 
techniques capture selective data and thus vital informations are missed. To extend 
our work to incorporate high data compression to achieve - limitless, continuous 
logging, and storage of PQ data. Data compression can help optimize analysis 
activities by introducing multi-point tirpe ;synchronization to the system 
4. Smart grid is the most important vision for future power system. Existing PQM 
methods are generally one way communication system and should be replaced by 
methods with advanced metering infrastructure in distribution system (two-way 
communication), having capability of continuous capturing of data and very high data 
compression ratio. 	 - 
5. The develQped PQMS can be extended for smart grid applications with smart 
metering VI code, along with high data compression, continuous capturing and 
automation functionalities. 	 " 
7. To promote and use the developed PQM Code (IQ) system to perform remote 
experiments on various engineering, science & technology, and other research fields. 
8. Since no detailed PQ survey nor comprehensive economic assessment for 
impact of poor PQ exists for India, it, is recommended that such a study be carried out 
for India. 
9. Finally, for India]  the author recommends the extension of the work to a web-
based regional power quality monitoring system, using a hybrid architecture client / 
server mode, so that users only need to download the functional components of power 
quality and easily log on to the web monitoring terminal for real-time observations- of 
power quality parameters.. 
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APPENDIX I 
IEEE STANDARDS ON POWER QUALITY 
141-1993 	Recommended practice for electric power distribution for industrial 
plants, also known as the Red Book. 
142-1991 	Recommended practice for grounding of industrial and commercial 
power systems, also known as the Green Book. 
213-1993 	Standard procedure for measuring conducted emissions in the range 
of 300 kHz to 25 MHz from television and FM broadcast receivers to 
power lines. 
241-1990 - Recommended practice for electric power systems in commercial 
buildings, also known as the Gray Book. 
281-1994 	Standard service conditions for power system communication 
equipment. 
299-1997 	Standard method of measuring the effectiveness of electromagnetic 
shielding enclosures 	_ 
367-1996 	Recommended practice for determining the electric power station 
ground potential rise and induced voltage from a power fault. 
430-1991 	Standard procedures for the measurement of radio noise from over- 
head power lines and substations. 
446-1995 	Recommended practice for emergency and standby power systems 
for industrial and commercial applications, also knows as the Orange 
Book 
449-1998 	Standard for ferroresonance voltage regulators 
473-1991 _ Recommended practice for an electromagnetic site survey (10 kHz to 
10 GHz). 
493-1997 	Recommended practice for the design of reliable industrial and 
commercial power systems, also known as the Gold Book 
519-1992 	Recommended practice and requirements_ for harmonic control in 
electric power systems - 
762-1987 	Standard definitions for use in reporting electric-generating unite 
reliability, availability, and productivity 
859-1987 	Standard terms for reporting and .analyzing outage occurrences and 
outage states of electric transmission facilities 
998-1996 	Guide for direct lightning stroke shielding of substations 
1057-1994 Standard for digitizing waveform recorders 
1100-1999 Recommended practice for powering and grounding sensitive 
electronic equipment, also known as the Emerald Book. 
1159-1995 Recommended practice for monitoring electric power quality 
• 1159.1 	Guide for recorder and data acquisition requirements for 
characterization of power quality events (in preparation). 
1159.3 	Recommended practice for the transfer of power quality data 
1184-1994 Guide for the selection and sizing of batteries for uninterruptible 
power systems 
1250-1995 Guide for service to equipment sensitive to . momentary voltage 
disturbances 
1325-1996 Recommended practice for reporting field failure data for power 
circuit breakers 
1346-1998 Recommended practice for evaluating electric power system 
compatibility with electronics process equipment. 
1366-2001 Full-use guide on electric power distribution reliability indices 
1409 	Guide for application of power electronics for power quality 
improvement on distribution systems rated l through 38 kV (in 
preparation). 
1453-2004 Recommended practice for measurement and limits of voltage 
fluctuations and associated light flicker on ac power systems 
1459-2000 Trial-use standard definitions for the measurement of electripower 
quantities under sinusoidal, nonsinusoidal, balanced, or unbalanced 
- 	conditions. 
1504 	Guide for the specification and application of active harmonic filters 
(in preparation). 
1547-2003 Standard for interconnecting distributed resources with electric 
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power systems 
1547.1- 	Standard for conformance test procedures for equipment 
2005 	interconnecting distributed resources with electric power systems. 
1547.2 	Application guide for [EEE 1547 standard for interconnecting 
distributed resources with electric!power systems (in preparation). 
1547.3 	Guide for monitoring, information exchange, and control of 
distributed resources interconnected with electric power systems (in 
preparation). 
1547.4 	Guide for design, operation, and integration of distributed resource 
island systems with electric power systems (in preparation). 
1547.5 	Technical guidelines for interconnection of electric power sources 
greater than 10 MVA to the power transmission grid (in preparation). 
1560-2005 Standard for methods of measurement of radio frequency power line 
interference filter in the range of 100 Hz to I 0 GHz. 
1564 	Recommended practice for the establishment of voltage-sag indices 
(in preparation). 
1585-2002 Guide for the functional specification of medium voltage (1 to 35 
kV) electronic series devices for compensation of voltage 
fluctuations 
1651 	Guidelines for reducing bird-related outages (in preparation)- 
C.57.110- Recommended practice for establishing, transformer capability when 
1998 	supplying nonsinusoidal load currents _ 
C62.41.1- Guide on the surge environment in LV (1000-V and -less) ac power 
2002 	circuits 
C62.41.2- Recommended practice on characterization of surges in LV (1 000-V 
2002 	and less) ac power circuits 
C62.45- 	Guide on surge testing for equipment connected on LV ac 
2002 	power circuits 
C62.48- 	Guide on interactions between power system disturbances and surge- 
1995 	protective devices 
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APPENDIX II 
MORE SETS OF OBSERVATIONS 
These observations give the graphical representations shown by the developed PQMS. 
These were taken during testing of UPS of Institute as mentioned in chapter V. 
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The current waveforms of three phases, the average values and ranges of their 
variations are displayed. The current harmonics of the phases at different orders are 
shown in histograms which are self explanatory. 
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Power Quality Monitoring by Software 
Development 
Sllahedul I xque Laskar, Meliiber. IEEE and Mohihullalt Muhamrnad, Menrher, IEEE 
1. lyRODIlC- nor 
Modern world is heavily dependent on the constant and 
reliably availability of electrical power supply. Now the 
quality of this power supply is becoming more important due 
to increasing sensitivity of nca equipments and devices used 
by the custrtimcrs. Alur power quality of (sower systems 
affix s all connected electrical and elceironic equipment; ttnd. 
is a measure of deviations in voltage, current, frequeney
tentporature, force, nlid torque of particular supply systems 
and t]reir components_ 
Power quality disturbances can range flora short 
irtie!turtitriks lrr long-Lucent►n vua t.ksns and dicker, anti 
euunpnyntist ptoduet quality- 'tucrease downtituc. and reduce 
customer satisfaction- As a result, tinny cower Utilities 
perform power quality monitoring as an essential service for 
their main customers. Essential capabilities of a power quality 
cmnilordug system are reduced cost and remote data 
transmission capability [t]. 
F'. A. Aikilic l% with time Elcvirwrl Fog rk-paitmcm n. NSnonol Innitalc or 
Tcrh0rtIugr, Sitebar. IndtiPhory:+q 14357195ti-LS:l a.. • 9t 571 2700528: 
marl: 	~N~ eeg_.risrria,IF:nn,y. 
S.A is with tht Dcpertrnmt yr l lcolrical Ent-incarin•g. AMU. Alibart 
India.(Phrmc: ±71971946 hi': I:rnnii. m»ihih!9stsr<<.um,i' i.::rlcl. 
[hie to these. power qualities monitnrnit has been ol'great 
concern by made-rn 1':rcilitics that consume power. Also. 
power distribution ctnnpanies pay attention and awareness to 
observe and watch that quality at different distribution points 
in the network. 
It is also a major concern for constinwrs tecausc power 
quality ;PQ) related issues can cause damages trr cln%u,ncr'-, 
equipments and cosily suspensions of prnducttorm facilities 
In the earlier stages diIyc0-t:r;i instrumtcnt_s were used for 
monitoring dil7ercnt power quality problems [_'_ 3]. The 
dilicrent instruments which are used for signal analysis are 
wave analyzer, distortion analyzer. spectnim analyirr. 
frequency meter etc. Over the years. ccirwrtionat power 
equipments were used to accomplish this task, such as 
voltmeters. ammeters, sxpcnuivc power meters and complex 
circuits and power clectnrnicc devices and others for detecting 
frequencies and a.naly .ing its ltnrntoltics. Iii addition. most of 
the conventional ttrethods didn't provide the ability to store 
data for future reference and further analysis. which weren't 
really flexible enough and infeasible for such systems. No 
matter how cnphisticated, each measuring instrument has 
limitations that should be considered.[ 3j 
Recently much works arc 'lone in ibis field,. q real time 
power quality - monitoririg instruinetit for detection and 
classification of disturbances in a single phase power system 
was presented [4I. A new algoriihn, based tin MA l l.Ali was 
developed for real time detection and elmgiqcatinr of power 
quality disturbances. A low cost cmhetidkd suluurnt for 
measuring power, quality paranutcrs based on RISC 
micropnrccssur was presrnied.-by-L. Tutnesc. R. Dunta, M. 
Abrudeen and P. Dobra [Sj. But the method needs to reduce 
negative effects of errors in measurements, implementation 
trade-offs, and to maximize the execution, speed. 
In another paper, the authors 1ni discussed an example of a 
power' quality as xtimc-nt grotty in an cicctricat pane{ that 
supplies tinvestigatifltit Laboratories. ot'ftce rooms and an 
electronics workshop. using a devetsmp t1 PowcT C)uatii13 
Monitor t,( A web-based supply voltage mnnrttsring system 
based on tt compact micropruevssur module provides a low-
and 11exibkc solution for monitoring the power quality of 
electricity supply 173. The hardware used eunsista of a utodule 
and few electronic equipments 
C 3 Farhat.in his paper described of a power quality 
monitoring system which is capable of capturing and 
retrieving electrical quantities related to harmonics and 
distortion levels 118 . 
The wavelet ummnsknr is one tif'thc most after empinycd 
signal processing algorithms. It has been applied for detection 
IbswaC1— Monitoring of power quality is essential to maintain 
groper functioning of different industrial units. utilities. productions. 
;ustn.ner 5an•ices etc. which are affected by poor power qualities. 
The authors surveyed different existing methods of power quality 
monitering already in use and uvailutble in literature and arrived at 
the conclusion that an improved and affordable power quality 
tnunitaring system is the need of the ht►ur, this paper will give the 
initial part of the works ref the authors leading to the development nt' 
a simple power quality monitoring system by designing virtual 
in5tnnnents using I.ahVJEW software. The system is suitable for 
lower lu medium power utility or disitibution units. which aril be 
extended lot higher ranges. The tests were carried out in the 
research laboratory attd the control panel of the t:les(rical 
Engineering 'Department. Aligarh Muslim University. Aligarh 
{India), supplying a 7argc numbs of PCs. equipments and high 
power UPS anti electrical machine:. Observations of the system 
depiu the iinporiailce of power quality ntnuimring, and also the 
accuracy rind precision of the developer! system. With prover power 
quality monitoring industrial units get chance Io perthon predictive 
maintenance which will reduce energy and cost 
Kf ywwords—DAQrnx, Lab VIEW. Power Quality Monitoring. 
Viulual insirurreils. 
Proceedings ofthe -National Conference on Pow&r, Irrrfrr mental on. Eacrg' and Control (ACON-2011) 
Organized by Electrical Engineering Department, AMU, Aligarh 12-13 Feb 2011. 
Power Quality Issues and Impacts of Poor 
PQ on Global Economy with Special 
Reference to India 
Shahedul Haque.Laskar*l, Mohibullah *2 
*Department of Elkctrical Engineering, Zakir Hussain College ofEngg & Technology, 
Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh, India. 
Ishlaskar@redzffmail.com, 2mohibl 95Otyahoo. co. in 
Abstract - The paper presents a 
comprehensive study on power quality issues 
and the Impact of poor power 'quality. Power 
quality Issues are of .serious concern to many 
utilities and customers. Power disturbances 
compromise product quality, increase 
downtime and reduce customer satisfaction. 
Authors discussed different power quality 
Issues, effect of deregulation in electricity 
supply Industries and impacts of poor PQ is 
global environments with special reference, to 
India. Impacts , of poor PQ on organization's 
operational - efficiency are significant and 
disruptive. It has caused a direct economic 
impact to many Industrial customers. 
Iuforatatlou depicts the deed . of proper 
monitoring and mitigation of electricity supply 
to solve the staggering economic losses. 
KeywordcPOwer quality, reliability, voltage 
sag, interruptions, harmonics, deregulation, 
monitoring. 
I, INTRODUCTION 
Power quality (PQ) is the set `  of parameters 
defining the properties of power supply delivered to 
the users in normal operating condition in terms of 
continuity of supply and. characteristics of voltage 
(magnitude; frequency,. symmetry, waveform etc.). 
Current electronic devices; such as miiroproessars,  
microcontrollers, telecommunications equipment an 
d 	sensitive computerized equipments etc. . are 
susceptible to power quality problems. Poor PQ has 
become a more important concern of both power 
suppliers and customers. Application of 
deregulation policy in power systems results in 
growing attention regarding power quality issues. 
Although much efforts and investments are done by 
utilities to prevent power interruptions, it is not 
possible to completely control disturbances on the 
supply system. Many disturbances .are due to 
normal operations such as switching loads and 
capacitors or faults and opening of circuit breakers 
to clear faults. Faults are usually caused by events 
outside the utility's control. These events include 
acts of nature such as lightning, birds flying close to 
power lines and getting electrocuted, and accidental 
acts such as trees or equipment contacting power 
lsnestl],[2j. 
Disturbances generated by customer-owned 
equipments and plant operations are also beyond 
the utility's control. In industrial and commercial 
facilities, disturbances may be caused by the 
operation of arc welders and the switching of 
power factor capacitors and inductive loads such 
as motors, transformers, and lighting ballast 
Solenoids. Moreover, fluorescent lamps, CFLs, 
and other devices that use power electronics such 
as switch-mode power supplies, television sets; 
light dimmers, and adjustable-speed drives can 
also inject harmonics into the power system [3]. 
Hence reliable power is essential for both utilities 
and customers., 
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Modem world is under tremendous pressure for alternative sources of energy and the trends are 
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Power Quality Issues and Need of Intelligent PQ Monitoring in 
the Smart Grid Environment 
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Abstract— PQ issues are very much important for utilities, 
customers and end users and it is essential to be known by the 
concerned authorities and users for reduction of economic 
losses due to the poor PQ. The cost of poor PQ is high and 
rising. The paper gives insights on global economical losses 
due to poor PQ. The business risk posed by PQ problems is a 
Tcal one with even `low tech' industries exposed to serious 
financial losses. The global economic meltdown is not the only 
factor that is pulling down the revenues of Asian countries. A 
study 	released 	said Indian industries lost more 	than 
S 9.6 billion in 2008-09 due to power outages. According to 
2008 reports, poor power quality costs European business 
more than 150 billion dollars a year. In this paper, a 
comprehensive survey an different power quality related 
problems as experienced by customers in different countries 
are highlighted. Summary of PQ costs are given. As the.. 
consequence of poor PQ might have large financial impacts on 
a country's economy, more initiatives are expected from the 
concerned parties and regulating bodies to take corrective 
measures for maintaining better power quality from utility 
and at end users. Smart grid requires intelligent PQ 
monitoring to solve different PQ related problems. Authors 
proposed an intelligent power quality monitoring system that 
will help to detect different PQ disturbances and consequently 
assist in employing or implementing appropriate mitigation 
techniques. 
ICywords— Deregulation, harmonics, interruptions, 
Power quality, voltage sag, smart grid, power quality 
monitoring. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Electric power quality (PQ) has become the concern of 
utilities, end users, manufacturers, and_all other customers. 
Power quality is the set of parameters defining the 
properties of power supply delivered to the users in normal 
operating conditions in terms of continuity of supply and 
characteristics of voltage (magnitude, frequency, 
symmetry, waveform etc.). Modem electronic equipments 
and devices, such as microprocessors, microcontrollers, tele 
communications equipment and sensitive computerized equ 
ipments etc. are susceptible to PQ problems. Poor PQ has 
become a more important concern of both power suppliers 
and customers. 
Application of deregulation policy in power systems 
results in growing attention regarding power quality issues. 
Although much efforts and investments are done by 
utilities•to prevent power interruptions, it is not possible to 
completely control disturbances on the supply system. 
Many disturbances are due to- normal operations such as 
switching- loads and capacitors or faults and opening of 
circuit breakers to clear faults. Faults are usually caused by 
events outside the utility's control. These events include 
acts of nature such as lightning, birds flying close to power 
lines and getting electrocuted, and accidental acts such as 
trees or equipment contacting power lines[ 1],f 2]. 
A large number of disturbances generated t,y customer-
owned equipments and plant operations are beyond the 
utility's control. In industrial and commercial facilities. 
disturbances may be caused by the operation of arc welders 
and the switching. of power factor capacitors and inductive 
loads such as motors, transformers, and lighting ballast 
solenoids. Moreover, fluorescent lamps, CFLs, and other 
devices that use power electronics such as switch-mode 
power supplies,, television sets, !ight dinuuers, and 
adjustable-speed drives can also inject -harmonics into the 
power system [3]. Hence reliable power is essential for 
both utilities and customers. 	.. 
Although power production continues to keep up with 
demand,. investments in transmission assets have bean in a 
steady decline for many years, steadily undennining the 
grids reliability. Consequently,, any drop  -in supply 
reliability is surely going to impact power quality. The 
aging 'power grid infrastructure and the incompatibility 
between present load characteristics and the electric power 
supply environment frequently give rise to poor power 
quality. This results in significant economic losses in a 
wide range of industries, including financial, services, 
health care, high tech, and process manufacturing. A 
decrease in supply voltage for a fraction of a second can 
trip a microprocessor-based controller offline, disrupting an 
entire manufacturing process. The cost of a kWh not 
supplied -because of an outage is much higher than the cost 
ofa•kWh that is supplied when needed [4]. 
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The global bill for poor power quality is more than 500 
billion Euros per year which is 50% of the turnover of the 
global electricity sector. For many business uses, the cost 
of poor PQ is higher than the electricity bill and the cost is 
rising. Also it has been observed in [5,6] that utility 
deregulation effects on power quality requiring industry-
wide action to maintain sufficient standards 
One of the most critical issues in ensuring reliability is 
monitoring power system performance [5]. Monitoring can 
provide information about power flow and demand and 
help identify the cause of power system disturbances. It can 
even help identify problem conditions on a power system 
before they cause interruptions or disturbances. Many 
systems are affected due to absence of an effective PQM 
programme. 
A solution for this problem is to design a system basing 
on IEEE recommended practice [3, 10], suitable for exact 
power quality measurement and monitoring, so that 
necessary steps may be taken as precautions/and for proper 
controlling. Although much works are done on Real-Time 
Power Quality Monitoring, still much improvement is 
required for present day problems. We are in need of an 
intelligent system with up-to-date and appropriate software 
that works smoothly with appropriate hardware to form a 
compact single station/system for power quality monitoring 
and controlling without the use of different devices from 
different vendors. PQM method should replace -earlier 
methods of one way communication. This should be 
compatible with smart grid sensors for smart metering with 
advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) in distribution 
system (two-way communication). 
H. POWER QUALITY ISSUES AND DISTURBANCES 
Defining power quality and its disturbances is one of the 
PQ issues jl],{2],[5]. An overview of PQ definitions will 
be helpful in understanding different PQ events or 
parameters. In a broad sense power quality may be defined 
as "any power problem manifested in voltage, current, or 
frequency deviations that result in failure or disoperation of 
customer equipment" [3]. 
"High Power Quality" has become one of the aims •of 
industrial systems design due to the widespread ttse of 
electronic based equipments in nearly every aspect of our 
modern life. The most significant power quality problems 
that are responsible for poor power quality and are having 
detrimental effect on industrial load operation are voltage 
sags, supply interruptions, harmonics and voltage 
flickers [3],'[6]. Thus electric power quality has become an 
important issue in the deregulated power systems. 
Deregulation is resulting in important structure changes 
in the utility industry and presents the possibility of 
improving the system operation efficiency. However, there 
are seine significant impacts of deregulation on power 
quality which need improved mitigation [6]. 
A. Voltage Sag 
Dips or sags are short-term reductions in the RMS value 
of supply voltage lasting from a fraction of a second up to 
several seconds. A sudden reduction (between 10% and 
90%) of the voltage magnitude at a point in the electric 
system and lasting from 0.5 cycles to few seconds is termed 
as Voltage sag. A voltage dip can be caused either by 
switching operations or any type of faults as well as fault 
clearing process. Switching like those associated with a 
temporary disconnection of the supply or flow of heavy 
currents associated with the starting of large motor loads is 
the most common. These events maybe originated at the 
utility side or al the customer site. 
In a deregulated environment, a suitable counter measure 
is' required to be taken to prevent system from 
deterioration; otherwise probability of increase in the 
number of the voltage sag events is more. 
B. Interruption 
A very short but complete loss of supply is called an 
interruption. An interruption occurs when the supply 
voltage decrease less than 10% from its original value up to 
a period of time not exceeding one minute. The number of 
interruptions of the supply also tends to increase in 
deregulated environment like voltage sags and a suitable 
mitigation is essential. 
C. Harmonics 
A sinusoidal component of a periodic waveform having 
a frequency that is an integral multiple of the fundamental 
system frequency [1], [3]. The Nonlinear characteristics of 
devices and loads on the power system give rise to 
harmonic distortion. Harmonic distortion levels are 
described . by the complete harmonic spectrum with 
magnitudes and phase angle of each harmonic component. 
Despite its deficiency as in [1], [2] the Total Harmonic 
Distortion THD is frequently used as a measure of the 
degree of harmonic distortion of the system. In a 
deregulated environment harmonic problems will continue 
to increase because of the fact that the independent power 
producers IPP, which are using wind and solar energy to 
generate power, will depend mainly on inverters to 
interface with the utility grid leading to the increase of the 
harmonic distortion [3],[6]. 
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Besides this, the extensive use of FACT controllers to 
control the flow of power in transmission line has the 
ability of boosting the harmonic distortion levels due to the 
inherent non-linearity associated with these devices and the 
normal proliferation of using non-linear and electronically 
switched loads at customer side will continue to increase 
affect of harmonics. [2], [3]. 
D. Voltage Fluctuation and Flicker 
Voltage fluctuations are changes o: swings of the 
voltage envelope iii a systematic manner or a series of 
random voltage variations and are always referred to as 
voltage flicker. In addition to its effect on light, it is 
responsible for reduced life of electronic, incandescent, 
fluorescent and cathode ray tubes, malfunction of phase 
locked—loops PLLs, mis-operation of electronic controllers 
and protection devices. Even under deregulation, voltage 
fluctuations and flicker will increase due to use of 
nonlinear and vulnerable devices, and in such environment, 
the control of the voltage fluctuation should be the 
responsibility of the Transmission utilities (Transco.) and 
Distribution Companies (Disco.) such as switch-mode 
power supplies, television sets, light dimmers, and 
adjustable-speed drives can also inject provided that 
industrial customers, especially those utilizing large arc 
furnaces, control the amount of fluctuation of their load 
current. [6]. 
III. IMPACT- ON ECONOMY 
A. Cost of Poor Power Quality 
The iinpacts of poor power quality on organization's 
operational efficiency are significant and disruptive. It is 
also being evermore clearly understood that financial 
impacts, where relevant, are far greater than had previously 
been recognized. The economic impacts of power quality 
are usuallydivided into three broad categories [3]:. 
i) Direct economic impacts: 
Production loss, unrecoverable downtime and resources 
(e.g. raw material, labour, capital), process restart costs, 
spoilage of (semi-)Finished production, eauipmant damage, 
direct costs associated with the human health and safety, 
financial penalties incurred through non-fulfilment of 
contract, environmental financial penalties, utility costs 
associated with the interruption.  
ii) Indirect economic impacts: 
The cost to an organization of revenuelincome being 
postponed, the financial cost of loss of market share, the 
cost of restoring brand equity 
iii) Social economic impacts: 
Uncomfortable building temperatures as related to 
reduction in efficient working/health and safety, Personal 
injury or fear, also as related to reduction in efficiency and 
health and safety, Evacuating neighbouring residential 
buildings as an indirect social impact in the event of faiiurc 
Of industrial safety, as it relates to the additional costs 
incurred by an organization that has to carry out these 
measures. 
PQ costs are usually reported in the categories of 
Voltage dips and swells, Short interruptions, Long 
interruptions, Harmonics, Surges and transients, and lastly 
in the category of Flicker, unbalance, earthing and 
electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) problems. 
B. lnrpacl; of Poor Power Qualiry on Global Environment 
It is very difficult • to assess the impact of poor PQ 
globally, due to non availability of up-to-dare global data 
and alsc due to non performance of such assessment or 
study in most of the countries or regions. However the 
impacts are experienced by all. 
. A joint study liy the manufacturers association of 
information fechnology (MALT),- USA and ernersion 
network power (India) has thrown up the finding - chat 
network power downtime costs Indian economy more than 
59.60 billion annually [8]. The findings of the study have 
turned out to be a real eye-opener for Indian industfies. 
While the study has taken account only direct losses 
'suffered due to power disrujtion, the real figure could be 
much higher if indirect impacts are considered. Economic 
Cost of Outages: of Bangladesh amounted to 1.72% (US 
$778millions) of the Country GDP in 2001 [9]. Industrial 
losses due to poor PQ has been estimated as Sl50 7200 
billion dollars (USD) for European Union (2004;. A recent 
study by IBM showed that power quality -problems costs 
U.S. businesses more than S15 billion a year. That's an 
average of $79,000 for each company [91. 
To Set an idea of significance of monitoring and 
mitigation of electricity supply needed to solve the 
staggering economic tosses, it is -essential to have the 
information of electricity consumption in a region. • 
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Fig 2 shows a plot of Indian energy consumption 
projections for the period 2001-2025[10]. 
Indian Energy consumption projections (Billion KWlir) 
Years 
Fig.i Indian Energy Consumption Projections in Billion KWIIr. 
It has been observed that there will be steep rise in the 
consumption of energy in India. India has got the third 
highest average annual percentage change (3.3%) in energy 
consumption in the world [l0. 
C. Downtime Impact 
Downtime causes millions of dollars in damage annually 
to computer networks around the Globe. Power-related 
issues are frequently the cause of time outs, unexplained 
downtime, and other commonplace system or networking 
glitches. Two major studies of power quality have been 
completed in recent years by Bell Labs and IBM [11]. Both 
found the areas mentioned in the table 3 to be accounted for 
most power-related issues: Both studies strikingly show 
similar results. The blackouts and large surges only makeup 
a small percentage of power quality problems. On the other 
hand, 80-90 percentages are caused by low voltage surges 
that causes networking problems. Thus around 80 to 90 
percent of the time, electronic equipment is being affected 
by tiny surges as opposed to lightening flashes or 
blackouts. To make matters worse, these little spikes wreak 
havoc in terms of logic confusion, system errors, and 
frozen screens. 
The term "sustained interruption" or "outage" describes 
a situation in a commercial utility system where automatic 
protective devices, because of the nature of the fault, 
cannot . bring power back online, and manual 
intervention is required. (IEEE Standard 100-1992) [7]. Not 
able outages/blackouts give an idea of disruptive impacts a 
nd huge economic losses which were discussed in [9], [12]. 
The global downtime impact of poor PQ and its 
disruptions are shown in the following table I and 11. 
It has been observed that 60% of firms face power 
disruption 
TABLE I 
COST OF VOLTAGE DIPS (COUNTRY) 
Cost of voltage dips 
Industry Duration Cost/sag 
U.K. steelworks 30% for 
3.5 cycles 
$457447 
US glass plant Less than 1 s $200 
US petrochemicals 2s $600 
US Annual 
exposure 
$lUm 
South Africa Annual 
exposure 
S3bn 
more than once a month [9],[l3]. Table I shows cost of 
voltage dips (country-wise) and Table Ii shows cast of 
voltage dips (industry-wise). 
One study[12],[14] carried out by a major generator, 
measured voltage disturbances at 12 sites with demand 
between 5 and 30 MVA. In a 10 month period 858 
disturbances were logged with a financial loss totalling 
$l.l0m. The table 6 gives some typical values. It is evident 
that industries or plants making high value added products 
and those requiring multistage manufacturing processes, 
such as semiconductors, would face much higher losses. 
TABLE II 
COST OF VOLTAGE DIPS (INDUSTRY)IFIIANCiAL LOSS 
Cost of voltage dips 
Industrylsector Typical tinancial 
loss per event ($000) 
Semiconductor production 5579 
Financial tradini g 8820 per hour 
Computer center 1 103 
Telecommunications 45 per minute 
Steel works 515 
Glass manufacture 368 
Offshore platforrns 375-1100'erday  
Dredgingland reclamation 75-400 per day 
In relation to public services like hotels and retail 
sectors, the PQ impact is measured in terms of slowing 
down their business activities, in terms of revenues that are 
irrevocably lost. 
In addition to. economical loss due to production stops, 
there exists an extra KWH loss due to harmonic pollution 
in typical network components such as transformers, cables 
and motors. 
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From the surveys, it was observed that the cost per 
voltage dip event was very high and single short 
interruptions on average are 3.3 times more costly for 
industry and just over 9 times more costly for services; 
The average cost of long interruptions is $133,800 and is 
more homogenous across whole survey sample. The 
generic cost per event for surges and transients for this 
survey ranges from $176,400 to $264,600.[3,10] 
In addition to economical loss due to production stops, 
there exists an extra KWH loss due to harmonic pollution 
in typical network components such as transformers, cables 
and motors. As this loss has to be supplied by the utility 
power plants, a financial loss and CO2 emissions can be 
assigned to it. Amount of loss due to this attains figures 
like few thousand dollars per year easily. This corresponds 
to a few tens of CO2 emissionslyear. Hence running cost of 
such installations can be significant. European PQ survey is 
an eye opener for the .whole world and authorities felt the 
need of regular PQ' survey for their own system and to 
reconsider their power contingency. 
European PQ survey is an eye opener for the whole 
world and authorities felt the need of regular PQ survey for 
their own system and to reconsidwr their power contingency 
measures and adopt proper mitigation. Blackouts in New 
York and Europe have prompted, the authorities to 
reconsider their power contingency measures. 
D. Impacts in India 
Power scenario in India seems to be • worsening. A 
study by IT industry body, the Manufacturers Association 
of Information Technblogy(MAIT) and US-based power 
distribution solution provider Emerson Network Power, 
India showed that India Inc lost $4.80 billion in 2003, and 
$9.60 billion in 2008-09, in direct losses, due to poor power 
quality and operating environment related downtime.[7], 
[8], [15]. The revenue loss due to power failure grew at an 
average of 11.9% in the past five years. Major reasons for 
downtime are power cuts (scheduled and unscheduled) due 
to stress on infrastructure and poor quality of power and the 
major impact of downtime is loss of work in progress and 
employee productivity. According to the study, power 
disruption frequency was - highest in Delhi followed by 
Pune and Bangalore, while the average downtime cost was 
$1210 per/hr. This trend will continue due to the lessons 
from global power failures encountered in western 
countries. Firms will need to pay more attention to 
maximising uptime to remain competitive in a globally 
networked economy. 
For electricity consumers in India, supply interruptions 
and low voltage levels are a constant source of concern and 
utilities are making major investments to improve power 
quality. Government and regulatory commissions in India 
use IEEE developed reliable indices such as CAl1]i, 
SAIDI, and SAIFI. However their use is still in an initial 
phase in India. For the first time in India [8], ESMMI 
captured supply interruptions data as well as 
voltage levels at the ordinary consumer location at Pune. 
A weekly supply interruptions 	recorded in Pune 	in 
2007 is shown in the pie diagram (fig. 2). The Pie-chart 
shows the weekly voltage profile, i.e. % of time the voltage 
(V) was in a particular range. The results might look 
startling for PQ experts who are working in European or 
North American Standards for monitoring. The rated 
voltage was supplied only 23% of the time. The voltage 
was low 69% of the time. The voltage was very low 7% of 
the time and there was no supply at all 1%, of the time. 
which means that there were outages for one hour and forty 
minutes during that week: According to the annual -report 
of the Ministry of Power, India, losses of State Electricity 
Boards were $4.3billion (in 2000) and $ 6 billion (in 2005). 
Losses in the supply of electricity are 40% of production. 
1% 
Fig.2. Weekly Voltage Profile, Prayas. (India) 
Losses for the economy due to poor electricity and 
trap. port are 2% of the GDP per year [15] , !  6]. 
IV. SMART GRID ENVIRONMENTS AND PQ 
An adequate. power quality guarantees the necessary 
compatibility between all equipments connected to the grid. 
It is therefore an important issue for the successful and 
efficient operation of existing as well as fiiture grids. 
®n Rated vclta;. 
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Due to large gap between generation and load, 
inefficient generating stations, overloading of system 
components, higher losses in the system, lack of reactive 
power support and regulation services, poorly planned 
distribution network, low metering efficiency and bill 
collection and power theft- smart grid is essentially 
required. The power quality issues are very important and 
play the most significant role for the development of smart 
grids. The "smart" properties of future grids would be a 
challenge for new approaches in an efficient management 
of power quality. Especially the advanced communication 
technologies can establish new ways for selective power 
quality management. 
Smart grid is a vision: A more reliable, secure, 
economical, efficient, environmentally friendly, and more 
safer grid is the vision in the name of the smart grid.(33. In 
such vision, monitoring t f power quality is the real 
challenge. The present methods or systems of monitoring 
are not capable to cope with the intelligent smart grid 
system. An intelligent power quality, monitoring system is 
an essential requirement of the smart grid. The PQM 
should be capable to detect most (and almost all) of the 
power quality events and disturbances smartly. Intelligent 
PQM is the need for smart grid due to principal 
functionality characteristics of Smart Gads, which 
includes: i) active , participation 	by 	consumers, 	ii) 
accommodation of all generation and storage options, iii) 
enabling new products, services, and markets, iv) providing 
power quality (PQ) for the digital economy, v) optimizing 
asset utilization and to operate efficiently, vi) to anticipate 
and respond to system disturbances (self-heal), and vii) to 
operate resiliently against attack and natural disaster (cyber 
security). [311, [lo], [171, [18]. 
The smart grid o; the future should include: 
i) Network monitoring to improve reliability, 
ii) Equipment monitoring to improve maintenance, 
iii) Product (power) monitoring to improve PQ. 
In order to achieve these goals, the actual distribution 
system infrdstructure (especially meters and remotely 
controlled ' lEDs) should be used to gather -as much 
information as possible related to network, equipment and 
product (i.e. power quality and reliability) to improve the 
distribution system overall performance. 
In all these aspects, a smart PQ mcnitaring is an 
essential requirement. This will be an instrumental to make 
the smart grid perform efficiently, reliably with proper real-
time monitoring and corresponding automatic mitigation 
and other required follow-up actions. 
Then only this smart grid vision will become a reality 
leading to the fulfilling of the power demand of the present 
and future world. 
V. CONCLUSIONS 
The cost of poor PQ is high and rising. Utility 
deregulation effects on power quality requiring industry-
wide action to maintain sufficient standards. The paper 
gives insights on global economical losses due to poor PQ. 
The business risk posed by PQ problems is a real one with 
even 'low tech' industries exposed to serious financial 
losses.' 
Smart grid is the most important vision for future power 
system. Existing PQM methods are generally one way 
communication system and should be replaced by methods 
with smart grid sensors- for smart metering with advanced 
metering infrastructure (AIM) in distribution system (two-
way communication ). 
Intelligent and efficient PQ monitoring will provide the 
information needed to validate compliance, improve system 
stability, and eliminate unplanned downtitne. Smart grid 
needs intelligent PQ monitoring system to make the smart 
grid perform efficiently, reliably with proper real-time 
.nonitoring and corresponding automatic mitigation aiid 
other required follow-up actions. 
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